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BOOK I. YOGA METAPHYSICS 

CHAPTER I 

PRAKRTI 

HoWEVER dogmatic a system of philosophical enquiry may 
appear to us, it must have been preceded by a criticism of 
the observed facts of experience. The details of the criticism 
and the processes of self-argumentation by which the thinker 
arrived at his theory of the Universe might indeed be sup
pressed, as being relatively unimportant, but a thoughtful 
reader would detect them as lying in the background behind 
the shadow of the general speculations, but at the same time 
setting them off 

read them in the light as far as pos
sible of the inferred presuppositions and inner arguments of 
their minds ; it is in this way alone that he can put himself 
in the same line of thinking with the thinker whom he is 
willing to follow, and can grasp him to the fullest extent. 
In offering this short study of the Patafijala metaphysics, 
I shall therefore try to supplement it with such of my in-DR
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2 INTRODUCTORY 

ferences of the presuppositions of Patafijali's mind, which 
I think will add to the clearness of the exposition of his views, 
though I am fully alive to the difficulties of making such 
inferences about a philosopher whose psychological, social, 
religio1:.s and moral environments differed so widely from ours. 

An enquiry into the relations of the mental phenomena 
to the physical has sometimes given the first start to philos
ophy. The relation of mind to matter is such an important 
problem of philosophy that the existing philosophical systems 
may roughly be classified according to the relative importance 
that has been attached to mind or to matter. There have 
been chemical, mechanical and biological conceptions which 
have ignored mind as a separate entity and have dogmatically 
affirmed it to be the product of matter only.* There have 
been theories of the other extreme, which have dispensed 
with matter altogether and have boldly affirmed that matter 
as such has no reality at all, and that thought is the only 
thing which can be called Real in the highest sense. All 
matter as such is non-Being or Maya or Avidya. There have 
been Nihilists like the Siinyavadi Buddhists who have gone 
so far as to assert that neither matter nor mind exists. Some 
have asserted that matter is only thought externalized, some 
have regarded the principle of matter as the unknowable 
Thing-in-itself, some have regarded them as separate in
dependent entities held within a higher reality called God, 
ur &8 two of his attributes only, and some have regarded 
their difference as being only one of grades of intelligence, 
one merging slowly and imperceptibly into the other and 
held together in concord with each other by pre-established 
harmony. 

Underlying the metaphysics of the Yoga system of thought 
as taught by Patafijali and as elaborated by his commentators 
we find an acute analysis of matter and thought. Matter 

• See Ward's Naturali1m and Agn06ticilm. DR
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INTRODUCTORY 3 

on the one hand, mind, the senses, and the ego on the other 
are regarded as nothing more than two different kinds of 
modifications of one primal cause, the Prak~i. But the self
intelligent principle called Purusha (spirit) is distinguished 
from them. Matter consists only of three primal qualities 
or rather substantive entities, which he calls the Sattva or 
intelligence-stuff, Rajas or energy, and Tamas-the factor of 
obstruction or mass or inertia. It is extremely difficult 
truly to conceive of the nature of these three kinds of entities 
or Gu:t;~as, as he calls them, when we consider that these 
three elements alone are regarded as composing all phenomena, 
mental and physical. In order to comprehend them rightly 
it will be necessary to grasp thoroughly the exact relation 
between the mental and the physical. What are the real 
points of agreement between the two 1 How can the same 
elements be said to behave in one case as the conceiver and 
in the other case as the conceived 1 Thus Vacaspati says:-

"The reals {gu:t;~as) have two forms, viz. the determiner or 
the perceiver, and the perceived or the determined. In the 
aspect of the determined or the perceived, the gu:t;~as evolve 
themselves as the five infra-atomic potentials, the five gross 
elements and their compounds. In the aspect of perceiver or 
determiner, they form the modifications of the ego together 
with the senses.* 

It is interesting to notice here the two words used by 
Vacaspati in characterising the twofold aspect of the gu:t;~a 
viz. vyavasiiyiitmakatva, their nature as the determiner or 
perceiver, and vyavaseyatr!takatva, their nature as determined 
or perceived. The elements which compose the phenomena 
of the objects of perception are the same as those which form 
the phenomena of the perceiving ; their only distinction ia 
that one is the determined and the other is the determiner. 
What we call the psychosis involving intellection, sensing and 

• Vicaspati's TattvavaiAilradi on the Vyiila-bkc18hya, lll. 47. DR
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INTRODUCTORY 

the ego, and what may be called the infra-atoms, atoms and 
their combinations, are but two different types of modifica
tions of the same stuff of reals. There is no intrinsic difference 
in nature between the mental and the physical. 

The tnode of causal transformation is explained by Vijfiana 
Bhikshu in his commentary on the system of Sarp.khya as if 
its functions consisted only in making manifest what was 
already there in an unmanifested form. Thus he says, 
" just as the image already existing in the stone is only 
manifested by the activity of the statuary, so the causal 
activity also generates only that activity by which an effect 
is manifested as if it happened or came into being at the 
present moment."* The effects are all always existent, but 
some of them are sometimes in an unmanifested state. What 
the calli!al operation, viz. the energy of the agent and the 
suitable collocating instruments and conditions, does is to set 
up an activity by which the effect may be manifested at 
the present moment. 

With Sirpkhya-Yoga, sa.ttva, rajas and tamas are substan
tive entities which compose the reality of the mental and the 
physical.t The mental and the physical represent two 
different orders of modifications, and one is not in any way 
superior to the other. As the gu:t;tas conjointly form the mani-

• 84~lchyapravacanabhashya, L 120. 
t It is indeed difficult to say what was the earliest conception of the 

gu~;~a.a. But there is reason to believe, as I have said elsewhere, that gul)a 
in its earliest acceptance meant qualities. It is very probable that as the 
SiiJlkhya philosophy became more and more systematised it was realised 
that there was no ultimate distinction bqj;ween substance and qualities. 
In consequence of such a view the gul)aS which were originally regarded 
as qualities began to be regarded as substantive entities and no contra
diction wa.a felt. Bhikshu in many places describes the gu!J.as as substantive 
entities (dravya) and their division into three classes as being due to the 
presence of three kinds of class-characteristics. This would naturally mean 
that within the same class there were many other difierences which have not 
been taken into account ( Y oga-vi.irttika, II. 18). But it cannot be said that 
the view that the gul)aS are substantive entities and that there is no difierence 
between qualities and substances is regarded as a genuine Si111khya view 
even as early as Sanka.ra. See GIMbhiUkya, XIV. lS. DR
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INTRODUCTORY 

fold without, by their varying combinations, as well as all the 
diverse internal functions, faculties and phenomena, they are 
in themselves the absolute potentiality of all things, mental 
and physical. Thus Vyasa in describing the nature of the 
knowable, writes: "The nature of the knowable ,is now 
described :-The knowable, consisting of the objects of en
joyment and liberation, as the gross elements al\il the per
ceptive senses, is characterised by three essential traits
illumination, energy and inertia. The sattva is of the nature 
of illumination. Rajas is of the nature of energy. Inertia 
(tamas) is of the nature of inactivity. The gUJ,l.a entities 
with the above characteristics are capable of being modified 
by mutual influence on one another, by their proximity. 
They are evolving. They have the characteristics of con
junction and separation. They manifest forms by one lending 
support to the others by proximity. None of thestf loses its 
distinct power into those of the others, even though any one 
of them may exist as the principal factor of a phenomenon with 
the others as subsidiary thereto. The gUJ;~.as forming the 
three classes of substantive entities manifest themselves 
as such by their similar kinds of power. When any one of 
them plays the role of the principal factor of any phenomenon, 
the others also show their presence in close contact. Their 
existence as subsidiary energies of the principal factor is 
inferred by their distinct and independent functioning, even 
though it be as subsidiary qualities." * The Yoga theory does 
not acknowledge qualities as being different from substances. 
The ultimate substantive entities are called guJ;~.as, which 
as we have seen are of three kinds. The giD.J.a entities are 
infinite in number ; each has an individual existence, but 
is always acting in co-operation with others. They may be 
divided into three classes in accordance with their similarities 

• See Vyfua-bhaikya on Pataiijali'a Yoga-siUraa, II. 18, and Vicaspati'e 
Tattvami8aradi on it. DR
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6 INTRODUCTORY 

of behaviour (sila). Those which behave in the way of 
intellection are called sattva, those which behave in the way 
of producing effort of movement are called rajas, and those 
which behave differently from these and obstruct their 
process .. are called tamas. We have spoken above of a primal 
cause prakrti. But that is not a separate category independent 
of the gu:Q.as. Prak:rti is but a name for the gu1,1a entities 
when they exist in a state of equilibrium. All that exists 
excepting the purushas are but the gu:Q.a entities in different 
kinds of combination amongst themselves. The effects they 
produce are not different from them but it is they themselves 
which are regarded as causes in one state and effects in another. 
The difference of combination consists in this, that in some 
combinations there are more of sattva entities than rajas or 
tamas, and in others more of rajas or more of tamas. These 
entities are continually uniting and separating. But though 
they are thus continually dividing and uniting in new com
binations the special behaviour or feature of each class of 
entities remains ever the same. Whatever may be the nature 
of any particular combination the sattva entities participating 
in it will retain their intellective functions, rajas their energy 
functions, and tamas the obstructing ones. But though 
they retain their· special features in spite of their mutual 
difference they hold fast to one another in any particular 
oombina tion ( tulyajatiyiittulyajatiyasaktibhedanupiitina~ which 
Bhikshu explains as avisesherJ,opashtambhakasvabhavaM. In 
any particular combination it is the special features of those 
entities which predominate that msnifest themselves, while 
the other two classes lend their force in drawing the minds of 
perceivers to it as an object as a magnet draws a piece of iron. 
Their functionings at this time are undoubtedly feeble 
(sukshmavrttimantaM but still they do exist.* 

In the three gU:Q.aB, none of them can be held as the goal 
• See Bhikshu'e Y oga-vl'lrttika, II. 18. DR
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INTRODUCTORY 7 

of the others. All of them are equally important, and the very 
varied nature of the manifold represents only the different 
combinations of these gut;~.as as substantive entities. In any 
combination one of the gut;~.as may be more predominant 
than the others, but the other gut;~.as are also prese:p.t there 
and perform their functions in their own way. No one of 
them is more important than the other, but they serve con
jointly one common purpose, viz. the experiences and the 
liberation of the purusha, or spirit. They are always uniting, 
separating and re-uniting again and there is neither beginning 
nor end of this (anyonyamithuniil} sarvve naishiimiidisam
prayogo viprayogo vii upalabhyate). 

They have no purpose of their own to serve, but they all are 
always evolving, as Dr. Seal says, " ever from a relatively less 
differentiated, less determinate, less coherent whole, to a 
relatively more differentiated, more determinate, more co
herent whole " * for the experiences and liberation of purusha, 
or spirit. When in a state of equilibrium they cannot serve 
the purpose of the purusha, so that state of the gut;~.as is not 
for the sake of the purusha ; it is its own independent eternal 
state. All the other three stages of evolution, viz. the linga 
(sign), avisesha (unspecialised) 1\nd visesha (specialised) have 
been caused for the sake of the purusha. t Thus Vyasa. 
writes:- :t " The objects of the purusha are no cause of the 
original state (aliilga). That is to say, the fulfilment of the 
objects of the purusha is not the cause which brings about the 
manifestation of the original state of prak:rti in the beginning. 
The fulfilment of the objects of the purusha is not therefore the 
reason of the existence of that ultimate state. Since it is not 
brought into existence by the need of the fulfilment of the 
purusha's objects it is said to be eternal. As to the three 

• History of Hindu OhemiBtry, Vol. II, by P. C. Ray,~· 66. 
t The usual Si:QJ.khya. terms a.s found in ISvarakrshQ&. s K4rildJ,, having 

the sa.me denotation a.s a.vi~sha and vi8esha, are prakrtivikrti and vikrti. 
~ Vy48t&·bh41hya, II. 19. DR
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8 INTRODUCTORY 

specialised states, the fulfilment of the objects of the purusha 
becomes the cause of their manifestation in the beginning. 
The fulfilment of the objects of the purusha is not therefore 
the reason for the existence of the cause. Since it is not 
brought into existence by the purusha's objects it is said to be 
eternal.' As to the three specialised states, the fulfilment of 
the objects of the purusha being the cause of their manifesta
tion in the beginning, they are said to be non-eternal." 

Vacaspati again says :-" The fulfilment of the objects 
of the purusha could be said to be the cause of the original 
state, if that state could bring about the fulfilment of the 
objects of the purusha, such as the enjoyment of sound, etc., 
or manifest the discrimination of the distinction between 
true self and other phenomena. If however it did that, it 
could not be a state of equilibrium," (yadyalingiivastkii 
sabdadyupabhogam vii sattvapuruskiinyatakhyiitim vii pur
ushiirtham nirvarttayet tannrvarttane hi na siimyiivasthii syiit). 
This state is called the prakrti. It is the beginning, in
determinate, unmediated and undetermined. It neither exists 
nor does it not exist, but is the principium of almost all 
existence. Thus Vyasa describes it as" the state which neither 
is nor is not ; that which exists and yet does not ; that in 
which there is no non-existence ; the unmanifested, the 
noumenon (lit. without any manifested indication), the 
background of all'' (ni~sattiisattam ni~sadasat nirasat 
avyaktam alingam pradhiinam).* Vacaspati explains it as 
follows :-"Existence consists in possessing the capacity 
of effecting the fulfilment of the opjects of the purusha. 
Non-existence means a mere imaginary trifle (e.g. the horn of 
a hare)." It is described as being beyond both these states 
of existence and non-existence. The state of the equipoise 
of the three gul).as of intelligence-stuff, inertia and energy, is 
nowhere of use in fulfilling the objects of the purusha. It 

• Vyasa-bhii&hya, II. 19. DR
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INTRODUCTORY 9 

therefore does not exist as such. On the other hand; it does 
not admit of being rejected as non-existent like an imaginary 
lotus of the sky. It is therefore not non-existent. But even 
allowing the force of the above arguments about the want 
of phenomenal existence of prakrti on the ground that it 
cannot serve the objects of the purusha, the difficulty arises 
that the principles of Mahat, etc., exist in the state of the 
unmanifested also, because nothing that exists can be de
stroyed ; and if it is destroyed, it cannot be born again, 
because nothing that does not exist can be born ; it follows 
therefore that since the principles of mahat, etc., exist in the 
state of the unmanifested, that state can also affect the ful
filment of the objects of the purusha. How then can it be 
said that the unmanifested is not possessed of existence 1 For 
this reason, he describes it as that in which it exists and does 
not exist. This means that the cause exists in that state in a 
potential form but not in the form of the effect. Although 
the effect exists in the cause as mere potential power, yet it is 
incapable of performing the function of fulfilling the objects 
of the purusha ; it is therefore said to be non-existent as such. 
Further he says that this cause is not such, that its effect is of 
the nature of hare's horn. It is beyond the state of non
existence, that is, of the existence of the effect as mere nothing. 
If it were like that, then it would be like the lotus of the sky 
and no effect would follow.* 

But as Bhikshu points out ( Y oga-viirttika, II. 18) this 
prakrti is not simple substance, for it is but the gui).a reals. 
It is simple only in the s~mse that no complex qualities are 
manifested in it. It is the name of the totality of the gul).llo 
reals existing in a state of equilibrium tbrough their mutual 
counter opposition. It is a hypothetical state of the gui).as 
preceding the states in which they work in mutual co-operation 
for the creation of the cosmos for giving the purushas 

* Tattvavai84radi, II. 19. DR
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10 INTRODUCTORY 

a chance for ultimate release attained through a full en· 
joyment of experiences. Some European scholars have 
often asked me whether the prak:rti were real or whether the 
gu:r;tas were real. This question, in my opinion, can only arise 
as a tesult of confusion and misapprehension, for it is the 
gu:r;tas in a state of equilibrium that are called prak:rti. Apart 
from gu:r;ta.s there is no prakrti (gu'Y))i eva prakrtisabdaviicyli 
na tu tadatiriktli prakrtirasti. Yoga-vlirttika, II. 18). In this 
state, the different gu:r;tas only annul themselves and no 
change takes place, though it must be acknowledged that the 
state of equipoise is also one of tension and action, which, 
however, being perfectly balanced does not produce any 
change. This is what is meant by evolution of similars 
(adrsapari'Y))ima). Prak:rti as the equilibrium of the three 
gU:r;tas is the absolute ground of all the mental and phenomenal 
modifications-pure potentiality. 

Veil.k:ata, a later Vl!'ish:r;tava writer, describes prak:rti as one 
ubiquitous, homogeneous matter which evolves itself into all 
material productions by condensation and rarefaction. In 
this view the gU:r;tas would have to be translated as three 
different classes of qualities or characters, which are found 
in the evolutionary products of the prakrti. This will of 
course be an altogether different view of the prakrti from that 
which is described in the Vyasa-bhlishya, and the gu:r;tas could 
not be considered as reals or as substantive entities in such an 
interpretation. A question arises, then, as to which of these 
two prak:rtis is the earlier conception. I confess that it is 
difficult to answer it. For tho~h the Vaish:r;ta va view is 
elaborated in later times, it can by no means be asserted that 
it had not quite as early a beginning as 2nd or 3rd century B.C. 

If Ahirbudhnyasamhua is to be trusted then the ShasMitantra-
8astra which is regarded as an authoritative Sii.rpkhya work 
is really a Vaish:r;tava work. Nothing can be definitely 
stated about the nature of prak:rti in Sii.Jpkhya from the DR
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INTRODUCTORY 11 

meagre statement of the Karika. The statement in the Vyiisa· 
bhaskya is, however, definitely in favour of the interpretation 
that we have adopted, and so also the Sarttkhya-siltra, which 
is most probably a later work. Caraka's account of prakrti 
does not seem to be the prakrti of V yasa-bhashya for htf'e the 
gul).as are not regarded as reals or substantive entities, but 
as characters, and prakrti is regarded as containing its evolutes, 
mahat, etc., as its elements (dhatu). If Caraka's treatment 
is the earliest view of Sa:rp.khya that is available to us, then 
it has to be admitted that the earliest Sa:rp.khya view did not 
accept prakrti as a state of the guJ)as, or gul).as as substantive 
entities. But the Y oga-siltra, II. 19, and the Vyasa-bhiishya 
support the interpretation that I have adopted here, and it 
is very curious that if the Sa:rp.khya view was known a.t the 
time to be so different from it, no reference to it should have 
been made. But whatever may be the original Sa:rp.khya view, 
both the Yoga view and the later Sa:rp.khya. view are quite 
in consonance with my interpretation. 

In later Indian thinkers there had been a. tendency to make 
a compromise between the Vedanta and Sa:rp.khya doctrines 
and to identify prakrti with the avidya of the Vedii.ntists. 
Thus Lokacaryya writes :-" It is called prakrti since it is the 
source of all change, it is called avidya since it is opposed to 
knowledge, it is called maya since it is the cause of diversion 
creation (prakrtirityucyate vikarotpadakatvat avidya jnana
virodhitvat maya vicitrasrs~ikaratvat).' '* But this is distinctly 
opposed to the Vyasa-bhashya which defines avidya as 
vidyaviparitartt jnaniintaratp, avidya, i.e. avidyii. is that other 
knowledge which is opposed to right knowledge. In some of 
the Upanishads, Svetasvatara for example, we find that mii.ya 
and prakrti are identified and the great god is said to preside 
over them ( mayartt tu prakrtirtt vidyat mayinartt tumahe8varartt). 
There is a description also in the ~gveda, X. 92, where it is 

• Tattvatraya, p. 48 (Chowkh&mba edition), Benarel. DR
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12 INTRODUCTORY 

said that (niisadasit na sadiisit tadiinirp,), in the beginning 
there was neither the " Is " nor the " Is not," which reminds 
one of the description of prakrti (ni~sattasattarp, as that in 
which there is no existence or non-existence). In this way 
it :nu.y be shown from Gitii and other Sanskrit texts that an 
undifferentiated, unindividuated cosmic matter as the first 
principle, was often thought of and discussed from the earliest 
times. Later on this idea was utilised with modifications by 
the different schools of Vedantists, the Sarp.khyists and those 
who sought to make a reconciliation between them under the 
different names of prakrti, avidya and maya. What avidya 
really means according to the Pataiijala system we shall see 
later on ; but here we see that whatever it might mean it 
does not mean prakrti according to the Pataiijala system. 
Vyasa-bhiishya, IV. 13, makes mention of maya also in a. 
couplet from Shash/itantra8astra ,· 

gutJ,iiniirp, paramarp, ruparp, na drsh#pathamrcchati 
yattu drsh~ipatharp, praptarp, tanmiiyeva sutucch akarp,. 

The real appearance of the guJ).a.s does not come within 
the line of our vision. That, however, which comes within the 
line of vision is but paltry delusion and Vacaspati Misra 
explains it as follows :-Prakrti is like the maya but it is not 
maya. It is trifling (sutucchaka) in the sense that it is chang
ing. Just as maya constantly changes, so the transformations 
of prakrti are every moment appearing and vanishing and 
thus suffering momentary changes. Prakrti being eternal is 
real and thus different from maya. 

This explanation of Vacaspati's makes it clear that the 
word maya is used here only in the sense of illusion, and 
without reference to the celebrated mii.yii. of the Vedii.ntists ; 
and Vacaspati clearly says that pra.krti can in no sense be 
called mii.yii., since it is real. • 

• Bhikshu in his Y oga·varttika explains " mag eva " as " laukikamayeva 
kMatwbhatr-guram " ev&ne~cent like the illuaio111 of worldly experience. DR
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CHAPTER II 

PURUSHA 

WE shall get a more definite notion of prakrti as we advance 
further into the details of the later transformations of the 
prakrti in connection with the purushas. The most difficult 
point is to understand the nature of its connection with the 
purushas. Prakrti is a material, non-intelligent, independent 
principle, and the souls or spirits are isolated, neutral, intelli
gent and inactive. Then how can the one come into connection 
with the other 1 

In most systems of philosophy the same trouble has arisen 
and has caused the same difficulty in comprehending it rightly. 
Plato fights the difficulty of solving the unification of the idea 
and the non-being and offers his participation theory ; even in 
Aristotle's attempt to avoid the difficulty by his theory of 
form and matter, we are not fully satisfied, though he has 
shown much ingenuity and subtlety of thought in devising 
the" expedient in the single conception of development." 

The universe is but a gradation between the two extremes 
of potentiality and actuality, matter and form. But all 
students of Aristotle kno\t that it is very difficult to under
stand the true relation between form and matter, and the 
particular nature of their interaction with each other, and 
this has created a great divergence of opinion among his 
commentators. It was probably to avoid this difficulty that 
the dualistic appearance of the philosophy of Descartes had 
to be reconstructed in the pantheism of Spinoza. Again we 
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14 CONNECTION WITH PURUSHA 

find also how Kant failed to bring about the relation between 
noumenon and phenomenon, and created two worlds absolutely 
unrelated to each other. He tried to reconcile the schism 
tb?.t he effected in his Critique of Pure Reason by his 
Orit?;?Jtte of Practical Reason, and again supplemented it 
with his Critique of Judgment, but met only with dubious 
success. 

In India also this question has always been a little puzzling, 
and before trying to explain the Yoga point of view, I shall 
first give some of the other expedients devised for the purpose, 
by the different schools of Advaita (monistic) Vedantism. 

I. The reflection theory of the Vedanta holds that the 
maya is without beginning, unspeakable, mother of gross 
matter, which comes in connection with intelligence, so that 
by its reflection in the former we have Isvara. The illustrations 
that are given to explain it both in Siddhiintalesa* and in 
Advaita-Brahmasiddhi arc only cases of physical reflection, 
viz. the reflection of the sun in water, or of the sky in water. 

II. The limitation theory of the Vedanta holds that the 
all-pervading intelligence must necessarily be limited by mind, 
etc., so of necessity it follows that "the soul "is its limitation. 
This theory is illustrated by giving those common examples 
in which the Aka8a (space) though unbounded in itself is 
often spoken of as belonging to a jug or limited by the jug 
and as such appears to fit itself to the shape and form of tho 
jug and is thus called gJta¥ivacchinna iikiisa, i.e. space as 
within the jug. 

Then we have a third school of Vedantists, which seeks to 
explain it in another way:-The soul is neither a reflection nor 
a limitation, but just as the son of Kunti was known as the 
son of Radha, so the pure Brahman by his nescience is known 
as the jiva, and like the prince who was brought up in the 
family of a low caste, it is the pure Brahman who by his own 
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CONNECTION WITH PURUSHA 15 

nescience undergoes birth and death, and by his own nescience 
is again released.* 

The Siirp,khya-sutra also avails itself of the same story in 
IV. 1, "riiJaputtravattattvopadesiit," which Vijiiana Bhiksh}l 
explains as follows :-A certain king's son in consequen-.:<t"'of 
his being born under the star Ga:J}.Q.a. having been expelled 
from his city and reared by a certain forester remains under 
the idea : "I am a forester." Having learnt that he is alive, 
a certain minister informs him. "Thou art not a forester, 
thou art a king's son." As he, immediately having abandoned 
the idea of being an outcast, betakes himself to his true royal 
state, saying, " I am a king," so too the soul realises its purity 
in consequence of instruction by some good tutor, to the efiect 
-" Thou, who didst originate from the first soul, which 
manifests itself merely as pure thought, art a. portion thereof." 

In another place there are two siitras :-(1) ni~sange'pi 
upariigo vivekiit. (2) japiispha~ikayoriva nopariigaly, kintva
bhimiina~. (1) Though it be associated still there is a tingeing 
through non-discrimination. (2) As in the case of the hibiscus 
and the crystal, there is not a tinge, but a fancy. Now it will 
be seen that all these theories only show that the transcendent 
nature of the union of the principle of pure intelligence is very 
difficult to comprehend. Neither the reflection nor the 
limitation theory can clear the situation from vagueness and 
incomprehensibility, which is rather increased by their 
physical illustrations, for the cit or pure intelligence cannot 
undergo reflection like a physical thing, nor can it be obstructed 
or limited by it. The reflf',ction theory adduced by the Sii'f!&
khya-sutra, "japiisphi~ikayoriva nopariiga'ly, kintvabhimiina~," 

* Princess Kunti of the Ma.hiibh&rata had a son born to her by meana of 
a charm when she was still a virgin. Being afraid of a public scandal she 
fl.oated the child in a stream ; the child was picked up by the wife of a 
carpenter (Riidhii). The boy grew up to be the great hero KarQ& and he 
thought that he was the son of a carpenter until the fact of hie royal lineage 
wu disoloaed to him later in life. DR
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16 SA~K.HYA EXPLICATION 

is not an adequate explanation. For here the reflection 
produces only a seeming redness of the colourless crystal, 
which was not what was meant by the Vediintists of the 
ret!.ection school. But here, though the metaphor is more 
suitM>le to express the relation of purusha with the prakrti, 
the exact nature of the relation is more lost sight of than com
prehended. Let us now see how Patanjali and Vyiisa seek to 
explain it. 

Let me quote a few siitras of Patanjali and some of the 
most important extracts from the Bhiishya and try, as far as 
possible, to get the correct view:-

(1) drgdarsaoosaktyorekiitmateva asmitii II. 6. 
(2) dras71¥i drsif!?iitra~ suddho'pi pratyayiinupasya~ II. 20. 
(3) tadartha eva drsyasya iitmii II. 21. 
( 4) krtiirtha1ft prati oosh!amapyaoosh!atft tadanyasiidhiiraf.l,at

viit II. 22. 
(5) Svasviimisaktyo~ svarupopalabdhihetu~ satftyoga~ II. 22. 
(6) tadabhiiviit sarp,yogiibhiivo hiioorp, taddrse~ kaivalya1ft 

II. 25. 
(7) sattvapurushayo~ suddhisiimye kaivalyatft III. 25. 
( 8) citerapratisarp,kramiiyiistadiikiiriipattau svabuddhisarp,ve

daoo1ft IV. 22. 
(9) Battvapurushayoratyantiisankirt;tayo~ pratyayiivisesho 

bhoga]J, pariirthatviit sviirthasarp,yamiit purushajnanam 
III. 35. 

(1) The Ego-sense is the illusory appearance of the identity 
of the power as perceiver and the power as perceived. 

(2) The seer though pure as mere "seeing" yet perceives 
the forms assumed by the psychosis (buddhi). 

(3) It is for the sake of the purusha that the being of the 
knowable exists. 

(4) For the emancipated person the world-phenomena 
cease to exist, yet tihey are not annihilated since they form 
a common field of experience for other individuals. DR
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S!MKHYA EXPLICATION 17 

(5) The cause of the realisation of the natures of the know
able and purusha in consciousness is their mutual contact. 

(6) Cessation is the want of mutual contact arising from the 
destruction of ignorance and this is called the state of onen~. 

(7) This state of oneness arises out of the equality in piuity 
of the purusha and buddhi or sattva. 

(8) Personal consciousness arises when the purusha, 
though in its nature unchangeable, is cast into the mould of 
the psychosis. 

(9) Since the mind-objects exist only for the purusha, ex
perience consists in the non-differentiation of these two which 
in their natures are absolutely distinct ; the knowledge of 
self arises out of concentration on its nature. 

Thus in Y oga-sUtra, II. 6, drik or purusha the seer is spoken 
of as sakti or power as much as the prakrti itself, and we 
see that their identity is only apparent. Vyiisa in his Bhiishya 
explains ekatrnata (unity of nature or identity) as avibhiiga
priiptaviva, "as if there is no difference." And Paiicasikha, 
as quoted in Vyasa-bhashya, writes : " not knowing the 
purusha beyond the mind to be different therefrom, in nature, 
character and knowledge, etc., a man has the notion of self, 
in the mind through delusion." 

Thus we see that when the mind and purusha are known to 
be separated, the real nature of purusha is realised. This 
seeming identity is again described as that which perceives 
the particula:r form of the mind and thereby appears, as 
identical with it though it is not so (pratyayiinupasya
pratyayiini bauddharnanuJ'asyati tamanupasyannatadiitmapi 
tadatrnaka iva pratibhiiti, Viiysa-bhiishya, II. 20). 

The purusha thus we see, cognises the phenomena of con
sciousness after they have been formed, and though its nature 
is difierent from conscious states yet it appears to be the same. 
Vyasa in explaining this sfitra says that purusha is neither 
quite similar to the mind nor altogether difierent from it. DR
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18 SA:¥KHYA EXPLICATION 

For the mind (buddki) is always changeful, according to the 
change of the objects that are offered to it; so that it may be 
said to be changeful according as it knows or does not know 
O~Qts; but the purusha is not such, for it always appears 
as the self, being reflected through the mind by which it is 
thus connected with the phenomenal form of knowledge. The 
notion of self that appears connected with all our mental 
phenomena and which always illumines them is only duo to 
this reflection of purusha in the mind. All phenomenal 
knowledge which has the form of the object can only be 
transformed into conscious knowledge as " I know this," 
when it becomes connected with the self or purusha. So the 
purusha may in a way be said to see again what was perceived 
by the mind and thus to impart consciousness by transferring 
its illumination into the mind. The mind &ufiers changes 
according to the form of the object of cognition, and thus 
results a state of conscious cognition in the shape of " I know 
it," when the mind, having assumed the shape of an object, 
becomes connected with the constant factor purusha, through 
the transcendent reflection or identification of purusha in the 
mind. This is what is meant by pratyayanupasya repercep
tion of the mind-transformations by purusha, whereby the 
mind which has assumed the shape of any object of con
sciousness becomes intelligent. Even when the mind is with
out any objective form, it is always being seen by purusha. 
The exact nature of this reflection is indeed very hard to com
prehend; no physical illustrations can really serve to make it 
clear. And we see that neither 'the Vyiisa-bkaskya nor the 
siitras offer any such illustrations as Sa:rp.khya did. But the 
Bktiskya proceeds to show the points in which the mind may 
be said to differ from purusha, as well as those 'in which it 
agrees with it. So that though we cannot express it anyhow, 
we may at least make some advance towards conceiving the 
situation. DR
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NATURE OF PURUSHA AND PRA~TI 19 

Thus the Bhiishya says that the main difference between 
the mind and purusha is that the mind is constantly under
going modifications, as it grasps its objects one by one; for 
the grasping of an object, the act of having a percept, .il 
nothing but its own undergoing of different modifications, 
and thus, since an object sometimes comes within the grasp 
of the mind and again disappears in the subconscious as a 
saJllskara (potency) and again comes into the field of the 
understanding as smrti (memory), we see that it is paril).ami 
or changing. But purusha is the constant seer of the mind 
when it has an object, as in ordinary forms of phenomenal 
knowledge, or when it has no object as in the state of nirodha 
or cessation. Purusha is unchanging. It is the light which 
remains unchanged amidst all the changing modifications of 
the mind, so that we cannot distinguish purusha separately 
from the mind. This is what is meant by saying buddhe}J, 
pratisarrtvedi purusha~, i.e. purusha reflects or turns into its 
own light the concepts of mind and thus is said to know it. 
Its knowing is manifested in our consciousness as the ever
persistent notion of the self, which is always a constant 
factor in all the phenomena of consciousness. Thus purusha 
always appears in our consciousness as the knowing agent. 
Truly speaking, however, purusha only sees himself; he is 
not in any way in touch with the mind. He is absolutely free 
from all bondage, absolutely unconnected with prakrti. 
From the side of appearance he seems only to be the intelli
gent seer imparting consciousness to our conscious-like con
ception, though in reality he remains the seer of himself all 
the while. The difference between purusha and prakrti will 
be clear when we see that purusha is altogether independent, 
existing in and for himself, free from any bondage whatso
ever; but buddhi exists on the other hand for the enjoyment 
and release of purusha. That which exists in and for itself, 
must ever be the self-same, unchangeable entity, suffering DR
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20 NATURE OF PURUSHA AND PRAKRTI 

no transformations or modifications, for it has no other end 
owing to which it will be liable to change. It is the self
centred, self-satisfied light, which never seeks any other end 
~never leaves itself. But prakrti is not such; it is always 
undergoing endless, complex modifications and as such does 
not exist for itself but for purusha, and is dependent upon 
him. The mind is unconscious, while purusha. is the pure 
light of intelligence, for the three gul).as are all non-intelligent, 
and the mind is nothing but a. modification of these three 
guJ).as which are all non-intelligent. 

But looked at from another point of view, prakrti is not 
altogether difierent from purusha ; for had it been so how 
could purusha, which is absolutely pure, reperceive the mind
modifications 1 Thus the Bhiishya (II. 20} writes :-

"Well then let him be dissimilar. To meet this he says: 
He is not quite dissimilar. Why 1 Although pure, he sees 
the ideas after they have come into the mind. Inasmuch as 
purusha cognises the ideas in the form of mind-modification, 
he appears to be, by the act of cognition, the very self of the 
mind although in reality he is not." As has been said, the 
power of the enjoyer, purusha (drksakti), is certainly un
changeable and it does not run after every object. In con
nection with a changeful object it appears forever as if it 
were being transferred to every object and as if it were 
assimilating its modifications. And when the modifications 
of the mind assume the form of the consciousness by which 
it is coloured, they imitate it and look as if they were mani
festations of purusha's consciousness unqualified by the 
modifications of the non-intelligent mind. 

All our states of consciousness are analysed into two parts 
-a permanent and a changing part. The changing part is 
the form of our consciousness, which is constantly varying 
according to the constant change of its contents. The perma
nent part ia that pure light of intelligence, by virtue of which DR
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ANALYSIS OF CONSCIOUSNESS 21 

we have the notion of self reflected in our conscioueness. 
Now, as this self persists through all the varying changes of 
the objects of consciousness, it is inferred that the light 
which thus shines in our consciousness is unchangeabl'l: 
Our mind is constantly suffering a thousand modifications, 
but the notion of self is the only thing permanent amidst all 
this change. It is this self that imports consciousness to the 
material parts of our knowledge. All our concepts originated 
from our perception of external material objects. Therefore 
the forms of our concepts which could exactly and clearly 
represent these material objects in their own terms, must 
be made of a stuff which in essence is not different from them. 
But with the reflection of purusha, the soul, the notion of 
self comes within the content of our consciousness, spiritual
ising, as it were, all our concepts and making them conscious 
and intelligent. Thus this seeming identity of purusha and 
the mind, by which purusha may be spoken of as the seer of 
the concept, appears to the self, which is manifested in con
sciousness by virtue of the seeming reflection. For this is 
that self, or personality, which remains unchanged all through 
our consciousness. Thus our phenomenal intelligent self 
is partially a material reality arising out of the seeming 
interaction of the spirit and the mind. This interaction is 
the only way by which matter releases spirit from its seeming 
bondage. 

But the question arises, how is it that there can even be 
a seeming reflection of purusha in the mind which is altogether 
non-intelligent 1 How is it possible for the mind to catch a 
glimpse of purusha, which illuminates all the concepts of 
consciousness, the expression " anupasya " meaning that he 
perceives by imitation (anukare~a pa8yati) 1 How can 
purusha, which is altogether formless, allow any reflection 
of itself to imitate the form of buddhi, by virtue of which it 
appears as the self-the supreme possessor and knower of DR
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22 THE SEEMING REFLECTION 

all our mental conceptions ~ There must be at least some 
resemblance between the mind and the purushil., to justify 
in some sense this seeming reflection. And we find that the 
'last siitra of the Vibhiitipada says : sattvapurushayo~ sudd
kisiimye kaivalyat,n-which means that when the sattva or 
the preponderating mind-stuff becomes as pure as purusha, 
kaivalya or oneness is attained. This shows that the pure 
nature of sattva has a great resemblance to the pure nature 
of purusha. So much so, that the last stage preceding the state 
of kaivalya, is almost the same as kaivalya itself, when purusha 
is in himself and there are no thoughts to reflect. In this 
state, we see that the mind can be so pure as to reflect exactly 
the nature of purusha, as he is in himself. This state in which 
the mind becomes as pure as purusha and reflects him in his 
purity, does not materially differ from the state of kaivalya, 
in which purusha is in himself-the only difference being that 
the mind, when it becomes so pure as this, becomes gradually 
lost in prakrti and cannot again serve to bind purusha. 

I cannot refrain here from the temptation of referring to 
a beautiful illustration from Vyasa, to explain the way in 
which the mind serves the purposes of purusha. Oittamayas
kiintama'f!,ikalpatp, sannidhimiitropakiiri drsyatvena svatp, bha
vati purushasya sviimina~ (I. 4), which is explained in 
Y oga-viirttika as follows : Tathiiyaskiintama'f!,i~ svasminneva 
aya~annidhikara'f!,amiitriit salyarishkarsha'f!,iikkyam upgkiiram 
kurvat purushasya sviimina~ svam bhavati bhogasiidhanatviit, i.e. 
just as a magnet draws iron towards it, though it remains un
moved itself, so the mind-modifications become drawn 
towards purusha, and thereby become visible to purusha and 
serve his purpose. 

To summarise: We have seen that s':>mething like a union 
takes place between the mind and purusha, i.e. there is a 
seeming reflection of purusha in the mind, simultaneously 
with its being determined conceptually, as a result whereof DR
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EXPLANATION BY ANALOGY 23 

this reflection of purusha in the mind, which is known as the 
self, becomes united with these conceptual determinations 
of the mind and the former is said to be the perceiver of all 
these determinations. Our conscious personality or s.sJ£ 
is thus the seeming unity of the knowable as the mind in the 
shape of conceptual or judgmental representations with the 
reflections of purusha in the mind. Thus, in the single act 
of cognition, we have the notion of our own personality and 
the particular conceptual or perceptual representation with 
which this ego identifies itself. The true seer, the pure 
intelligence, the free, the eternal, remains all the while beyond 
any touch of impurity from the mind, though it must be 
remembered that it is its own seeming reflection in the mind 
that appears as the ego, the cogniser of all our states, pleasures 
and sorrows of the mind and one who is the apperceiver of 
this unity of the seeming reflection-of purusha and the 
determinations of the mind. In all our conscious states, there 
is such a synthetic unity between the determinations of our 
mind and the self, that they cannot be distinguished one from 
the other-a fact which is exemplified in all our cognitions, 
which are the union of the knower and the known. The 
nature of this reflection is a transcendent one and can never 
be explained by any physical illustration. Purusha is alto
gether different from the mind, inasmuch as he is the pure 
intelligence and is absolutely free, while the latter is non
intelligent and dependent on purusha's enjoyment and 
release, which are the sole causes of its movement. But there 
is some similarity between the two, for how could the mind 
otherwise catch a seeming glimpse of him 1 It is also said 
that the pure mind can adapt itself to the pure form of 
purusha ; this is followed by the state of kaivalya. 

We have discussed the nature of purusha and its general 
relations with the mind. We must now give a few more 
illustrations. The chief point in which purusha of the Sii.:rp-DR
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24 ARGUMENTS FOR THE EXISTENCE OF PURUSHAS 

khya-·Pataiijala differs from the similar spiritual principle of 
Vedanta is, that it regards its soul, not as one, but as many. 
Let us try to discuss this point, in connection with the argu
~ents of the Sarpkhya-Pataiijala doctrine in favour of a 
separate principle of purusha. Thus the Kiirikii says : 
sa'Y[!ghiitapariirthatviit triguv-iidiviparyyayiidadhis hthiiniit puru
sho' sti bhoktrbhiiviit kaivalyiirtharp, pra'IY(tte8ca, * "Because an 
assemblage of things is for the sake of another ; because there 
must be an entity different from the three gu1;1as and the rest 
(their modifications); because there must be a superintending 
power ; because there must be someone who enjoys ; and 
because of (the existence of) active exertion for the sake of 
abstraction or isolation (from the contact with prak!'ti) 
therefore the soul exists." The first argument is from design 
or teleology by which it is inferred that there must be some 
other simple entity for which these complex collocations of 
things are intended. Thus Ga.uQ.apada says: "In such 
manner as a bed, which is an assemblage of bedding, props, 
cotton, coverlet and pillows, is for another's use, not for its 
own, and its several component parts render no mutual 
service, and it is concluded that there is a man who sleeps 
upon the bed and for whose sake it was made ; so this world, 
which is an assemblage of the five elements, is for 
use and there is a soul, for whose enjoyment this body, 
another's consisting of intellect and the rest, has been 
produced."t 

The second argument is that all the knowable is composed 
of just three elements : first, the element of sattva, or in
telligence-stuff, causing all manifestations ; second, the 
element of rajas or energy, which is ever causing transforma
tions ; and third, tamas, or the mass, which enables rajas 
to actualise. Now such a prak!'ti, composed of these three 
elements, cannot itself be a seer. For the seer must be always 

• Karikii 17. t GauQ.apida's commentary on Kllrikii 17. DR
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ARGUMENTS FOR THE EXISTENCE OF PURUSHAS 25 

the same unchangeable, actionless entity, the ever present, 
ever constant factor in all stages of our consciousness. 

Third argument: There must be a supreme background 
of pure consciousness, all our co-ordinated basis of experiencl. 
This background is the pure actionless purusha, reflected 
in which all our mental states become conscious. Davies 
explains this a little differently, in accordance with a simile 
in the Tattva-Kaumudi, yathii rathiidi yantriidibhi~, thus: 
"This idea of Kapila seems to be that the power of self
control cannot be predicted of matter, which must be directed 
or controlled for the accomplishment of any purpose, and 
this controlling power must be something external to matter 
and diverse from it. The soul, however, never acts. It only 
seems to act ; and it is difficult to reconcile this part of the 
system with that which gives to the soul a controlling force. 
If the soul is a charioteer, it must be an active force." But 
Davies here commits the mistake of carrying the simile too 
far. The comparison of the charioteer and the chariot holds 
good, to tho extent that the chariot can take a particular 
course only when there is a particular purpose for the chario
teer to perform. The motion of the chariot is fulfilled only 
when it is connected with the living person of the charioteer, 
whose purpose it must fulfil. 

Fourth argument : Since prak:rti is non-intelligent, there 
must be one who enjoys its pains and pleasures. The emo
tional and conceptual determinations of such feelings are 
aroused in consciousness by the seeming reflection of the light 
of purusha. 

Fifth argument : There is a tendency in all persons to move 
towards the oneness of purusha, to be achieved by liberation ; 
there must be one for whose sake the modifications of buddhi 
are gradually withheld, and a reverse process set up, by which 
they return to their original cause prakl'ti and thus liberate 
purusha. It is on account of this reverse tendency of prak~i DR
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26 THE PLURALITY OF PURUSHAS 

to release purusha that a man feels prompted to achieve his 
liberation as the highest consummation of his moral ideal. 

Thus having proved the existence of purusha, the Karikii 
)Jroceeds to prove his plurality : "janm.am.arat;takararJ,iiniitp, 
pratiniyarniiilayugapat pravrttesca purushabahutvatp, siddhatp, 
traigurJ,yaviparyyayiicca." " From the individual allotment 
of birth, death and the organs ; from diversity of occupations 
and from the different conditions of the three gul}.as, it is 
proved that there is a plurality of souls." In other words, 
since with the birth of one individual, all are not born ; since 
with the death of one, all do not die ; and since each individual 
has separate sense organs for himself; and since all beings 
do not work at the same time in the same manner ; and since 
the qualities of the different guJ;Las are possessed differently 
by different individuals, purushas are many. Pataiijali, 
though he does not infer the plurality of purushas in this way, 
yet holds the view of the siitra, krtiirtharp, prati nash~am.ap
yanash~rp, tadanyasiidhiirat;tatviit. " Although destroyed in 
relation to him whose objects have been achieved, it is not 
destroyed, being common to others." 

Davies, in explaining the former Karikii, says: "There is, 
however, the difficulty that the soul is not affected by the 
three guJ;Las. How can their various modifications prove the 
individuality of souls in opposition to the Vedantist doctrine, 
that all souls are only portions of the one, an infinitely ex
tended monad 1 " 

This question is the most puzzling in the Sai!lkhya doctrine. 
But careful penetration of the principles of Sai!lkhya-Yoga 
would make clear to us that this is a necessary and consistent 
outcome of the Sal!lkhya view of a dualistic universe. 

For if it is said that purusha is one and we have the notion 
of different selves by his reflection into different minds, it 
follows that such notions as self, or personality, are false. 
For the only true being is the one, purusha. So the knower DR
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THE PLURALITY OF PURUSHAS 27 

being false, the known also becomes false ; the knower and 
the known having vanished, everything is reduced to that 
which we can in no way conceive. It may be argued that, 
according to the Sii.rp.khya philosophy also, the knower ·is 
false, for the pure purusha as such is not in any way connected 
with prak:rti. But even then it must be observed that the 
Sarp.khya-Yoga view does not hold that the knower is false 
but analyses the nature of the ego and says that it is due to 
the seeming unity of the mind and purusha, both of which 
are reals in the strictest sense of the term. Purusha is there 
justly called the knower. He sees and simultaneously with 
this, there is a modification of buddhi (mind); this seeing 
becomes joined with this modification of buddhi and thus 
arises the ego, who perceives that particular form of the 
modification of buddhi. Purusha always remains the knower. 
Buddhi suffers modifications and at the same time catches 
a glimpse of the light of purusha, so that contact (sarp,yoga) of 
purusha and prak:rti occurs at one and the same point 
of time, in which there is unity of the reflection of purusha. 
and the particular transformation of buddhi. 

The knower, the ego and the knowable, are none of them 
false in the Sarp.khya-Yoga system at the stage preceding 
kaivalya, when buddhi becomes as pure as purusha ; its 
modification resembles the exact form of purusha and then 
purusha knows himself in his true nature in buddhi; after 
which buddhi vanishes. The Vedanta has to admit the 
modifications of maya, but must at the same time hold it 
to be unreal. The Vedanta says that maya is as beginningless 
as prakrti yet has an ending with reference to the released 
person as the buddhi of the Sarp.khyists. 

But according to the Vedanta philosophy, knowledge of 
ego is only false knowledge-an illusion as many imposed 
upon the formless Brahman. Maya, according to the 
Vedantist, can neither be said to exist nor to non-exist. It DR
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is aniroacya, i.e. can never be described or defined. Such an 
unknown and unknowable maya causes the Many of the 
,~orld by reflection upon the Brahman. But according to the 
Salllkhya doctrine, pra.krti is as real as purusha. himself. 
PrakM;i and purusha are two irreducible metaphysical re
mainders whose connection is beginningless (aniidisatp,yoga). 
But this connection is not unreal in the Vedanta sense of the 
term. We see that according to the Vedanta system, all 
notions of ego or personality are false and are originated by the 
illusive action of the maya, so that when they ultimately 
vanish there are no other remainders. But this is not the 
case with Salllkhya, for as purusha is the real seer, his cogni
tions cannot be dismissed as unreal, and so purushas or 
knowers as they appear to us to be, must be held real. As 
prakrti is not the maya of the Vedantist (the nature of whose 
influence over the spiritual principle cannot be determined) 
we cannot account for the plurality of purushas by supposing 
that one purusha is being reflected into many minds and 
generating the many egos. For in that case it will be difficult 
to explain the plurality of their appearances in the minds 
(buddhis). For if there be one spiritual principle, how should 
we account for the supposed plurality of the buddhis 1 For 
we should rather expect to find one buddhi and not many 
to serve the supposed one purusha, and this will only mean 
that there can be only one ego, his enjoyment and release. 
Supposing for argument's sake that there are many buddhis 
and one purusha., which reflected in them, is the cause of the 
plurality of selves, then we cannot see how prakrti is moving 
for the enjoyment and release of one purusha; it would 
rather appear to be moved for the sak.e of the enjoyment 
and release of the reflected or unreal self. For purusha is 
not finally released with the release of any number of particu
lar individual selves. For it may be released with reference 
to one individual but remain bound to others. So prakrti DR
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would not really be moved in this hypothetical case for the 
sake of puxusha, but for the sake of the reflected selves only. 
If we wish to avoid the said difficulties, then with the releas~., 
of one purusha, all puxushas will have to be released. For 
in the supposed theory there would not really be many 
different purushas, but the one puxusha appearing as many, 
so that with his release all the other so-called purushas must 
be released. We see that if it is the enjoyment (bkoga) and 
salvation (apavarga) of one purusha which appear ae so many 
different series of enjoyments and emancipations, then with 
his experiences all should have the same experiences. With 
his birth and death, all should be born or all should die at 
once. ]'or, indeed, it is the experiences of one purusha which 
appear in all the seeming different puxushas. And in the 
other suppositions there is neither emancipation nor enjoy
ment by puxusha at all. For there, it is only the illusory self 
that enjoys or releases himself. By his release no puxusha 
is really released at all. So the fundamental conception of 
prakrti as moving for the sake of the enjoyment and release 
of purusha has to be abandoned. 

So we see that from the position in which Sa:q1khya and 
Yoga stood, this plurality of the purushas was the most 
consistent thing that they could think of. Any compromise 
with the Vedanta doctrine here would have greatly changed 
the philosophical aspect and value of the Sarp.khya philosophy. 
As the purushas are nothing but puxe intelligences they can 
as well be all pervading though many. But there is another 
objection that,since number is a conception of the phenomenal 
mind, how then can it be applied to the purushas which are 
said to be many 1* But that difficulty remains unaltered 

* Purusha is a substance (dravya) because it has independent existence 
(anMrita) and has a measure (vibhu parimd1}a) of its own. So it always 
possesses the common characteristics (siimdnya g1'1kt) of substances, contact 
(sat~~yoga), separation (viyoga) and number (llltllkhyii). Purusha cannot be 
considered to be suffering change or impure on account of the possession of 
the above common characteristics of allaubstancea. Y oga-v411(ika, II. 17. DR
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even if we regard the purusha as one. When we go into the 
domain of metaphysics and try to represent Reality with the 
~mbols of our phenomenal conceptions we have really to 
commit almost a violence towards it. But we must perforce 
do this in all our attempts to express in our own terms that 
pure, inexpressible, free illumination which exists in and for 
itself beyond the range of any mediation by the concepts 
or images of our mind. So we see that Sii.:q1khya was not 
inconsistent in holding the doctrine of the plurality of the 
purushas. Patafijali does not say anything about it, since 
he is more anxious to discuss other things connected with 
the presupposition of the plurality of purusha. Thus he 
speaks of it only in one place as quoted above and says that 
though for a released person this world disappears altogether, 
still it remains unchanged in respect to all the other purushas. 
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CHAPTER III 

THE REALITY OF THE EXTERNAL WORLD 

WE may now come to the attempt of Yoga to prove the 
reality of an external world as against the idealistic Buddhists. 
In sii.tra 12 of the chapter on kaivalya we find: "The past 
and the future exist in reality, since all qualities of things 
manifest themselves in these three different ways. The 
future is the manifestation which is to be. The past is the 
appearance which has been experienced. The present is 
that which is in active operation. It is this threefold sub
stance which is the object of knowledge. If it did not exist 
in reality, there would not exist a knowledge thereof. How 
could there be knowledge in the absence of anything know
able ~ For this reason the past and present in reality exist."* 

So we see that the present holding within itself the past 
and the future exists in reality. For the past though it has 
been negated has really been preserved and kept in the 
present, and the future also though it has not made its appear
ance yet exists potentially in the present. So, as we know 
the past and the future worlds in the present, they both exist 
and subsist in the present. That which once existed cannot 
die, and that which never existed cannot come to be ( nastya&a
ta~ sarp}Jkava~ na casti sato vinasa~, Vyiisa-bkiiskya V. 12). 
So the past has not been destroyed but has rather shifted its 

• Thus the BhMhya says : bhavishyadvyaktikamanagataf(lanudbhiUavy- · 
aktikamatitarp. 8vavyaparoparu¢-harp. varttamiinarp. trayarp. caitadvaBtu 
jnanasya jiieyam yadi caitat svarii.pato niibhavi8hyanne®rp. nirvishayarp. 
iiianamudapa18yata taBmiidatitamaniigatarp. 8varii.pato' stiti. 
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32 PRESENT, PAST, AND FUTURE 
- .. 

position and hidden itself in the body of the present, and the 
future that has not made its appearance exists in the present 
only in a potential form. It cannot be argued, as Vacaspati 
says, that because the past and the future are not present 
therefore they do not exist, for if the past and future do not 
exist how can there be a present also, since its existence 
also is only relative 1 So all the three exist as truly as any 
one of them, and the only difference among them is the 
different way or mode of their existence. 

He next proceeds to refute the arguments of those idealists 
who hold that since the external knowables never exist 
independently of our knowledge of them, their separate 
external existence as such may be denied. Since it is by 
knowledge alone that the external knowables can present 
themselves to us we may infer that there is really no knowable 
external reality apart from knowledge of it, just as we see 
that in dream-states knowledge can exist apart from the 
reality of any external world. 

So it may be argued that there is, indeed, no external 
reality as it appears to us. The Buddhists, for example, hold 
that a blue thing and knowledge of it as blue are identical 
owing to the maxim that things which are invariably per
ceived together are one (sahopalambhaniyamiidabhedo nilatad
dhiyo~). So they say that external reality is not different 
from our idea of it. To this it may be replied that if, as you 
say, external reality is identical with my ideas and there is 
no other external reality existing as such outside my ideas, 
why then does it appear as existing apart, outside and inde
pendent of my ideas 1 The idealists have no basis for the 
denial of external reality, and for their assertion that it is 
only the creation of our imagination like experiences in dreams. 
Even our ideas cany with them the notion that reality exists 
outside our mental experiences. If all our percepts and 
notions as this and that arise only by virtue of the influence DR
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REALITY OF EXTERNAL WORLD 33 

of the external world, how can they deny the existence of the 
external world as such 1 The objective world is present by 
its own power. How then can this objective world be given 
up on the strength of mere logical or speculative abstraction 1 

Thus the Vyiisa-bhashya, IV. 14, says: "There is no 
object without the knowledge of it, but there is knowledge 
as imagined in dreams without any corresponding object; 
thus the reality of external things is like that of dream
objects, mere imagination of the subject and unreal. How 
can they who say so be believed 1 Since they first suppose 
that the things which present themselves to us by their own 
force do so only on account of the invalid and delusive imagina
tion of the intellect, and then deny the reality of the external 
world on the strength of such an imaginary supposition of 
their own." 

The external world has generated knowledge of itself 
by its own presentative power (artltena svakiyayiigriiltyas
aktyii vijrilinamajani), and has thus caused itself to be repre
sented in our ideas, and we have no right to deny it.* Com
menting on the Bltiisltya IV. 14, Vacaspati says that the method 
of agreement applied by the Buddhists by their sahopalamb
ltaniyama (maxim of simultaneous revelation) may possibly 
be confuted by an application of the method of difference. 
The method of agreement applied by the idealists when put 
in proper form reads thus : " Wherever there is knowledge 
there is external reality, or rather every case of knowledge 
agrees with or is the same as every case of the presence of 
external reality, so knowledge is the cause of the presence of 
the external reality, i.e. the external world depends for its 
reality on our knowledge or ideas and owes its origin or 
appearance as such to them." But Vacaspati says that this 
application of the method of agreement is not certain, for it 
cannot be corroborated by the method of difierence. For 

* Tattravailiiradi, IV. 14. DR
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the statement that every case of absence of knowledge is also 
a case of absence of external reality cannot be proved, i.e. 
we cannot prove that the external reality does not exist 
when we have no knowledge of it (sahopalamlJluiniyamaAca 
vedyatvanca hetu sandigdkavyatirekatayanaikantikau) IV. 14. 

Describing the nature of grossness and externality, the 
attributes of the external world, he says that grossness means 
the pervading of more portions of space than one, i.e. grossness 
means extension, and externality means being related to 
separate space, i.e. co-existence in space. Thus we see that 
extension and co-existence in space are the two fundamental 
qualities of the gross external world. Now an idea can never 
be said to possess them, for it cannot be said that an idea has 
extended into more spaces than one and yet co-existed 
separately in separate places. An idea cannot be said to 
exist with other ideas in space and to extend in many points 
of space at one and the same time. To avoid this it cannot 
be said that there may be plurality of ideas so that some may 
co-exist and others may extend in space. For co-existence 
and extension can never be asserted of our ideas, since they 
are very fine and subtle, and can be known only at the time of 
their individual operation, at which time, however, other ideas 
may be quite latent and unknown. Imagination has no power 
to negate their reality, for the sphere of imagination is quite 
distinct from the sphere of external reality, and it can never 
be applied to an external reality to negate it. Imagination is 
a mental function, and as such has no touch with the reality 
outside, which it can by no means negate. 

Further it cannot be said that, because grossness and 
externality can abide neither in the external world nor in 
our ideas, they are therefore false. For this falsity cannot be 
thought as separable from our ideas, for in that case our ideas 
would be as false as the false itself. The notion of externality 
and grossness pervades all our ideas, and if they are held to DR
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be false, no true thing can be known by our ideas and they 
therefore become equally false. 

Again, knowledge and the external world can never be said 
to be identical because they happen to be presented together. 
For the method of agreement cannot by itself prove identity. 
Knowledge and the knowable external world may be inde
pendently co-existing things like the notions of existence and 
non-existence. Both co-exist independently of one another. 
It is therefore clear enough, says Vacaspati, that the certainty 
arrived at by perception, which gives us a direct knowledge 
of things, can never be rejected on the strength of mere 
logical abstraction or hair-splitting discussion. 

We further see, says Pataiijali, that the thing remains 
the same though the ideas and feelings of different men may 
change differently about it.* Thus A, B, C may perceive 
the same identical woman and may feel pleasure, pain or 
hatred. We see that the same common thing generates 
different feelings and ideas in different persons ; external 
reality cannot be said to owe its origin to the idea or imagina
tion of any one man, but exists independently of any person's 
imagination in and for itself. For if it be due to the imagina
tion of any particular man, it is his own idea which as such 
cannot generate the same ideas in another man. So it must be 
said that the external reality is what we perceive it outside. 

There are, again, others who say that just as pleasure 
and pain arise along with our ideas and must be said to be due 
to them so the objective world also must be said to have come 
into existence along with our ideas. The objective world 
therefore according to these philosophers has no external 
existence either in the past or in the future, but has only 
a momentary existence in the present due to our ideas about 
it. That much existence only are they ready to attribute 
to external objects which can be measured by the idea of the 

• Y Mtul4mye cittabhedc'ie tayor t>ibkakta(l pantlui(l. Y oga-ritra, IV. liS. DR
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moment. The moment I have an idea of a thing, the thing 
rises into existence and may be said to exist only for that 
moment and as soon as the idea disappears the object also 
vanishes, for when it cannot be presented to me in the form 
of ideas it can be said to exist in no sense. But this argument 
cannot hold good, for if the objective reality should really 
depend upon the idea of any individual man, then the objective 
rea~ty corresponding to an idea of his ought to cease to exist 
either with the change of his idea, or when he directs attention 
to some other thing, or when he restrains his mind from all 
objects of thought. Now, then, if it thus ceases to exist, how 
can it again spring into existence when the attention of the 
individual is again directed towards it 1 Again, all parts of 
an object can never be seen all at once. Thus supposing that 
the front side of a thing is visible, then the back side which 
cannot be seen at the time must not be said to exist at all. 
So if the back side does not exist, the front side also can as 
well be said not to exist (ye ciisyiinupasthitii bhiigaste ciisya 
na syurevatp, niisti prshfhamiti udaramapi na grhyeta. Vyiisa
bhiishya, IV. 16). Therefore it must be said that there is an 
independent external reality which is the common field of 
observation for all souls in general ; and there are also 
separate " Cittas " for separate individual souls (tasmiit 
svatantro'rtha~ sarvapurushasiidhiira'f)a~ svatantriitJ,i ca cittiini 
pratipurushatp,, pravarttante, ibid.). And all the experiences 
of the purusha result from the connection of this " Citta " 
(mind) with the external world. 

Now from this view of the reality of the external world we 
are confronted with another question-what is the ground 
which underlies the manifold appearance of this external 
world which has been proved to be real 1 What is that some
thing which is thought as the vehicle of such qualities as pro
duce in us the ideas 1 What is that self-subsistent substratum 
which is the basis of so many changes, actions and reactions DR
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that we always meet in the external world 1 Locke called 
this substratum substance and regarded it as unknown, but 
said that though it did not follow that it was a product of 
our own subjective thought yet it did not at the same time 
.exist without us. Hume, however, tried to explain everything 
from the standpoint of association of ideas and denied all 
notions of substantiality. We know that Kant, who was much 
influenced by Hume, agreed to the existence of some such 
unknown reality which he called the Thing-in-itself, the nature 
of which, however, was absolutely unknowable, but whose 
influence was a great factor in all our experiences. 

But the Bhiishya tries to penetrate deeper into the nature 
of this substratum or substance and says : dharmisvarupamiitro 
hi dharma~, dharmivikriya eva eshii dharmadvara prapaiicyate, 
Vyasa-bhiishya, III. 13. The characteristic qualities form the 
very being itself of the characterised, and it is the change of 
the characterised alone that is detailed by means of the 
characteristic. To understand thoroughly the exact signifi
cance of this statement it will be necessary to take a more 
detailed review of what has already been said about the gu~s. 
We know that all things mental or physical are formed by the 
different collocations of sattva of the nature of illumination 
(prakfisa}, rajas-the energy or mutative principle of the 
nature of action (kriyfi)--and tamas-the obstructive principle 
of the nature of inertia (sthiti) which in their o.riginal and 
primordial state are too fine to be apprehended (gunanfi'l'{tpar
ama'l'ft rilpa'l'ft na drshtipathamrcchati, Vyasa-bhiishya, IV. 13). 
These different gu:Q.as combine in various proportions to form 
the manifold universe of the knowable, and thus are made the 
objects of our cognition. Through combining in di:fferent 
proportions they become, in the words of Dr. B. N. Seal," more 
and more di:fferentiated, determinate and coherent," and thus 
make themselves cognisable, yet they never forsake their own 
true nature as the gur;tas. So we see that they have thus got DR
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two natures, one in which they remain quite unchanged as 
gm;tas, and another in which they collocate and combine 
themselves in various ways and thus appear under the veil 
of a multitude of qualities and states of the manifold knowable 
(te vyaktasukskma gu'f]iitmanalj, [IV. 13] ... sarvamida~ 
gu'IJii,nlirp, sannivesaviseskamiitramiti paramiirtkato gut)iitmiinalj,, 
Bkiiskya, ibid.). 

Now these gu:t;~.as take three different courses of development 
from the ego or ahatpkara. according to which the ego or 
ahaxp.kara may be said to be sattvika, rajasa and tii.masa. 
Thus from the sattvika side of the ego by a preponderance of 
sattva the five knowledge-giving senses, e.g. hearing, sight, 
touch, taste and smell are derived. From the rajas side of 
ego by a preponderance of rajas the five active senses of speech, 
etc., are derived. From the tamas side of ego or aha:rp.kara 
by a preponderance of tamas are derived the five tanmatras. 
From which again by a preponderance of tamas the atoms of 
the five gross elements-earth, water, fire, air and ether are 
derived. 

In the derivation of these it must be remembered that 
all the three gu:t;~.as are conjointly responsible. In the deriva
tion of a particular product one of the gu:t;~.Ss may indeed be 
predominant, and thus may bestow the prominent characteristic 
of that product, but the other two gu:Q.as are also present 
there and perform their functions equally well. Their 
opposition does not withhold the progress of evolution but 
rather helps it. All the three combine together in varying 
degrees of mutual preponderance and thus together help the 
process of evolution to produce a single product. Thus we 
see that though the gu:t;~.Sa are three, they combine to produce 
on the side of perception, the senses, such as those of hearing, 
sight, etc. ; and on the side of the knowable, the individual 
tanmatras of gandha, rasa, riipa, spar8a and sabda. The 
gu:t;~.as composing each ta.nmii.tra again harmoniously combine DR
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THE GUNAS AND DERIVATIVES 39 

with each other with a preponderance of tamas to produce 
bhe atoms of each gross element. Thus in each combination 
one class of gm,1a.s remains prominent, while the others 
remain dependent upon it but help it indirectly in the evolution 
of that particular product. 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE PROCESS OF EVOLUTION 

THE evolution which we have spoken of above may be 
characterised in two ways: (I) That arising from modi
fications or products of some other cause which are themselves 
capable of originating other products like themselves; (2) 
That arising from causes which, though themselves derived, 
yet cannot themselves be the cause of the origination of other 
existences like themselves. The former may be said to be 
slightly specialised (avisesha) and the latter thoroughly 
specialised (visesha). 

Thus we see that from prakrti comes mahat, from ma.hat 
comes aharp.kara, and from aharp.kara, as we have seen above, 
the evolution takes three different courses according to the 
preponderance of sattva, rajas and tam.as originating the 
cognitive and conative senses and manas, the superintendent 
of them both on one side and the tanmatras on the other. 
These tanmatras again produce the five gross elements. 
Now when aharp.kii.ra produces the tanmatras or the senses, 
or when the tanmii.tras produce the five gross elements, or 
when aharp.kii.ra itself is produced from buddhi or m.ahat, 
it is called tattviintara-pari'fJiima, i.e. the production of a 
different tattva or substance. 

Thus in the case of tattviintara-pari'lJiima (as for example 
when the tanmatras are produced from aha:qlkara), it must 

·be carefully noticed that the state of being involved in the 
tanmatras is altogether different from the state of being of 
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TATTVA.NTARA-PARINAMA 

ahaiPkii.ra ; it is not a mere change of quality but a change 
of existence or state of being.* Thus though the tanmatras 
are derived from ahatp.kara the traces of ahatpkara cannot 
be easily followed in them. This derivation is not such that 
the ahaiPkara remains principally unchanged and there is 
only a change of quality in it, but it is a different existence 
altogether, having properties which differ widely from those 
of ahatpkara. So it is called tattvantara-pari:Q.ama, i.e. 
evolution of different categories of existence. 

Now the evolution that the senses and the five gross elements 
can undergo can never be of this nature, for they are vi8esha.s, 
or substances which have been too much specialised to allow 
the evolution of any other substance of a. different grade of 
existence from themselves. With them there is an end of all 
emanation. So we see that the a.viseshas or slightly specialised 
emanations are those which being themselves but emanations 
can yet yield other emanations from themselves. Thus we 
see that maha.t, ahaiPkii.ra and the five tanmatras are them
selves emanations, as well as the source of other emanations. 
Mahat, however, though it is undoubtedly an avisesha or 
slightly specialised emanation, is called by another technical 
name liilga or sign, for from the state of mahat, the prak;ti 
from which it must have emanated may be inferred. Prak;ti, 
however, from which no other primal state is inferable, is called 
the alinga or that which is not a sign for the existence of any 
other primal and more unspecialised state. In one sense all 
the emanations can be with justice called the liilgas or states 
of existence standing as the sign by which the causes from 

• " Tattviintara-parilU'ima " means the evolution of a wholly new category 
of existence. Thus the tanmiitras are wholly different from the ego from 
which they are produced. So the atoms are wholly different from the tan
miitras from which they are produced, for the latter, unlike the former, have 
no sense-properties. In all combinations of atoms, there would arise thou
sands of new qualities, but none of the products of the combination of atoms 
can be called a tattvantara, or a new category of existence since all these 
qualities are the direct manifestations of the specific properties of the atoDUI. DR
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42 TATTV ANTARA-PARI:t:lAMA 

which they have emanated can be directly inferred. Thus in 
this sense the five gross elements may be called the liilga of the 
tanmatras, and they again of the ego, and that again of the 
mahat, for the unspecialised ones are inferred from their 
specialised modifications or emanations. But this technical 
name linga is reserved for the mahat from which the alinga 
or pralqti can be inferred. This pralqti, however, is the 
eternal state which is not an emanation itself but the basis 
and source of all other emanations. 

The linga and the alinga have thus been compared in the 
Kiirikii: 

"hetumadanityamavyapi sakriyamanekiisritatp, lingatp, 
savayavam paratantratp, vyaktatp, viparitamavyaktatp,." 

The lings. has a cause, it is neither eternal nor universal, 
but mobile, multiform, dependent, determinate, and possesses 
parts, whereas the alinga is the reverse. The alinga or 
prakrti, however, being the cause has some characteristics in 
common with its lingas as distinguished from the purushas, 
which are altogether different from it. 

Thus the Karikii says : 
" trigu?J4maviveki vishayalj, samanyamaoetanatp, prasavadharmi 
vyaktatp, tathii pradhiinatp, tadviparitastathii puman.'' 

The manifested and the unma.nifested pradhiina or prakrti 
are both composed of the three gu~;~.as, non-intelligent, objec
tive, universal, unconscious and productive. Soul in these 
respects is the reverse. We have seen above that prakrti 
is the state of equilibrium of the gu~;~.as, which can in no way 
be of any use to the purushas, and is thus held to be eternal, 
though all other states are held to be non-eternal as they 
are produced for the sake of the purushas. 

The state of prakrti is that in which the gul;l.8s completely 
overpower each other and the characteristics (dharma) 
and the characterised (dharmi) are one and the same. DR
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EVOLUTION AND WHAT IT MEANS 43 

Evolution is thus nothing but the manifestation of change, 
mutation, by the energy of rajas. The rajas is the one . 
mediating activity that breaks up all compounds, builds up 
new ones and initiates original modifications. Whenever in 
any particular combination the proportion of sattva, rajas 
or tamas alters, as a condition of this alteration, there is the 
dominating activity of rajas by which the old equilibrium is 
destroyed and another equilibrium established ; this in its 
turn is again disturbed and again another equilibrium is 
restored. Now the manifestation of this latent activity of 
rajas is what is called change or evolution. In the external 
world the time that is taken by a parama:o.u or atom to move 
from its place is identical with a unit of change.* Now an 
atom will be that quantum which is smaller or finer than 
that point or limit at which it can in any way be perceived 
by the senses. Atoms are therefore mere points without 
magnitude or dimension, and the unit of time or moment 
(kskat.W) that is taken up in changing the position of these 

• VyQ.4a-bM8hya, III. 52, says that the smallest indivisible part of a 
thing is oalled a paramiQ.u. Vijiiina Bhikshu in explaining it says that 
paramiQ.u here means guQ.&, for if a thing say a stone is divided, then the 
furthest limit of division is reached when we come to the indivisible guQ.&B. 
But if the prakrti is a.ll-pervading (vibhu) how can the guw.s be atomic ? 
Bhikshu says ( Y oga-varttika, III. 52) in reply that there are some cl.aaaes 
of guQ.&B (e.g. those which produce mind antabkaratta and ahiJa) which 
are all-pervading, while the others are a.11 atomic. In Bhikshu's interpret&· 
tion a moment is to be defined as the time which a guJ;J& entity takes to 
change its own unit of space. Gu1;1as are thus equivalent to the Vaiahik& 
paramiQ.us. Bhikshu, however, does not deny that there are no atoms of 
earth, water, etc., but he says that where reference is not made to these atoms 
but to guQ.& atoms for the partless units of time oan only be compared with 
the partless guQ.&B. But Vioaspati does not make any comment here to 
indicate that the smallest indivisible unit of matter should mean guQ.&B. 
Moreover, Yoga-siltra, I. 40, and Vydaa-bhluhya, I. 43, speak of paramlltau 
and atau in the sense of earth-atoms, etc. Even Bhikshu does not maintain 
that pa.rami~;~u is used there in the sense of atomic guQ.& entities. I 
could not therefore accept Bhikshu's interpretation that paramiQ.u here 
refers to guQ.a. Pa.ramii.I;tu may here be taken in the sense of material 
atoms of earth, water, etc. The atoms (paramiQu) here cannot be 
absolutely partlesa, for it has two lides, prior (pilrvadeAa) and posterior 
(uUarodeAa). DR
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44 BUDDHI-NIRMA.NA 

atoms is identical with one unit of change or evolution. 
The change or evolution in the external world must therefore 
be measured by these units of spatial motion of the atoms ; 
i.e. an atom changing its own unit of space is the measure of 
all physical change or evolution. 

Each unit of time (kskatw) corresponding to this change of 
an atom of its own unit of space is the unit-measure of change. 
This instantaneous succession of time as discrete moments one 
following the other is the notion of the series of moments or 
pure and simple succeBBion. Now the notion of these discrete 
moments is the notion of time. Even the notion of succession 
is one that does not really exist but is imagined, for a moment 
comes into being just when the moment just before had passed 
so that they have never taken place together. Thus Vyasa 
in III. 52, says : "kska'Y)nl,atkranut,yorniisti vastusamiihiiral} iti 
buddhisamiihiiral} muhUrttiihoratriitradayal}." Sa tvaya'ql- kiilal} 
vastu8unyo'pi buddhinirmiitwl}. The moments and their 
succession do not belong to the category of actual things ; 
the hour, the day and night, are all aggregates of mental 
conceptions. This time which is not a substantive reality in 
itself, but is only a mental concept, represented to us through 
linguistic usage, appears to ordinary minds as if it were an 
objective reality. 

So the conception of time as discrete moments is the real 
one, whereas the conception of time as successive or as con
tinuous is unreal, being only due to the imagination of our 
empirical and relative consciousness. Thus Vacaspati further 
explains it. A moment is real (vastupatital}) and is the essential 
element of the notion of succession. SucceBBion involves the 
notion of change of moments, and the moment is called time 
by those sages who know what time is. Two moments cannot 
happen together. There cannot be any succession of two 
simultaneous things. Succession means the notion of change 
involving a preceding and a succeeding moment. Thus there DR
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UNIT OF CHANGE AND UNIT OF TIME ~ 

is only the present moment and there are no preceding and 
later moments. Therefore there cannot be any union of these 
moments. The past and the future moments may be said to 
exist only if we speak of past and future as identical with 
the changes that have become latent and others that exist 
potentially but are not manifested. Thus in one moment, 
the whole world suffers changes. All these characteristics 
are associated with the thing as connected with one particular 
moment.* 

So we find here that time is essentially discrete, being only 
the moments of our cognitive life. As two moments never 
co-exist, there is no succession or continuous time. They 
exist therefore only in our empirical consciousness which 
cannot take the real moments in their discrete nature but 
connects the one with the other and thereby imagines either 
succession or continuous time. 

Now we have said before, that each unit of change or 
evolution is measured by this unit of time kshar],a or moment ; 
or rather the units of change are expressed in terms of these 
moments or kskar],as. Of course in our ordinary conscious
ness these moments of change cannot be grasped, but they 
can be reasonably inferred. For at the end of a certain period 
we observe a change in a thing; now this change, though 
it becomes appreciable to us after a long while, was still going 
on every moment, so, in this way, the succession of evolution 
or change cannot be distinguished from the moments coming 
one after another. Thus the Yoga-sfltra says in IV. 33 : 
" Succession involving a course of changes is associated with 
the moments." Succession as change of moments is grasped 

• Bhikshu regards the movement of a guJ;~& of its own unit of space as 
the ultimate unit of time (kahatm). The whole world is nothing else but a 
series of kahatma. This view difiers from the Buddhist view that everything 
is momentary in this that it doee not admit of any other thing but the 
k8hatm8 (IW tu laia'!ldtirikla[J lahattikall 11Qd4rlha}J. /cakidilikyate lai81u 
klhatmmdlraBthayyeva pad4rthab. uhyate. Y oga-varttika, UL 62). DR
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46 PRESENT, PAST, AND FUTURE 

only by a course of changes. A cloth which has not passed 
through a course of changes through a series of moments 
cannot be found old all at once at any time. Even a new 
cloth kept with good care becomes old after a time. This 
is what is called the termination of a course of changes and 
by it the succession of a course of changes can be grasped. 
Even before a thing is old there can be inferred a sequence 
of the subtlest, subtler, subtle, grossest, grosser and gross 
changes (Tattvavaisiiradi, IV. 33).* 

Now as we have seen that the unit of time is indistinguish
able from the unit of change or evolution, and as these moments 
are not co-existing but one follows the other, we see that there 
is no past or future e~sting as a continuous before or past, 
and after or future. It is the present that really exists as 
the manifested moment ; the past has been conserved as 
sublatent ·and the future as the latent. So the past and 
future exist in the present, the former ~s one which has already 
had its manifestation and is thus conserved in the fact of the 
manifestation of the present. For the manifestation of the 
present as such could not have taken place until the past 
had already been manifested; so the manifestation of the 
present is a concrete product involving within itself the mani
festation of the past; in a. similar way it may be said that 
the manifestation of the present contains within itself the seed 
or the unmanifested state of the future, for if this had not 
been the case, the future never could have happened. So we 
see that the whole world undergoes a change at one unit 

• There is a d.iiference of opinion as regards the meaning of the word 
" kihat~apratiyogj " in IV. 33. Vacaspati says that it means the growth 
associated with a particular k8ha'l)a or moment (k8hatwpracayii8raya). 
The word pratiyogi is interpreted by Vacaspati as related (pratisambandhi). 
Bhikshu, however, gives a quite d.iiferent meaning. He interprets kshatw as 
" interval " and pratiyogi as " opposite of " ( virodhi). So " klhatwprati
yogi" means with him "without any interval" or" continuous." He holds 
that the aiitra means that all change is continuous and not in succeaaion. 
There is according to his interpretation no interval between the oessation 
of a previou• character and the rile of a new one. DR
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COSMIC EVOLUTION 4:7 

point of time, and not only that but it conserves within itself 
all the past and future history of cosmic evolution. 

We have pointed out before that the manifestation of the 
rajas or energy as action is what is called change. Now this 
manifestation of action can only take place when equilibrium 
of a particular collocation of gu:r;w.s is disturbed and the rajas 
arranges or collocates with itself the sattva and tamas, the 
whole group being made intelligible by the inherent sattva. 
So the cosmic history is only the history of the different 
collocations of the gu:r;w.s. Now, therefore, if it is possible 
for a seer to see in one vision the possible number of combina
tions that the rajas will have with sattva and tamas, he can 
in one moment perceive the past, present or future of this 
cosmic evolutionary process ; for with such minds all past 
and future are concentrated at one point of vision which to 
a person of ordinary empirical consciousness appears only 
in the series. For the empirical consciousness, impure as it is, 
it is impossible that all the powers and potencies of sattva 
and rajas should become manifested at one point of time ; 
it has to take things only through its senses and can thus 
take the changes only as the senses are affected by them ; 
whereas, on the other hand, if its power of knowing was not 
restricted to the limited scope of the senses, it could have 
grasped all the possible collocations or changes all at once. 
Such a perceiving mind whose power of knowing is not 
narrowed by the senses can perceive all the finest modifica
tions or changes that are going on in the body of a substance 
(see Y oga-aiUra, III. 53). 
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CHAPTER V 

THE EVOLUTION OF THE CATEGORIES 

THE Yoga analysis points to the fact that all our cognitive 
states are distinguished from their objects by the fact of their 
being intelligent. This intelligence is the constant factor 
which persists amidst all changes of our cognitive states. 
We are passing continually from one state to another without 
any rest, but in this varying change of these states we are 
never divested of intelligence. This fact of intelligence is 
therefore neither the particular possession of any one of these 
states nor that of the sum of these states; for if it is not the 
possession of any one of these states it cannot be the possession 
of the sum of these states. In the case of the released person 
again there is no mental state, but the self-shining intelli
gence. So Yoga regarded this intelligence as quite distinct 
from the so-called mental states which became intelligent 
by coming in connection with this intelligence. The action
less, absolutely pure and simple intelligence it called the 
purusha. 

Yoga tacitly assumed a certain kind of analysis of the 
nature of these mental states which sought to find out, if 
possible, the nature of their constituent elements or moments 
of existence. Now in analysing the different states of our 
mind we find that a particular content of thought is illumin
ated and then passed over. The ideas rise, are illuminated 
and pass away. Thus they found that "movement" was 
one of the principal elements that constituted the substance 
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THE TAMAS SIDE OF THOUGHT 49 

of our thoughts. Thought as such is always moving. This 
principle of movement, mutation or change, this energy, they 
call~d rajas. 

Now apart from this rajas, thought when seen as divested 
of its sensuous contents seems to exhibit one universal mould 
or form of knowledge which assumes the form of all the 
sensuous contents that are presented to it. It is the one 
universal of all our particular concepts or ideas-the basis 
or substratum of all the different shapes imposed upon itself, 
the pure and simple. Sattva in which there is no particularity 
is that element of our thought which, resembling purusha 
most, can attain its reflection within itself and thus makes 
the unconscious mental states intelligible. All the contents 
of our thought are but modes and limitations of this universal 
form and are thus made intelligible. It is the one principle 
of intelligibility of all our conscious states. 

Now our intellectual life consists in a series of shining 
ideas or concepts ; concepts after concepts shine forth in the 
light of the pnre intelligence and pass away. But each 
concept is but a limitation of the pure shining universal of 
our knowledge which underlies all its changing modes or 
modifications of concepts or judgments. This is what is called 
pure knowledge in which there is neither the knower nor the 
known. This pure object-subjectless knowledge differs 
from the pure intelligence or purusha only in this that later 
on it is liable to suffer various modifications, as the ego, 
the senses, and the infinite percepts and concepts, etc., con
nected therewith, whereas the pure intelligence remains ever 
pure and changeless and is never the substratum of any 
change. At this stage sattva, the intelligence-stuff, is 
prominent and rajas and tamas are altogether suppressed. 
It is for this reason that the buddhi or mind is often spoken 
of as the sattva. Being an absolute preponderance of sattva 
it has nothing else to manifest, but it is its pure--shining self. DR
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50 THE PURE SATTVA 

Both tamas and rajas being mostly suppressed they cannot 
in any way affect the effulgent nature of this pure shining 
of contentless knowledge in which there is neither the knower 
nor the known. 

But it must be remembered that it is holding suspended 
as it were within itself the elements of rajas and tamas which 
cannot manifest themselves owing to the preponderance of 
the sattva. 

This notion of pure contentless consciousness is immediate 
and abstract and as such is at once mediated by other neces
sary phases. Thus we see that this pure contentless universal 
consciousness is the same as the ego-universal (asmitiimiitra). 
For this contentless universal consciousness is only another 
name for the contentless unlimited, infinite of the ego-univer
sal. A quotation from Fichte may here be useful as a com
parison. Thus he says in the introduction to his Science 
of Ethics: "How an object can ever become a subject, or 
how a being can ever become an object of representation : 
this curious change will never be explained by anyone who 
does not find a point where the objective and subjective 
are not distinguished at all, but are altogether one. Now 
such a point is established by, and made the starting point 
of our system. This point is the Egohood, the Intelligence, 
Reason, or whatever it may be named."* The Vyiisa-bhiishya, 
II. 19, describes it as lingamiitram mahattatva'f{t sattiimiitre 
makati iitmani, and again in I. 36 we find it described as the 
waveless ocean, peaceful infinite pure egohood. This obscure 
egohood is known merely as being. This mahat has also 
been spoken of by Vijiiana Bhikshu as the manas, or mind, 
as it has the function of assimilation (niscaya). Now what 
we have already said about mahat will, we hope, make it 

* Nothing more than a superficial comparison with Fichte is here in
tended. A large majority of the texts and the commentary literature would 
oppose the attempts of all those who would like to interpret SaJilkhya-yoga 
on Fiohtean lines. DR
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MAHAT, MANAS, ASMITAMATRA AND BUDDID 51 

clear that this mahat is the last limit at which the subject 
and the object can be considered as one indistinguishable 
point which is neither the one nor the other, but the source 
~b~h. . 

This buddhi is thus variously called mahat, asmitamiitra, 
manas, sattva, buddhi and linga, according to the aspects 
from which this state is observed. 

This state is called mahat as it is the most universal thing 
conceivable and the one common source from which all other 
things originate. 

Now this phase of sattva or pure shining naturally passes 
into the other phase, that of the Ego as knower or Ego as 
subject. The first phase as mahat or asmitamatra was the 
state in which the sattva was predominant and the rajas and 
tamas were in a suppressed condition. The next moment 
is that in which the rajas comes uppermost, and thus the 
ego as the subject of all cognition~the subject I-the 
knower of all the mental states-is derived. The con
tentless subject-objectless "I" is the passive sattva aspect 
of the buddhi catching the reflection of the spirit of 
purusha. 

In its active aspect, however, it feels itself one with the 
spirit and appears as the ego or subject which knows, feels 
and wills. Thus Patafijali says, in II. 6 : drgdarsanasak
tyorekiitmateva asmitii, i.e. the seeming identity of the seer 
and the perceiving capacity is called asmita-ego. Again in 
Bhiishya, I. 17, we have ekiitmikii sarrtvidasmitii (knowledge as 
one identical is asmita) which Vacaspati explains as sii ca 
iitmanii grahitrii saha buddkirekiitmika sarrtvid, i.e. it is the 
feeling of identity of the buddhi (mind) with the self, the 
perceiver. Thus we find that the mind is affected by its own 
rajas or activity and posits itself as the ego or subject as 
activity. By reason of this position of the "I" as active 
it perceives itself in the objective, in all its conative and DR
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52 THE EVOLUTION OF THE " I " 

cognitive senses in its thoughts and feelings and also in the 
external world of extension and co-existence ; in the words 
of Paiica~ikha (II. 5) thinking the animate and inanimate 
beings to be the self, man regards their prosperity as his own 
and becomes glad, and regards their adversity as his own 
and is sorry. Here the "I" is posited as the active entity 
which becomes conscious of itself, or in other words the 
"I" becomes self-conscious. In analysing this notion of 
self-consciousness we find that here the rajas or element of 
activity or mobility has become predominant and this pre
dominance of rajas has been manifested by the inherent 
sattva. Thus we find that the rajas side or "I as active" 
has become manifested or known as such, i.e. " I " becomes 
conscious of itself as active. And this is just what is meant 
by self-consciousness. 

This ego or self-consciousness then appears as the modifica
tion of the contentless pure consciousness of the mind (buddhi) ; 
it is for this reasonthatwe see that this self-consciousness is but 
a modification of the universal mind. The absolute identity 
of subject and object as the egohood is not a part of our 
natural consciousness, for in all stages of our actual conscious
ness, even in that of self-consciousness, there is an element 
of the preponderance of rajas or activity which directs this 
unity as the knower and the known and then unites them as 
it were. Only so far as I distinguish myself as the conscious, 
from myself as the object of consciousness, am I at all conscious 
of myself. 

When we see that the buddhi transforms itself into the ego, 
the subject, or the knower, at this its first phase there is no 
other content which it can know, it therefore knows itself 
in a very abstract way as the "1," or in other words, the ego 
becomes self-conscious; but at this moment the ego has no 
content ; the tamas being quite under suppression, it is 
evolved by a preponderance of the r~jas ; and thus its nature DR
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EGO A MODIFICATION OF BUDDID 53 

as rajas is manifested by the sattva and thus the ego now 
essentially knows itself to be active, and holds itself as the 
permanent energising activity which connects with itself all 
the phenomena of our life. 

But now when the ego first directs itself towards itself and 
becomes conscious of itself, one question which naturally 
comes to our mind is, " Can the ego direct itself towards 
itself and thus divide itself into a part that sees and one that 
is seen 1 " To meet this question it is assumed that the 
gu:r;tas contain within themselves the germs of both sub· 
jectivity and objectivity (gut]iinat]t hi dvairupya'l'}'t vyavasa
yatmkatvam vyavaseyatmakatvat}'t ca. Tattvavaisaradi, III. 47); 
the gu:r;tas have two forms, the perceiver and the perceived. 
Thus we find that in the ego the quality of the gu:r;tas as the 
perceiver comes to be first manifested and the ego turns 
back upon itself and makes itself its own object. It is at this 
stage that we are reminded of the twofold nature of the 
gu:t;tas. 

It is by virtue of this twofold nature that the subject can 
make itself its own object; but as these two sides have not 
yet developed they are still only abstract and exist but in an 
implicit way in this state of the ego (ahat]tkara). 

Enquiring further into the nature of the relation of this ego 
and the buddhi, we find that the ego is only another phase 
or modification of the buddhi ; however different it might 
appear from buddhi it is only an appearance or phase of it; 
its reality is the reality of the buddhi. Thus we see that when 
the knower is affected in his different modes of concepts and 
judgments, this too is to be ascribed to the buddhi. Thus 
Vyasa writes (Il. 18) that perception, memory, differentiation, 
reasoning, right knowledge, decision belong properly to mind 
(buddhi) and are only illusorily imposed on the purusha 
(grahaf!.Q,dharar_tohapohatattvajniinabhinivesa buddhau vartta
miina purushe adhyaropitasadbhava~). DR
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THE THREE PHASES 

Now from this ego we find that three developments take 
place in three distinct directions according to the preponder
ance of sattva, rajas or tamas. 

By the preponderance of rajas, the ego develops itself 
into the five conative senses, vak (speech), pal;li (hands), 
pada (feet), payu (organ of passing the excreta) and upastha 
(generative organ). By the preponderance of sattva, the 
ego develops itself into the five cognitive senses-hearing, 
touch, sight, taste and smell ; and by a preponderance of 
tamas it stands as the bhiitadi and produces the five tan
matras, and these again by further preponderance of tamas 
develops into the particles of the five gross elements of earth, 
water, light, heat, air and ether. 

Now it is clear that when the self becomes conscious of 
itself as object we see that there are three phases in it : (i) 
that in which the self becomes an object to itself ; (ii) when 
it directs itself or turns as the subject upon itself as the object, 
this moment of activity which can effect an aspect of change 
in itself ; (iii) the aspect of the consciousness of the self, 
the moment in which it perceives itself in its object, the 
moment of the union of itself as the subject and itself as the 
object in one luminosity of self-consciousness. Now that 
phase of self in which it is merely an object to itself is the phase 
of its union with prak:rti which further develops the prakrti in 
moments of materiality by a preponderance of the inert 
tamas of the bhiitadi into tanmatras and these again into the 
five grosser elements which are then called the grahya or 
perceptible. 

The sattva side of this ego or self-consciousness which was 
hitherto undifferentiated becomes further differentiated, 
specialised and modified into the five cognitive senses with their 
respective functions of hearing, touch, sight, taste and smell, 
synchronising with the evolution of the prak:rti on the tan
matric side of evolution. These again individually suffer DR
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THE MANAS 

infinite modifications themselves and thus cause an infinite 
variety of ~Jensations in their respective spheres in our conscious 
life. The rajas side of the ego becomes specialised as the active 
faculties of the five different conative organs. 

There is another specialisation of the ego as the manas 
which is its direct instrument for connecting itself with the five 
cognitive and conative senses. What is perceived as mere 
sensations by the senses is connected and generalised and 
formed into concepts by the manas ; it is therefore spoken 
of as partaking of both the conative and the cognitive aspects 
in the Satrtkkya-kiirikii, 27. 

Now though the modifications of the ego are formed 
successively by the preponderance of sattva, rajas and tamas, 
yet the rajas is always the accessory cause (sakakiiri) of all 
these varied collocations of the gul}.as; it is the supreme 
principle of energy and supplies even intelligence with the 
energy which it requires for its own conscious activity. Thus 
Lokacaryya says in his Tattvatraya : " the tamasa ego 
developing into the material world and the sattvika ego 
developing into the eleven senses, both require the help of the 
rajasa ego for the production of this development" (anyiibkyaf!t 
akatrtkiirabkyam svakiiryyopajanane rajasakatrtkilralj, sakakiiri 
bkavati) ; and Barabara in his Bkaskya writes : "just as a 
seed-sprout requires for its growth the help of water as 
instrumental cause, so the rajasa aha:rpkara (ego) works as the 
accessory cause (sakakiir~) for the transformations of sattvika 
and tamasa aha~pkara into their evolutionary products." 
The mode of working of this instrumental cause is described as 
"rajas is the mover." The rajasa ego thus moves the sattva 
part to generate the senses ; the tamas part generating the 
gross and subtle matter is also moved by the rajas, agent of 
movement. The rajasa ego is thus called the common cause 
of the movement of the sattvika and the tamasa ego. Vio
aspati alio says : "though rajas ha~ nq separate work by itself DR
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THE MANAS 

yet since sattva and ta.ma.s (which though capable of under
going modification, do not do t);teir work) are actionless in 
themselves, the agency of rajas lies in this that it moves them 
both for the production of the effect."* And according as the 
modifications are sattvika, tamasa or rajasika, the ego which 
is the cause of these different modifications is also called 
vaikarika, bhiitadi and taijasa. The ma.hat also as the source 
of the vaikarika, taijasa and bhiitadi ego may be said to have 
three aspects. 

Now speaking of the relation of the sense faculties with 
the sense organs, we see that the latter, which are made up of 
the grosser elements are the vehicle of the former, for if the 
latter are injured in any way, the former are also necessarily 
affected. t 

To take for example the specific case of the faculty of hearing 
and its organ, we see that the faculty of hearing is seated in 
the ether (iikiiSa) within our ear-hole. It is here that the power 
of hearing is located. When soundness or defect is noticed 
therein, soundness or defect is noticed in the power of hearing 
also. When the sounds of solids, etc., are heard, then the 
power of hearing located in the hollow of the ear stands in need 
of the resonance produced in the akaBa. of the ear. 

This sense of hearing, then, having its origin in the principle 
of aha!Jlkara, behaves like iron, and is drawn by the sounds 
originated and located in the mouth of the speaker acting 
as loadstone, and transforms them into its own successive 
modifications (vrU~) and thus senses the sounds of the 
speaker. And it is for this reason that for every living 
creature, the perception of sound in external space 
in the absence of c;lefects is never void of authority, 
Thus Pancasikha also says, as quoted in Vyiisa-bMskya, 
III. 41: 

• Tattvalcaumudi on 8/ifllkAya.lriJrikd, 2tl. 
t Tattvavai84radi, III. ,1, DR
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DIVERGENT VIEWS CONSIDERED lS7 

" To all those whose organs of hearing are situated in the 
same place (at different times) the aka8a sustaining the sense 
of hearing is the same." The aka8a, again, in which the power 
of hearing is seated, is born out of the soniferous tanmatra, and 
has therefore the quality of sound inherent in itself. It is by 
this sound acting in unison that it takes the sounds of external 
solids, etc. This then proves that the akasa is the substratum 
of the power of hearing, and also possesses the quality of 
sound. And this sameness of the situation of sound is an 
indication of the existence of akasa as that which is the sub
stratum of the auditory power (8ruti) which manifests the 
sounds of the same class in akasa. Such a manifestation of 
sound cannot be without such an auditory sense-power. 
Nor is such an auditory power a quality of prthivi (earth), 
etc., because it cannot be in its own self both the manifestor 
and the manifested (vyahngya and vyanjaka), Tattvavaisiiradi, 
III. 41. It is the auditory power which manifests all sounds 
with the help of the akaSa. of the sense organ. 

The theory of the gUJ.~.as was accepted by many others 
outside the Samkhya-Yoga circle and they also offered their 
opinions on the nature of the categories. • 

There are thus other views prevalent about the genesis of 
the senses, to which it may be worth our while to pay some 
attention as we pass by. 

The sattvika ego in generating the cognitive senses with 
limited powers for certain specified objects of sense only ac
counted for their developments from itself in accompaniment 
with the specific tanmatras. Thus 

sattvika ego+sound potential (Ba.bda-tanmatra)=sense 
of hearing. 

sattvika ego+touch potential (spars-tanmatra)=sense of 
touch. 

sattvika ego+sight potential (ariipa-tanmatra)=sense of 
vision. DR
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58 THE NAIYAYIKAS' VIEW 

sattvika. ego+taste potential (vasa-tanmatra) =sense of 
ta.ste. 

sattvika. ego +smell potential (gandha-tanmatra) =sense of 
smell. 

The conative sense of speech is developed in association 
with the sense of hearing; that of hand in association with the 
sense of touch ; that of feet in association with the sense of 
vision ; that of upastha in association with the sense of taste ; 
that of payu in association with the sense of smell. 

Last of all, the manas is developed from the ego without 
any co-operating or accompanying cause. 

TheNaiyayikas,however, think that the senses are generated 
by the gross elements, the ear for example by akasa, the touch 
by air and so forth. But Lokacaryya in his Tattvatraya holds 
that the senses are not generated by gross matter but are 
rather sustained and strengthened by it. 

There are others who think that the ego is the instrumental 
and that the gross elements are the material causes in the 
production of the senses. 

The view of the Vyiisa-bhiishya is, I believe, now quite clear 
since we see that the mahat through the asmita generates from 
the latter (as differentiations from it, though it itself exists 
as integrated in the mahat), the senses, and their correspond
ing gross elements. 

Before proceeding further to trace the development of 
the bhiltadi on the tanmatric side, I think it is best to refer 
to the views about the supposed difference between the Yoga 
and the views of the Saqtkhya works about the evolution of 
the categories. Now according to the Yoga view two parallel 
lines of evolution start from mahat, one of which develops 
into the ego, manas, the five cognitive and the five conative 
senses, while on the other side it develops into the five grosser 
elements through the five tanmatras which are directly 
produced from mahat through the medium aha!pkara. DR
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Thus the view as found in the Yoga works may be tabulated 
thus :-

Prakrti 

I 
Ma.hat or Asmitamatra 

I 
I I 

Asmita Tanmatras-5 

I I 
11 senses 5 gross elements 

The view of the &rpkhya works may be tabulated thus :
Prak:rti 

I 
Ma.hat 

I 
Ego 

I 
I I 

11 senses 5 Tanmatras 

I 
5 gross elements 

The place in the Vyiisa-bkiiskya which refers to this genesis 
is that under viseskiiviseshalingamatralingani gur,taparvii'Y)i, II. 
19. There it says that the four bhiitas are ether, air, fire, 
water and earth. These are the viseshas (specialised modi
fications) of the unspecialised modifications the tanmatras of 
sound, touch, colour, taste and smell. So also are the cognitive 
senses of hearing, touch, eye, tongue, and nose and the conative 
senses of speech, hand, feet, anus and the generative organ. 
The eleventh one manas (the co-ordinating organ) has for its 
object the objects of all the above ten senses. So these are 
the specialised modifications (viseshas) of the unspecialised 
(avisesha) asmita. The gu~s have these sixteen kinds of DR
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specialised modifications (vi8eshapari't)iima). The six un
specialised modifications are the sound tanmatra, touch 
tanmatra, colour tanmatra, taste tanmatra and smell tan
matra. These tanmatras respectively contain one, two, 
three, four, and five special characteristics. The sixth 
unspecialised modification is asmitamatra. These are the 
six avisesha evolutions of the pure being, the mahat. The 
category of mahat is merely a sign beyond the aviseshas and 
it is there that these exist and develop. 

In this Vyasa-bhiishya the fully specialised ones, viseshas, 
the grosser elements are said to have been derived from the 
tanmatras and the senses and manas, the faculty of re
flection are said to have been specialised from the ego or 
asmita. The tanmatras, however .. have not been derived from 
the ego or asmita here. But they together with asmita are 
spoken of as the six slightly specialised ones, the five being the 
five tanmatras and the sixth one being the ego. These six 
aviseshas ~re the specialisa.tions of the mahat, the great 
egohood of pure Be-ness. It therefore appears that the six 
avi8eshas are directly derived from the mahat, after which the 
ego develops into the eleven senses and the tanmatras into· the 
five gross elements in three different lines. 

But let us see how Y oga-varttika explains the point here :
" But like the senses the tanmatras are also special 

modifications of the ahaiP-kara having specially modified 
characteristics such as sound, touch, etc., why, therefore, are 
they not mentioned as special modifications (viseshas)? The 
answer is that those only are mentioned as special modification 
which are ultimate special modifications. The tanmatras are 
indeed the special modifications of the ego, but they themselves 
produce further special modifications, the bhiitas. The 
aviseshas are explained as the six avi8eshas. The tanmatras 
are generated from the tamasa ahaiP-kara gradually through 
sound, etc. The category of mahat which is the ground of DR
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all modifications, called also the buddhi, has six evolutionary 
products called the aviseshas. Though the mahat and the 
prakrti may also be regarded as the root-causes out of which 
the tanmatras have evolved, yet the word avi8esha is used 
as a technical term having a special application to the six 
aviseshas only." The modifications of these are from the 
buddhi through the intermediate stage of the ahaxpkara, as 
has been explained in the Bhiishya, I. 45. 

Thus we see that the Y oga-tJiirttika says that the Bhashya 
is here describing the modifications of buddhi in two distinct 
classes, the aviseshas and the viseshas; and that the mahat 
has been spoken of as the source of all the aviseshas, the five 
tanmatras and the ego; strictly speaking, however, the 
genesis of the tanmatras from mahat takes place through the 
ego and in association with the ego, for it has been so described 
in the Bhiiskya, I. 45. 

Nagesa in explaining this Bhiishya only repeats the view 
of Y oga-viirttika. 

Now let us refer to the Bhiishya of I. 45, alluded to by 
the Y oga-viirttika : " The gradual series of subtler causes 
proceeds up to the alinga or the prakrti. The earth atom 
has the smell tanmatra as its subtle cause ; the 'Vater atom 
has the taste tanmatra ; the air atom the touch tanmatra ; 
the akasa atom the sound tanmatra; and of these aha~pkara 
is the subtle cause ; and of this the mahat is the subtle 
cause." Here by subtle cause (sukshma) it is upadanakara:t;ta 
or material cause which is meant; so the Bhiishya further 
says : "It is true that purusha is the subtlest of all. But 
yet as prakrti is subtler than the mahat, it is not in that sense 
that purusha is subtler than prakrti for purusha is only an 
instrumental cause of the evolution of mahat, but not its 
m~terial cause." I believe it is quite clear that ahaxpkara 
is spoken of here as the sukshma anvayikiirana of the tan
matras. This anvayikara:t;ta is the same as upii.dana (material DR
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cause) as Vacaspati calls it. Now again in the Bkiishya of 
the same st'Ura II. 19later on we see the liitga or the mahat is 
the stage next to prakrti, it is differentiated from it though 
still remaining integrated in the regular order of evolution. 
The six avi8eshas are again differentiated while still remaining 
integrated in the mahat in the order of evolution (parit,Uima
kramaniyama ). 

The mahat tattva (liitga) is associated with the prakrti 
(alinga). Its development is thus to be considered as the 
production of a di:fferentiation as integrated within the 
prak:rti. The six avi8eshas are also to be considered as the 
production of successive di:fferentiations as integrated within 
the mahat. 

The words sa1fisrshfa vivicyante are the most important 
here for they show us the real nature of the transformations. 
" Sa"fisrshta " means integrated and " vivicyante " means 
differentiated. This shows that the order of evolution as 
found in the Sa~p.khya works (viz. mahat from prak:rti, aha:rp.
kara from mahat and the eleven senses and the tanmatras 
from aha:rp.kara) is true only in this sense that these modifica
tions of aha:rp.kara take place directly as differentiations of 
characters in the body of mahat. As these differentiations 
take place through aha:rp.kara as the first moment in the 
series of transformations it is said that the transformations 
take place directly from aha:rp.kara; whereas when stress 
is laid on the other aspect it appears that the transformations 
are but differentiations as integrated in the body of the 
mahat, and thus it is also said that from mahat the six a vises
has-namely, aha:rp.kara and the five tanmii.tras-come out. 
This conception of evolution as differentiation within inte
gration bridges the gulf between the views of Yoga and the 
Sa:rp.khya works. We know that the tanmatras are produced 
from the tamasa aha:rp.kara. This aha:rp.kara is nothing but the 
tamasa side of mahat roused into creative activity by rajas. DR
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The sii.ttvika. a.ha.Ipkii.ra. is given a.s a. separate category pro
ducing the senses, whereas the ta.ma.s a.s bhiitadi produces the 
tanmii.tra.s from its disturbance while held up within the 
mahat.* 

Nage8a in the Ohiiyii-vyiikhyii of II. 19, however, follows 
the Siiip.khya explanation. He says: "The five tanmatras 
having in order one, two, three, four and five characteristics 
are such that the preceding ones are the causes of the succeed
ing ones. The Sa.bdatanmatra has only the characteristic of 
sound, the spar8atanmatra of sound and touch and so on .... 
All these tanmii.tras are produced from the tamasa aha'Qlkii.ra 
in the order of Sa.bda, sparSa., etc." This ignores the interpre
tation of the Vyiisa-bhiishya that the tanmatras are differentia
tions within the integrated whole of mahat through the 
intermediary stage of the tamasa aha'Qlkara. 

* This was first pointed out by-Dr. B. N. Seal in his Physical, Ollemical 
and Mechanical Theories of the Ancient Hindus in Dr. P. C. Ray's Hindu 
Oliemiatry, Vol. II. 
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CHAPTER VI 

EVOLUTION AND CHANGE OF QUALITIES 

THE order of the evolution of the tanmatras as here referred 
to is as follows :-

Bhiitadi (tamasa aha.Qlkara) 
I 

Sabdatanmatra 
I 

Spar8atanmatra 
I 

Rtipatanmatra 
I 

Rasatanmatra 
I 

Gandha tanmatra 

The evolution of the tanmatras has been variously described 
in the Pura:Q.as and the Sm:rti literature. These divergent 
views can briefly be brought under two headings : those which 
derive the tanmatras from the bh\ltas and those which derive 
them from the aha:qlkii.ra and the bhutas from them. Some 
of these schools have been spoken of in the Barabara Muni's 
commentary on the Tattvatraya-a treatise on the Ramii.nuja 
Philosophy-and have been already explained in a systematic 
way by Dr. B. N. Seal. I therefore refrain from repeating 
them needlessly. About the derivation of the tanmii.tras all 
the other ·Satpkhya treatises, the Kiirikii, the Kaumudi, the 
Tattvavailiiradi, the SiUra and Pravacana-bkiiskya, the 
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G:ENESIS OF THE GROSSER ATOMS 65 

SiddMntacandrikii, SiUrarthabodhini, the Rajamiirtar.t4a and 
the Mar,tiprabM seem to be silent. Further speaking of the 
tanmatras, Vijnana Bhikshu says that the tanmatras exist 
only in unspecialised forms ; they therefore can be neither 
felt nor perceived in any way by the senses of ordinary men. 
This is that indeterminate state of matter in which they can 
never be distinguished one from the other, and they cannot 
be perceived to be possessed of different qualities or specialised 
in any way. It is for this that they are called tanmatras, i.e. 
their only specialization is a mere thatness. The Yogins 
alone perceive them. 

Now turning towards the further evolution of the grosser 
elements from the tanmatras, we see that there are great 
divergences of view here also, some of which are shown 
below. Thus Vacaspati says: "The earth atom is produced 
from the five tanmii.tras with a predominance of the smell 
tanmii.tra, the water atom from the four tanmatras excepting 
the smell taninii.tra with a preponderance of the taste tan
mii.tra, and so on" (I. 44). 

Thus here we find that the akii.Sa. atom (a~u) has been 
generated simply by the ii.kii.Sa. tanmii.tra ; the vayu atom 
has been generated by two tanmatras, Sa.bda and spar8a, 
of which the sparSa. appears there as the chief. The tejas 
atom has been developed from the sabda, sparsa and rupa 
tanmatras, though the rupa is predominant in the group. 
The ap atom has been developed from the four tanmatras, 
sabda, sparSa., rupa and rasa, though rasa is predominant 
in the group, and the earth or kshiti atom has been developed 
from the five tanmii.tras, though the gandha tanmitra is 
predominant in the group. 

Now the Y oga-varttilca agrees with Vacaspati in all these 
details, but differs from him only in maintaining that the 
iki~ atom has been generated from the Sa.bda tanmitra 
with an accretion from bhiitadi, whereas Vaca.spati says DR
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that the akal§a atom is generated simply by the akal§a 
tanmatra.. * 

Nii.gesa., however, takes a slihgtly different view and says 
that to produce the gross atoms from the tanmatras, an 
accretion of bhfitadi as an accompanying agent is necessary 
at every step ; so that we see that the vayu atom is produced 
from these three : sabda +spa.rM +accretion from bhutadi. 
Tejas atom=Sa.bda +spar8a +rupa +accretion from bhutadi. 
Ap atom = Sa.bda + sparsa + rfipa + rasa +accretion from 
bhfitadi. Kshiti atom= Sa.bda + spar8a + rfipa +rasa + 
gandha +accretion from bhfitadi. 

I refrain from giving the Vish?Ju Purii?Ja view which has 
also been quoted in the Y oga-viirttika, and the view of a certain 
school of Vedantists mentioned in the Tattva-nirflpa?Ja and 
referred to and described in the Tattvatraya, as Dr. B. N. 
Seal has already described them in his article. 

We see thus that from bhiitadi come the five tanmatras 
which can be compared to the Vaiseshika atoms as they 
have no parts and neither grossness nor visible differentiation. t 
Some differentiation has of course already begun in the 
ta.nmatras, as they are called l§abda, sparsa, riipa, rasa and 
ga.ndha, which therefore may be said to belong to a class akin 
to the grosser elements of akasa, vayu, tejas, ap and 
kshiti.t 

The next one, the parama:r;m (atom}, which is gross in its 
nature and is generated from the tanmatras which exist in 
it as parts (tanmiitriivayava) may be compared with the 
trasarel).u of the Vaiaeshikas. Thus the Yoga-viirttika says : 
"this is called paramal).u by the Vaiseshikas. We however 
call the subtlest part of the visible earth, earth atoms " 

• Y oga-viirttika, I. 45. 
t I have already sa.id before that Bhikshu thinks that the gut)aa (except 

the all-pervading ones) may be compared to the Vai&eshika atoms. See 
Y oga-varUika, III. 62. 

~ Cf. Vyiiaa-bh4shya-" aabdadiniifll murUilam4najdtiyiinii1fl," IV. 14. DR
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(IV. 14). The doctrine of atoms is recognised both in the 
Y oga-siltriis (I. 46) and the Bhiishya (III. 52, IV. 14, etc.). 

Whether Sarp.khya admitted the parama:Q.us (atoms) or not 
cannot be definitely settled. The Sii'f(tkkya-kiirikii does not 
mention the parama:Q.us, but Vijfiana Bhikshu thinks that 
the word " sukskma " in Kiirikii, 39, means parama:Q.us 
(Yoga-viirttika IV. 14). Though the word para.mii.:Q.u is not 
mentioned in the Kiirikii, I can hardly suppose that Sarp.khya 
did not admit it in the sense in which Yoga did. For it does 
not seem probable that Sarp.khya should think that by the 
combination of the subtle tanmatras we could all at once 
have the bigger lumps of bhuta without there being any 
particles. Moreover, since the Yoga parama:Q.us are the 
finest visible particles of matter it could not have been 
denied by Sarp.khya. The supposition of some German 
scholars that Sa:tpkhya did not admit the parama:Q.us does 
not seem very plausible. Bhikshu in Y oga-viirttika, III. 52, 
says that the gu:Q.as are in reality Vaiseshika atoms. 

The third form is gross air, fire, water, etc., which is said 
to belong to the mahat (gross) class. I cannot 6xpress it 
better than by quoting a passage from Y oga-viirttika, IV. 4 : 
" The Bkiiskya holds that in the tanmatras there exists the 
specific differentiation that constitutes the five tanmatras, 
the kshiti atom is generated and by the conglomeration of 
these gross atoms gross earth is formed. So again by the com
bination of the four tanmatras the water atom is formed and 
the conglomeration of these water atoms makes gross water." 

" It should be noted here : since the Bkiiskya holds that the 
tanmatras of sound, etc., are of the same class as the corre
sponding gross elements it may be assumed that the combining 
tanmii.tras possess the class characteristics which are made 
manifest in gross elements by hardness, smoothness, etc." 
Bhikshu holds that since Sarp.khya and Yoga are similar (samii
natantra) this is to be regarded as being also the Sarp.khya view, DR
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There is, however, another measure which is called the 
measure of parama mahat, which belongs to akatia for ex
ample. 

Now these parama.J).us or atoms are not merely atoms of 
matter but they contain within themselves those particular 
qualities by virtue of which they appear, as pleasant, un
pleasant or passive to us. If we have expressed ourselves 
clearly, I believe it has been shown that when the inner and 
the outer proceed from one source, the ego and the external 
world do not altogether differ in nature from the inner ; both 
have been formed by the collocation of the gu1,1as (sarvamidarrt 
gut;~-iiniirrt sannivesaviseshamiitram). The same book which in 
the inner microcosm is written in the language of ideas has 
been in the external world written in the language of matter. 
So in the external world we have all the grounds of our inner 
experience, cognitive as well as emotional, pleasurable as well 
as painful. The modifications of the external world are only 
translated into ideas and feelings ; therefore these para
ma:t;~.us are spoken of as endowed with feelings. 

There is another difference between the tanmatras and the 
parama:t;tus. The former cannot be perceived to be endowed 
with the feeling elements as the latter. Some say, however, 
that it is not true that the tanmatras are not endowed with 
the feeling elements, but they cannot be perceived by any save 
the Yogins ; thus it is said : tanmiitriit;~-iimapi parasparavyiivrt
tasvabhiivatvamastyeva taooa yogimiitragamyam. The tanmatras 
also possess differentiated characters, but they: can be per· 
ceived only by the Yogins; but this is not universally admitted. 

Now these parama:t;tus cannot further be evolved into any 
other different kind of existence or tattvantara. * We see 
that the parama:t;tus though they have been formed from 
the tanmatras resemble them only in a very remote way and 
are therefore placed in a separate stage of evolution. 

• Vyeua·bkluhya, II. 19. DR
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With the bhiitas we have the last stage of evolution of the 
gu:Q.as. The course of evolution, however, does not cease here, 
but continues ceaselessly, though by its process no new stage 
of existence is generated, but the product of the evolution 
is such that in it the properties of the gross elements which 
compose its constitution can be found directly. This is what 
is called dharrnapari'Y)iima, as distinguished from the tatt
viintara-pari'Y)iima spoken above. The evolution of the 
viseshas from the aviseshas is always styled tattvantara
pari:Q.ama, as opposed to the evolution that takes place among 
the viseshas themselves, which is called dharmaparir,tiima or 
evolution by change of qualities. Now these atoms or 
parama:Q.us of kshiti, ap, tejas, marut or akasa conglomerate 
together and form all sentient or non-sentient bodies in the 
world. The different atoms of earth, air, fire, water, etc., 
conglomerate together and form the different animate bodies 
such as cow, etc., or inanimate bodies such as jug, etc., and 
vegetables like the tree, etc. These bodies are built up by 
the conglomerated units of the atoms in such a way that they 
are almost in a state of combination which has been styled 
ayutasiddhiivayava. In such a combination the parts do not 
stand independently, but only hide themselves as it were in 
order to manifest the whole body, so that by the conglomera
tion of the particles we have what may be called a body, 
which is regarded as quite a different thing from the atoms 
of which it is composed. These bodies change with the dif
ferent sorts of change or arrangement of the particles, accord
ing to which the body may be spoken of as "one," "large," 
"small," "tangible " or "possessing" the quality of action. 
Some philosophers hold the view that a body is really nothing 
but the conglomeration of the atoms ; but they must be 
altogether wrong here since they have no right to ignore the 
"body," which appears before them with all its specific 
qualities and attributes; moreover, if they ignore the body DR
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70 EVOLUTION WITH THE ATOMS . 
they have to ignore almost everything, for the atoms them
selves are not visible. 

Again, these atoms, though so much unlike the Vaiseshika 
atoms since they contain ta.nmatras of a different nature as 
their constituents and thus differ from the simpler atoms of 
the Vaiseshikas, compose the constituents of all inorganic, 
organic or animal bodies in such a way that there is no break 
of harmony-no opposition between them ;-but, on the 
contrary, when any one of the gu1.1as existing in the atoms 
and their conglomerations becomes prominent, the other 
gul)as though their functions are different from it, yet do not 
run counter to the prominent gm;tas, but conjointly with them, 
help to form the specific modification for the experiences of 
the purusha. In the production of a thing, the different 
gul)as do not choose different independent courses for their 
evolution, but join together and effectuate themselves in the 
evolution of a single product. Thus we see also that when 
the atoms of different gross elements possessing different 
properties and attributes coalesce, their difference of attri
butes does not produce confusion, but they unite in the 
production of the particular substances by a common 
teleological purpose (see Vyiisa-bhiishya, IV. 14). 

We thus see that the bodies or things composed by the 
collocation of the atoms in one sense differ from the atoms 
themselves and in another are identical with the atoms 
themselves. We see therefore that the appearance of the 
atoms as bodies or things differs with the change of position 
of the atoms amongst themselves. So we can say that the 
change of the appearance of things and bodies only shows 
the change of the collocation of the atoms, there being always 
a change of appearance in the bodies consequent on every 
change in the position of the atoms. The former therefore 
is only an explicit appearance of the change that takes place 
in the substance itself; for the appearance of a thing is only DR
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an explicit aspect of the very selfsame thing-the atoms; 
thus the Bkiishya says: dharmisvar-Upamatro hi dharmalJ,, 
dharmivrikriya eva eskii dharmadvara prapaf'icyate, i.e. a 
dharma (quality) is merely the nature of the dharmin 
(substance), and it is the changes of the dharmin that are 
made explicit by the dharmas. * Often it happens that 
the change of appearance of a thing or a body, a tree or a 
piece of cloth, for example, can be marked only after a long 
interval. This, however, only shows that the atoms of the 
body had been continually changing and consequently the 
appearance of the body or the thing also had been continually 
changing ; for otherwise we can in no way account for the 
sudden change of appearance. All bodies are continually 
changing the constituent collocation of atoms and their 
appearances. In the smallest particle of time or kshai).a the 
whole universe undergoes a change. Each moment or the 
smallest particle of time is only the manifestation of that 
particular change. Time therefore has not a separate exist
ence in this philosophy as in the Vaiseshika, but it is only 
identical with the smallest amount of change-viz. that of 
an atom of its own amount of space. Now here the appearance 
is called the dharma, and that particular arrangement of 
atoms or gui).as which is the basis of the particular appearance 
is called the dharmin. The change of appearance is therefore 
called the dharma-paril).ama. t 

Again this change of appearance can be looked at from 
two other aspects which though not intrinsically different 
from the change of appearance have their own special points 
of view which make them remarkable. These are laksha'l)a
pari1J)imaandavastkii-pari'(lii,ma. Taking the particular colloca
tion of atoms in a body for review, we see that all the subse
quent changes that take place in it exist in it only in a latent 
way in it which will be manifested in future. All the previous 

• Vy48a·bMiAya, ill. 13. t Ibid. DR
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changes of the collocating atoms are not also lost but exist 
only in a sublatent way in the particular collocation of atoms 
present before us. For the past changes are by no means . 
destroyed but are preserved in the peculiar and particular 
collocation of atoms of the present moment. For had not the 
past changes taken place, the present could not appear. The 
present had held itself hidden in the past just as the future 
is hidden within the present. It therefore only comes into 
being with the unfolding of the past, which therefore exists 
only in a sublatent form in it. 
· It is on account of this that we see that a body comes into 
being and dies away. Though this birth or death is really 
subsumed the change of appearance yet it has its own special 
aspect, on account of which it has been given a separate name 
as lakshal).a-paril).ama. It considers the three stages of an 
appearance-the unmanifested when it exists in the future, 
the manifested moment of the present, and the past when it 
has been manifested-lost to view but preserved and retained 
in all the onward stages of the evolution. Thus when we say 
that a thing has not yet come into being, that it has just come 
into being, and that it is no longer, we refer to this lakshal).a
paril).ama which records the history of the thing in future, 
present and past, which are only the three different moments 
of the same thing according to its different characters, as 
unmanifested, manifested and manifested in the past but 
conserved. 

Now it often happens tha.t though the appearance of a 
thing is constantly changing owing to the continual change 
of the atoms that compose it, yet the changes are so fine and 
infinitesimal that they cannot be marked by anyone except 
the Yogins ; for though structural changes may be going on 
tending towards the final passing away of that structure and 
body into another structure and body, which greatly differs 
from it, yet they may not be noticed by us, who can take note DR
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of the bigger changes alone. Taking therefore two remark
able stages of things, the difference between which may 
be so notable as to justify us in calling the later the dissolution 
or destruction of the former; we assert that the thing has 
sufiered growth and decay in the interval, during which the 
actual was passing into the sublatent and the potential was 
tending towards actualization. This is what is called the 
avastha-pari~ama, or change of condition, which, however, 
does not materially difier from the laksha~a-pari~ama and can 
thus be held to be a mode of it. It is on account of this that 
a substance is called new or old, grown or decayed. Thus 
in explaining the illustration given in the Bhiishya, III. 13: 
"there is avastha-pari~ama. At the moments of cessation 
the potencies of cessation become str9nger and those of 
ordinary experience weaker." The Y oga-viirttika says : 
" The strength and weakness of the two potencies is like the 
newness or oldness of a jug; growth and decay being the 
same as origination and decease, there is no difierence here 
from lakshary,a-pariry,iima." 

It is now time for us to examine once more the relation of 
dharmin, substance, and dharma, its quality or appearance. 

Dharmin, or substance, is that which remains common 
to the latent (as having passed over or siinta), the rising 
(the present or udita) and the unpredicable (future or avya
padesya) characteristic qualities of the substance. 

Substance (take for example, earth) has the power of 
existing in the form of particles of dust, a lump or a jug by 
which water may be carried. Now taking the stage of lump 
for examination we may think of its previous stage, that of 
particles of dust, as being latent, and its future stage as jug 
as the unpredicable. The earth we see here to be common 
to all these three stages which have come into being by its 
own activity and consequent changes. Earth here is the 
common quality which remains unchanged in all these stages, DR
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and so relatively constant among its changes as particles, 
lump and jug. This earth therefore is regarded as the 
dharmin, characterised one, the substance; and its stages 
as its dharma or qualities. When this dharmin, or sub
stance, undergoes a change from a stage of lump to a stage 
of jug, it undergoes what is called dharma-parirJlima or change 
of quality. 

But its dharma, as the shape of the jug may be thought 
to have itself undergone a change-inasmuch as it has now 
come into being, from a state of relative non-being, latency 
or unpredicability. This is called the lakshal).a-paril).ama of 
the dharma or qualities as constituting a jug. This jug is 
again suffering another change as new or old according as 
it is just produced or is gradually running towards its dissolu
tion, and this is called the avastha-paril}.ama or change of 
condition. These three, however, are not separate from the 
dharma-paril).ama, but are only aspects of it ; so it ttlay 
be said that the dharmin or substance directly suffers the 
dharma-paril).ama and indirectly the lakshal).a and the a vastha
pari:t~ii.ma. The dharma, however, changes and the lak
shaJ;ta-pariJ;tama can be looked at from another point of view, 
that of change of state, viz. growth and decay. Thus we see 
that though the atoms of kshiti, ap, etc., remain unchanged, 
they are constantly suffering changes from the inorganic to 
plants and animals, and from thence again back to the in
organic. There is thus a constant circulation of changes in 
which the different atoms of kshiti, ap, tejas, vayu and 
akasa remaining themselves unchanged are suffering dharma
pariJ;tama as they are changed from the inorganic to plants 
and animals and back again to the inorganic. These different 
states or dharmas (as inorganic, etc.), again, according as they 
are not yet, now, or no longer or passed over, are suffering 
the lakshaJ;ta-pariJ).ama. There is also the avastha-pariJ;tii.ma 
of these states according as any one of them (the plant state DR
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for example) is growing or suffering decay towards its dis- · 
solution. 

This circulation of cosmic matter in general applies also to 
. all particular things, such as the jug, the cloth, etc. ; the order 

of evolution here will be that of powdered particles of earth, 
lump of earth, the earthen jug, the broken halves of the jug, 
and again the powdered earth. As the whole substance has 
only one identical evolution, these different states only happen 
in order of succession, the occurrence of one characteristic 
being displaced by another characteristic which comes after it 
immediately. We thus see that one substance may undergo 
endless changes of characteristic in order of succession ; and 
along with the change of characteristic or dharma we have the 
laksha:r;ta-pari:r;tama and the avastha-pari:r;tama as old or new, 
which is evidently one of infinitesimal changes of growth and 
decay. Thus Vacaspati gives the following beautiful example : 
" Even the most carefully preserved rice in the granary 
becomes after long years so brittle that it crumbles into atoms. 
This change cannot happen to new rice all on a sudden. There
fore we have to admit an order of successive changes" (Tattva
vaivsiiradi, III. 15). 

We now see that substance has neither past uor future ; 
appearances or qualities only are manifested in time, by virtue 
of which substance is also spoken of as varying and changing 
temporally, just as a line remains unchanged in itself but 
acquires different significances according as one or two zeros 
are placed on its right side. Substance-the atoms of kshiti, 
ap, tejas, marut, vyoman, etc., by various changes of quality 
appear as the manifold varieties of cosmical existence. There 
is no intrinsic difference between one thing and another, but 
only changes of character of one and the same thing ; thus the 
gross elemental atoms like water and earth particles acquire 
various qualities and appear as the various juices of all fruits 
and herbs. Now in analogy with the arguments stated above, DR
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it will seem that even a qualified thing or appearance may be 
relatively regarded as substance, when it is seen to remain 
common to various other modifications of that appearance 
itself. Thus a jug, which may remain common in all its 
modifications of colour, may be regarded relatively as the 
dharmin or substance of all these special appearances or 
modifications of the same appearance. 

We remember that the guJ;tas, which are the final sub
stratum of all the grosser particles, are always in a state of 
commotion and always evolving in the manner previously 
stated, for the sake of the experience and final realisation of 
the parusha, the only object or end of the prak:rti. Thus the 
Bhiishya, III. 13, says : "So it is the nature of the gm;tas that 
there cannot remain even a moment without the evolutionary 
changes of dharma, lakshaJ;ta and avasthii.; movement is the 
characteristic of the gu:t;tas. The nature of the gu:t;tas is the 
cause of their constant movement." 

Although the pioneers of modern scientific evolution have 
tried to observe scientifically some of the stages of the growth 
of the inorganic and of the animal worlds into the man, yet 
they do not give any reason for it. Theirs is more an experi
mental assertion of facts than a metaphysical account of 
evolution. According to Darwin the general form of the 
evolutionary process is that which is accomplished by " very 
slight variations which are accumulated by the effect of natural 
selection." And according to a later theory, we see that a new 
species is constituted all at once by the simultaneous appear
ance of several new characteristics very different from the old. 
But why this accidental variation, this seeming departure from 
the causal chain, comes into being, the evolutionists cannot 
explain. But the Satp.khya-Pataiijala doctrine explains it 
from the standpoint of teleology or the final goal inherent in all 
matter, so that it may be serviceable to the purusha. To be 
serviceable to the purusha is the one moral purpose in all DR
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prak:rti and its manifestations in the whole material world, 
which guide the course and direction of the smallest particle 
of matter. From the scientific point of view, the Sa:rp.khya
Pataiijala doctrine is very much in the same position as 
modern science, for it does not explain the cause of the 
accidental variation noticed in all the stages of evolutionary 
process from any physical point of view based on the observa
tion of facts. 

But it does much credit to the Pataiijala doctrines that they 
explain this accidental variation, this avyapadesyatva or 
unpredicability of the onward course of evolution from a 
moral point of view, that of teleology, the serviceability of the 
purusha. They found, however, that this teleology should not 
be used to usurp the whole nature and function of matter. 
We find that the ~toms are always moving by virtue of the 
rajas or energy, and it is to this movement of the atoms in space 
that all the products of evolution are due. We have found 
that the difference between the juices of Coco-nut, Palm, Bel, 
Tinduka (:Oiospyros Embryopteries), Amalaka (Emblic Myro
balan) can be accounted for by the particular and peculiar 
arrangement of the atoms of earth and water alone, by their 
stress and strain ; and we see also that the evolution of the 
organic from the inorganic is due to this change of position of 
the atoms themselves ; for the unit of change is the change 
in an atom of its own dimension of spatial position. There is 
always the transformation of energy from the inorganic to the 
organic and back again from the organic. Thus the difierences 
among things are solely due to the difierent stages which they 
occupy in the scale of evolution, as difierent expressions of the 
transformation of energy ; but virtually there is no intrinsic 
difference among things sarva1]1- sarviitmaka1]1- ; the change of 
the collocation of atoms only changes potentiality into 
actuality, for there is potentiality of everything for 
every thing everywhere throughout this changing world. DR
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Thus Vacaspati writes: "The water possessing taste, 
colour, touch and sound and the earth possessing smell, 
taste, colour, touch, and sound suffer an infinite variety 
of changes as roots, flowers, fruits, leaves and their 
specific tastes and other qualities. The water and the 
earth which do not possess these qualities cannot have 
them, for we have proved that what is non-existent cannot 
come into being. The trees and plants produce the varied 
tastes and colours in animals, for it is by eating these that they 
acquire such richness of colour, etc. Animal products can again 
produce changes in plant bodies. By .Sprinkling blood on it a 
pomegranate may be made as big as a palm" (Tattvavaisaradi, 
III. 14}. 

Looked at from the point of view of the gu:t;~.as, there is no 
intrinsic difference between things, though there are a thousand 
manifestations of differences, according to time, place, form 
and causality. The expressions of the giD;~aS, and the mani
festations of the transformations of energy differ according to 
time, place, shape, or causality-these are the determining 
circumstances and environments which determine the modes 
of the evolutionary process; surrounding environments are 
also involved in determining this change, and it is said that 
two Amalaka fruits placed in two different places undergo two 
different sorts of changes in connection with the particular 
spots in which they are placed, and that if anybody inter
changes them a Yogin can recognise and distinguish the one 
from the other by seeing the changes that the fruits have 
undergone in connection with their particular points of space. 
Thus the Bkiishya says: "Two Amalaka fruits having the 
same characteristic genus and species, their situation in two 
different points of space contributes to their specific distinc
tion of development, so that they may be identified as this and 
that. When an Amalaka is brought from a distance to a man 
previously inattentive to it, he naturally cannot distinguish DR
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this Amalaka as being the distant one which has been 
brought before him without his knowledge. But right know
ledge should be competent to discern the distinction ; 
and the siitra says that the place associated with one 
Amalaka fruit is different from the place associated with 
another Amalaka at another point of space ; and the Yogin 
can perceive the difference of their specific evolution in 
association with their points of space ; similarly the atoms also 
suffer different modifications at different points of space which 
can be perceived by Isvara and the Yogins" (Vyiisa-bhiiskya, 
III. 53). 

Vacaspati again says: "Though all cause is essentially all 
effects yet a particular cause takes effect in a particular place, 
thus though the cause is the same, yet saffron grows in 
Kasmira and not in Paiicala. So, the rains do not come in 
summer, the vicious do not enjoy happiness. Thus in accord
ance with the obstructions of place, time, animal form, and 
instrumental accessories, the same cause does not produce the 
same effect. Though as cause everything is essentially every
thing else, yet there is a particular country for a particular 
effect, such as Kasmira is for saffron. Even though the 
causes may be in other countries such as Paiicala, yet the effect 
will not happen there, and for this reason saffron does not 
manifest itself in Paiicala. So in summer there are no rains and 
so no paddy grows then" (TattvavaiSiiradi, III. 14). 

We see therefore that time, space, etc., are the limitations 
which regulate, modify and determine to a certain extent the 
varying transformations and changes and the seeming differ
ences of things, though in reality they are all ultimately 
reducible to the three gu:r;tas ; thus Kasmira being the 
country of saffron, it will not grow in the Paiicala country, 
even though the other causes of its growth should all be 
present there ;-here the operation of cause is limited by 
space. DR
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After considering the inorganic, vegetable and animal 
kingdoms as three stages in the evolutionary process, our 
attention is at once drawn to their conception of the nature of 
relation of plant life to animal life. Though I do not find any 
special reference in the Bkaskya to this point, yet I am 
reminded of a few passages in the Makabkarata, which I think 
may be added as a supplement to the general doctrine of 
evolution according to the Satp.khya-Patafijala philosophy as 
stated here. Thus the Makabkarata says: "Even the solid 
trees have ether (akasa) in them which justifies the regular 
appearance of flowers and fruits. By heat the leaves, the 
bark, flowers and fruits become withered, and since there is 
withering and decay in them, there is in them the sensation of 
touch. Since by the sound of air, fire and thunder the fruits 
and flowers fall away, there must be the sense of hearing in 
them. The creepers encircle the trees and they go in all direc
tions, and since without sight there could not be any choice 
of direction, the trees have the power of vision. By various 
holy and unholy smells and incenses of various kinds the trees 
are cured of their diseases and blossom forth, therefore the 
trees can smell. Since they drink by their roots, and since they 
get diseases, and since their diseases can be cured, there is the 
sense of taste in the trees. Since they enjoy pleasure and 
suffer pain, and since their parts which arc cut grow, I see life 
everywhere in trees and not want of life" (Siintiparva, 184). 

Nilakal)tha in his commentary goes still further and says 
that a hard substance called vajramal)i also may be called 
living. Here we see that tht) ancients had to a certain extent 
forestalled the discovery of Sir J. C. Bose that the life func
tions differed only in degree between the three classes, the 
inorganic, plants and animals. 

These are all, however, only illustrations of dhar!lla
paril).iima, for here there is no radical change in the elements 
themselves, the appearance of qualities being due only to the DR
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different arrangement of the atoms of the five gross elements. 
This change applies to the viseshas only-the five gross 
elements externally and the eleven senses internally. How 
the inner microcosm, the manas and the senses are a:ffected by 
dharma-pari1;1.ii.ma we shall see hereafter, when we deal with 
the psychology of the SaqJ.khya-Pataiijala doctrine. For the 
present it will suffice to say that the citta or mind also suffers 
this change and is modified in a twofold mode ; the patent in 
the form of the ideas and the latent, as the substance itself, in 
the form of sa.lllskaras of subconscious impressions. Thus the 
Bhiiskya says : " The mind has two kinds of characteristics, 
perceived and unperceived. Those of the nature of ideas are 
perceived and those inherent in the integral nature of it are 
unperceived. The latter are of seven kinds and may be 
ascertained by inference. These are cessation of mental states 
by samadhi, virtue and vice, subconscious impressions, 
change, life-functioning, power of movement, and energy " 
(III. 15). 

This dharma-pari1;1.ama as we have shown it, is essentially 
different from the satkara:Q.avada of the aviseshas described 
above. We cannot close this discussion about evolution 
without noticing the Sii.lllkhya view of causation. 

We have seen that the Sii.lllkhya-Pii.taiijala view holds that 
the effect is already existent in the cause, but only in a 
potential form. "The grouping or collocation alone changes, 
and this brings out the manifestation of the latent powers of 
the gu1;1.as, but without creation of anything absolutely new or 
non-existent." This is the true satkaryyavii.da theory as 
distinguished from the so-called satkaryyavada theory of the 
Vedantists, which ought more properly to be called the 
satkara1;1.avii.da theory, for with them the cause alone is true, 
and all effects are illusory, being only impositions on the cause. 
For with them the material cause alone is true, whilst all its 
forms and shapes are merely illusory, whereas according to DR
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the Sa:rpkhya-Pii.taiijala doctrine all the appearances or e:ffects 
are true and are due to the power which the substance has of 
transforming itself into those various appearances and e:ffects 
yogyatavoochinnii dharmi'Y)alj, saktireva dharmalj, (III. 14). 
The operation of the concomitant condition or efficient cause 
serves only to e:ffect the passage of a thing from potency to 
actualisa tion. 

Everything in the phenomenal world is but a special 
collocation of the gul,las ; so that the change of collocation 
explains the diversity of things. Considered from the point of 
view of the gul,las, things are all the same, so excluding that, 
the cause of the diversity in things is the power which the 
gu1;1.as have of changing their particular collocations and thus 
assuming various shapes. We have seen that the prak:rti 
unfolds itself through various stages-the mahat called the 
great being-the aha:rpkara, the tanmatras called the 
aviseshas. Now the.linga at once resolves itself into the 
aha:rpkara and through it again into the tanmatras. The 
aha:rpkara and the tanmatras again resolve themselves into the 
senses and the gross elements, and these again are constantly 
suffering thousands of modifications called the dharma, 
laksha1;1.a, and avasthii.-pariJ;tiima according to the definite law 
of evolution (parir,Uimakramaniyama). 

Now according to the Sa:rpkhya-Pataiijala doctrine, the 
sakti-power, force-and the saktiman-the possessor of 
power or force-are not di:fferent but identical. So the prak:rti 
and all its emanations and modifications are of the nature of 
substantive entities as well as power or force. Their appear
ances as substantive entities and as power or force are but 
two aspects, and so it will be erroneous to make any such 
distinction as the substantive entity and its power or force. 
That which is the substantive entity is the force, and that 
which is the force is the substantive entity. Of course for all 
practical purposes we can indeed make some distinction, but DR
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that distinction is only relatively true. Thus when we say 
that earth is the substantive entity and the power which it has 
of transforming itself into the produced form, lump, or jug 
as its attribute, we see on the one hand that no distinction is 
really made between the appearance of the earth as jug and 
its power of transforming itself into the jug. As this power of 
transforming itself into lump or jug, etc., always abides in the 
earth we say that the jug, etc., are also abiding in the earth; 
when the power is in the potential state, we say that the jug 
is in the potential state, and when it is actualised, we say that 
the jug has been actualised. Looked at from the tanmatric 
side, the earth and all the other gross elements must be said 
to be mere modifications, and as such identical with the 
power which the tanmatras have of changing themselves into 
them. The potentiality or actuality of any state is the mere 
potentiality or actuality of the power which its antecedent 
cause has of transforming itself into it. 
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CHAPTER VII 

EVOLUTION AND CHANGE OF QUALITIES 

PRA~TI, though a substantive entity is yet a potential power, 
being actualised as its various modifications, the a viBes has and 
the viseshas. Being of the nature of power, the movement by 
which it actualises itself is immanent within itself and not 
caused from without. The operation of the concomitant 
conditions is only manifested in the removal of the negative 
barriers by which the power was stopped or prevented from 
actualising itself. Being of the nature of power, its potentiality 
means that it is kept in equilibrium by virtue of the opposing 
tendencies inherent within it, which serve to obstruct one 
another and are therefore called the a vara:r;m Ba.kti. Of course 
it is evident that there is no real or absolute distinction be
tween the opposing force(avara~ sakti)and theenergisingforce 
(karyyakari sakti); they may be called so only relatively, for 
the same tendency which may appear as the avara~ sakti of 
some tendencies may appear as the kiiryyakari sakti elsewhere. 
The example chosen to explain the nature of prakrti and its 
modifications conceived as power tending towards actuality 
from potentiality in the Vyasa-bhiishya is that of a sheet of 
water enclosed by temporary walls within a field, but always 
tending to run out of it. As soon as the temporary wall is 
broken in some direction, the water rushes out of itself, and 
what one has to do is to break the wall at a particular place. 
Prakrti is also the potential for all the infinite diversity of 
things in the phenomenal world, but the potential tendency of 
all these mutually opposed and diverse things cannot be 
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CONCOMITANT CAUSES 

actualised together. Owing to the concomitant conditions 
when the barrier of a certain tendency is removed, it at once 
actualises itself in its effect and so on. 

We can only expect to get any effect from any cause if the 
necessary barriers can be removed, for everything is everything 
potentially and it is only necessary to remove the particular 
barrier which is obstructing the power from actualising itself 
in that particular effect towards which it is always potentially 
tending. Thus Nandi who was a man is at once turned into a 
god for his particular merit, which served to break all the 
barriers of the potential tendency of his body towards becom
ing divine, so that the barriers being removed the potential 
power of the prakrti of his body at once actualises itself in the 
divine body. 

The Vyiisa-bkiiskya (III. 14) mentions four sorts of con
comitant conditions which can serve to break the barrier in a 
particular way and thus determine the mode or form of the 
actualisations of the potential. These are (1) ii.kara, form 
and constitution of a thing ; deS&, place, (3) kala, time ; thus 
from a piece of stone, the shoot of a plant cannot proceed, for 
tho arrangement of the particles in stone is su<Jh that it will 
oppose and stand as a bar to its potential tendencies to 
develop into the shoot of a plant ; of course if these barriers 
could be removed, say by the will of God, as Vijiiana Bhikshu 
says, then it is not impossible that the shoot of a plant might 
grow from a. stone. By the will of God poison may be turned 
into nectar and nectar into poison, and there is no absolute 
certainty of the course of the evolutionary process, for God's 
will can make any change in the direction of its process 
( avyavasthitiikhilaparir.J)imo bhavatyeva, III. 14). 

According to the Siilp.khya-Pataiijala theory dharma, merit, 
can only be said to accrue from those actions which lead to a 
man's salvation, and adharma from just the opposite course 
of conduct. When it is said that these can remove the barriers DR
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of the prak:rti and thus determine its modifications, it amounts 
almost to saying that the modifications of the prak:rti are 
being regulated by the moral conditions of man. According 
to the different stages of man's moral evolution, different kinds 
of merit, dharma or &dharma, accrue, and these again 
regulate the various physical and mental phenomena accord
ing to which a man may be affected either pleasurably or 
painfully. It must, however, be always remembered that the 
dharma and adharma are also the productions of prak:rti, 
and as such cannot affect it except by behaving as the cause for 
the removal of the opposite obstructions-the dharma for 
removing the obstructions of adharma and adharma for those 
of dharma. Vijiiana Bhikshu and Nagesa agree here in 
saying that the modifications due to dharma and adharma 
are those which affect the bodies and senses. What they mean 
is possibly this, that it is dharma or adharma alone which 
guides the transformations of the bodies and senses of all 
living beings in general and the Y ogins. 

The body of a person and his senses are continually decaying 
and being reconstructed by refilling from the gross elements 
and from ah&I!lkara respectively. These refillings proceed 
automatically and naturally ; but they follow the teleological 
purpose as chalked out by the law of karma in accordance with 
the virtues or vices of a man. Thus the gross insult to which 
the sages were subjected by Nahusha* was so effective a 
sin that by its influence the refilling of Nahusha's body and 
the senses was stopped and the body and senses of a snake 
were directly produced by a process of refilling from the gross 
elements and aha:qlkara, for providing him with a body in 
which he could undergo the eu:fferings which were his due 
owing to the enormity of his vice. Thus by his vicious action 

• N&husha an earthly king beo&me Indra the king of the gods by the 
fruition of his virtues, but on account of groBB misdeeds fell from Heaven 
and was turned into a snake. DR
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the whole machinery of prakfi;i was set in operation so that he 
at once died and was immediately reborn as a snake. In 
another place Vacaspati "the virtuous enjoys happiness" as 
an illustration of the cause of dharma and adharm.a as 
controlling the course of the development of prakfi;i. We 
therefore see that the sphere of merit and demerit lies in the 
helping of the formation of the particular bodies and senses 
(from the gross elements and ahatp.kara respectively) suited to 
all living beings according to their stages of evolution and 
their growth, decay, or other sorts of their modifications as 
pleasure, pain, and also as illness or health. Thus it is by his 
particular merit that the Yogin can get his special body or men 
or animals can get their new bodies after leaving the old ones 
at death. Thus Yoga-viirttilca says : " Merit by removing the 
obstructions of demerit causes the development of the body 
and the senses." 

As for Isvara I do not remember that the Bhiishya or the 
siitras ever mention Him as having anything to do with the 
controlling of the modifications of the prak:rti by removing the 
barriers, but all the later commentators agree in holding him 
responsible for the removal of all barriers in the way of prak:rtis 
development. So that Ievara is the root cause of all the 
removal of barriers, including those that are affected by merit 
and demerit. Thus Vacaspati says (IV. 3) : lsvarasyiipi 
dkarmiidkis~kiiniirthatp, pratibandhiipanaya eva vyiiparo, i.e. 
God stands as the cause of the removal of such obstacles in the 
prak:rti as may lead to the fruition of merit or demerit. 

Y oga-viirttika and NageSa. agree in holding Isvara responsible 
for the removal of all obstacles in the way of the evolution of 
prakfi;i. Thus Bhikshu says that God rouses prak:rti by 
breaking the opposing forces of the state of equilibrium and 
also of the course of evolution (IV. 3). 

It is on account of God that we can do good or bad actions 
and thus acquire merit or demerit. Of course God is not DR
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active and cannot cause any motion in prakrti. But He by His 
very presence causes the obstacles, as the barriers in the way of 
prakrti's development, to be removed, in such a way that He 
stands ultimately responsible for the removal of all obstacles 
in the way of prakri;i's development and thus also of all 
obstacles in the way of men's performance of good or bad 
deeds. Man's good or bad deeds "pm.1yakarma," apu:t;tya
arma, dharma or adharma serve to remove the obstacles 
of prakrti in such a way as to result in pleasurable or painful 
effects ; but it is by God's help that the barriers of prakrti are 
removed and it yields itself in such a way that a man may 
perform good or bad deeds according to his desire. Nilaka:t;ttha, 
however, by his quotations in explanation of 300/2, Siintiparva, 
leads us to suppose that he regards God's will as wholly 
responsible for the performance of our good or bad actions. 
For if we lay stress on his quotation " He makes him do good 
deeds whom He wants to raise, and He makes him commit bad 
deeds whom He wants to throw down," it appears that he 
whom God wants to raise is made to perform good actions and 
he whom God wants to throw downwards is made to commit 
bad actions. But this seems to be a very bold idea, as it 
will altogether nullify the least vestige of freedom in and 
responsibility for our actions and is unsupported by the 
evidence of other commentators. Vijiiana Bhikshu also says 
with reference to this sruti in his V ijnanamrta-bhiishya, III. 33 : 
" As there is an infinite regressus between the causal connection 
of seed and shoot, so one karma is being determined by the 
previous karma and so on ; there is no beginning to this chain." 
So we take the superintendence of merits and demerits (dharm
iidhisp~hiinaili) by Isvara to mean only in a general way the 
help that is offered by Him in removing the obstructions of the 
external world in such a manner that it may be possible for a 
man to perform practically meritorious acts in the external 
world. DR
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Ntlaka1,1tha commenting on the Yoga view says that " like 
a. piece of magnet, God though inactive, may by His very 
presence stir up prakrt;i and help His devotees. So the Yoga 
holds that for the granting of emancipation God has to be 
admitted" (Siintiparva, 300/2). 

In support of our view we also find that it is by God's 
influence that the unalterable nature of the external world 
is held fast and a limit imposed on the powers of man in 
producing changes in tho external world. Thus Vacaspati in 
explaining the Bhiishya (III. 45) says: "Though capable of 
doing it, yet he does not change the order of things, because 
another earlier omnipotent being had wished the things to be 
such as they wore. They would not disobey the orders of the 
omnipotent God." 

Men may indeed acquire unlimited powers of producing 
any changes they like, for tho powers of objects as they 
change according to the difference of class, space, time and 
condition, arc not permanent, and so it is proper that they 
should act in accordance with the desire of the Yogin ; but 
there is a limit to men's will by the command of God-thus 
far and no further. 

Another point in our favour is that the Yoga philosophy 
differs from the Sa:rpkhya mainly in this that the purushartha 
or serviceability to the purusha. is only the aim or end of the 
evolution of prakrt;i and not actually the agent which removes 
the obstacles of the prak~ti in such a way as to determine its 
course as this cosmical process of evolution. Purushartha is 
indeed the aim for which the process of evolution exists ; for 
this manifold evolution in its entirety affects the interests of 
the purusha alone ; but that does not prove that its teleology 
can really guide the evolution on its particular lines so as to 
ensure the best possible mode of serving all the interests of the 
purusha, for this teleology being immanent in the prak:rt;i is 
essentially non-intelligent. Thus Vacaspati says : " The DR
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fulfilment of the purpose of the purusha is not also the prime 
mover. God has the fulfilment of the purpose of the purusha as 
His own purpose, for which He behaves as the prime mover. 
The fulfilment of the purpose of the purusha may be regarded 
as cause only in the sense that it is the object in view of God, 
the prime mover."* 

The Sa:rpkhya, however, hopes that this immanent purpose 
in prak:rti acts like a blind instinct and is able to guide the 
course of its evolution in all its manifold lines in accordance 
with the best possible service of the purusha. 

The Patafijala view, as we have seen, maintains that 
I~vara removes all obstacles of prak:rti in such a way that this 
purpose may find scope for its realisation. Thus SUtriirtha
bodkini, IV. 3, of Naraya1,1a Tirtha says : "According to 
atheistic Sarp.khya the future serviceability of purusha alone 
is the mover of prak:rti. But with us theists the serviceability 
of purusha is the object for which prak:rti moves. It is merely 
as an object that the serviceability of the purusha may be said 
to be the mover of the prak:rti." 

As regards the connection of prak:rti and purusha, however, 
both Sarp.khya and Patafijala agree according to Vijfiana 
Bhikshu in denying the interference of Isvara ; it is the 
movement of prak:rti by virtue of immanent purpose that 
connects itself naturally with the purusha. Vijfiana Bhikshu's 
own view, however, is that this union is brought about by God 
(Vijiiiiniimrta-bkiiskya, p. 34}. 

To recapitulate, we see that there is an immanent purpose 
in prak:rti which connects it with the purushas. This purpose 
is, however, blind and cannot choose the suitable lines of 
development and cause the movement of Prak:rti along them 
for its fullest realisation. Prak:rti itself, though a substantial 
entity, is also essentially of the nature of conserved energy 
existing in the potential form but always ready to flow out 

• Tattravailaradi, IV, 3. DR
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and actualise itself, if only its own immanent obstructions are 
removed. Its teleological purpose is powerless to remove its 
own obstruction. God by His very presence removes the 
obstacles, by which, prakrti of itself moves in the evolutionary 
process, and thus the purpose is realised ; for the removal of 
obstacles by the influence of God takes place in such a way 
that the purpose may realise its fullest scope. Realisation of 
the teleology means that the interests of purusha are seemingly 
affected and purusha appears to see and feel in a manifold way, 
and after a long series of such experiences it comes to under
stand itself in its own nature, and this being the last and final 
realisation of the purpose of prakrti with reference to that 
purusha all connections of prakrti with such a purusha at once 
cease ; the purusha is then said to be liberated and the world 
ceases for him to exist, though it exists for the other unliber
ated purushas, the purpose of the prakrti with reference to 
whom has not been realised. So the world is both eternal and 
non-eternal, i.e. its eternality is only relative and not absolute. 
Thus the Bhiishya says the question" whether the world will 
have an end or not cannot be directly answered. The world
process gradually ceases for the wise and not for (lthers, so no 
one-sided decision can be true" (IV. 33). 
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BOOK II. ETHICS AND PRACTICE 

CHAPTER VIII 

MIND AND MORAL STATES 

THE Yoga philosophy has essentially a practical tone and its 
object consists mainly in demonstrating the means of attain
ing salvation, oneness, the liberation of the purusha. The 
metaphysical theory which we have discussed at some length, 
though it is the basis which justifies its ethical goal, is not 
itself the principal subject of Yoga discussion, and is only 
dealt with to the extent that it can aid in demonstrating 
the ethical view. We must now direct our attention to these 
ethical theories. Citta or mind always exists in the form of 
its states which are called vrttis. * These comprehend all the 
manifold states of consciousness of our phenomenal existence. 
We cannot distinguish states of consciousness from conscious
ness itself, for the consciousness is not something separate 
from its states; it exists in them, passes away with their 
passing and submerges when they are submerged. It differs 
.from the senses in this, that they represent the functions and 
faculties, whereas citta stands as the entity containing the 
conscious states with which we are directly concerned. But 
the citta which we have thus described as existing only in ita 
states is called the karyyacitta or citta as effect as distin· 

• I have translated both oitt& &nd buddhi as mind. The word buddhi 
is used when emphasis is laid on the intellective and cosmioal functions of 
the mind. The word oitta is used when emphasis is laid on the conservative 
eide of mind u the repoaitory of all experiences, memory, etc. 
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guished from the kara:Qacitta or citta as cause. These 
kara:Qacittas or cittas as cause are all-pervading like the 
aka~ and are infinite in number, each being connected with 
each of the numberless purushas or souls (Ohiiyavyakhya, 
IV. 10). The reason assigned for acknowledging such a 
kara:Qacitta which must be all pervading, as is evident from 
the quotation, is that the Yogin may have knowledge of all 
things at once. 

Viica.spati says that this citta being essentially of the 
nature of ahal!lkiira is as all-pervading as the ego itself 
(IV. 10). 

This kara:Qacitta contracts or expands and appears as our 
individual cittas in our various bbdies at successive rebirths. 
The kiira:r;tacitta is always connected with the purusha and 
appears contracted when the purusha presides over animal 
bodies, and as relatively expanded when he presides over 
human bodies, and more expanded when he presides over the 
bodies of gods, etc. This contracted or expanded citta appears 
as our karyyacitta which always manifests itself as our states 
of consciousness. After death the kiira:r;tacitta, which is always 
connected with the purusha, manifests itself in the new body 
which is formed by the apiira (filling in of prak:rti on account 
of effective merit or demerit that the purusha had apparently 
acquired). The formation of the body as well as the contrac
tion or expansion of the kara:r;tacitta as the corresponding 
karyyacitta to suit it is due to this ii.piira. The Yoga does 
not hold that the citta has got a separate fine astral body 
within which it may remain encased and be transferred along 
with it to another body on rebirth. The citta being all
pervading, it appears both to contract or expand to suit 

·the particular body destined for it owing to its merit or de-
merit, but there is no separate astral body (Tattvavaisaradi, 
IV. 10). In reality the karal}.acitta as such always remains 
vibhu or all pervading ; it is only its kii.ryyacitta or vrtti DR
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that appears in a contracted or expanded form, according 
to the particular body which it may be said to occupy. 

The Satpkhya view, however, does not regard the citta 
to be essentially all-pervading, but small or great according 
as the body it has to occupy. Thus Bhikshu and Nage~a in 
explaining the Bhiishya, " others think that the citta expands 
or contracts according as it is in a bigger or smaller body, 
just as light rays do according as they are placed in the jug 
or in a room," attributes this view to the SiiQlkhya (Vyasa
bhiishya, IV. 10, and the commentaries by Bhikshu and Nage~a 
on it).* 

It is this citta which appears as the particular states of 
consciousness in which both the knower and the known are 
reflected, and it comprehends them both in one state of con
sciousness. It must, however, be remembered that this citta 
is essentially a modification of prakri;i, and as such is non
intelligent ; but by the seeming reflection of the purusha it 
appears as the knower knowing a certain object, and we 
therefore see that in the states themselves are comprehended 
both the knower and the known. This citta is not, however, 
a separate tattva, but is the sum or unity of the eleven senses 
and the ego and also of the five praJ).as or biomotor forces 
(Niige8a, IV. 10). It thus stands for all that is psychical in 
man : his states of consciousness including the living principle 
in man represented by the activity of the five pra:Qas. 

It is the object of Yoga gradually to restrain the citta 
from its various states and thus cause it to turn back to its 
original cause, the kiiraJ).acitta, which is all-pervading. The 
modifications of the kara:Qacitta into such states as the kary
yacitta is due to its being overcome by its inherent tamas 
and rajas ; so when the transformations of the citta into the 
passing states are arrested by concentration, there takes 

• If this is a Si!p.khya doctrine, it &eelll8 clearly to be a case of Jaina 
influence. DR
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place a backward movement and the all-pervading state of 
the citta being restored to itself and all tamas being overcome, 
the Yogin acquires omniscience, and finally when this citta 
becomes as pure as the form of purusha itself, the purusha 
becomes conscious of himself and is liberated from the bonds 
of prakrti. 

The Yoga philosophy in the first chapter describes the Yoga 
for him whose mind is inclined towards trance-cognition. In 
the second chapter is described the means by which one with 
an ordinary worldly mind (vyutthana citta) may also acquire 
Yoga. In the third chapter are described those phenomena 
which strengthen the faith of the Yogin on the means of 
attaining Yoga described in the second chapter. In the fourth 
chapter is described kaivalya, absolute independence or 
oneness, which is the end of all the Yoga practices. 

The Bhashya describes the five classes of cittas and com
ments upon their fitness for the Yoga leading to kaivalya. 
Those are I. kshipta (wandering), II. muJ:ha (forgetful), III. 
vikshipta (occasionally steady), IV. ek&jra (one-pointed), 
niruddha (restrained). 

I. The kshiptacitta is characterised as wandering, because 
it is being always moved by the rajas. This is that citta 
which is always moved to and fro by the rise of passions, 
the excess of which may indeed for the time overpower the 
mind and thus generate a temporary concentration, but it 
has nothing to do with the contemplative concentration 
required for attaining absolute independence. The man 
moved by rajas, far from attaining any mastery of himself, 
is rather a slave to his own passions and is always being 
moved to and fro and shaken by them (see Siddhanta-candrika, 
I. 2, Bhojawtti, I. 2). 

II. The mii<Jhacitta is that which is overpowered by 
tamas, or passions, like that of anger, etc., by which it loses 
its senses and always chooses the wrong course. Svamin DR
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HarihararaJ,l.ya suggests a beautiful example of such concen
tration as similar to that of certain snakes which become 
completely absorbed in the prey upon which they are about 
to pounce. 

III. The vikshiptacitta, or distracted or occasionally 
steady citta, is that mind which rationally avoids the painful 
actions and chooses the pleasurable ones. Now none of these 
three kinds of mind can hope to attain that contemplative 
concentration called Yoga. This last type of mind represents 
ordinary people, who sometimes tend towards good but 
relapse back to evil. 

IV. The one-pointed (ekagra) is that kind of mind in which 
true knowledge of the nature of reality is present and the 
afflictions due to nescience or false knowledge are thus at
tenuated and the mind better adapted to attain the nirodha 
or restrained state. All these come under the sa1p.prajiiata 
(concentration on an object of knowledge) type. 

V. The nirodha or restrained mind is that in which all 
mental states are arrested. This leads to kaivalya. 

Ordinarily our minds are engaged only in perception, 
inference, etc.-those mental states which we all naturally 
possess. These ordinary mental states are full of rajas and 
tamas. When these are arrested, the mind flows with an 
abundance of sattva. in the saip.prajiiata samiidhi; lastly 
when even the saip.prajiiata state is arrested, all possible 
states become arrested. 

Another important fact which must be noted is the relation 
of the actual states of mind called the v:rttis with the latent 
states called the saJp.Bkaras-the potency. When a particular 
mental state passes away into another, it is not altogether 
lost, but is preserved in the mind in a latent form as a sa:rp.
skii.ra, which is always trying to manifest itself in actuality. 
The v:rttis or actual states are thus both generating the 
sa.lp8karas and are also always tending to manifest them-DR
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selves and actually generating similar v:rttis or actual states. 
There is a circulation from v:rttis to sa:qlSkaras and from them 
again to v:rttis (sarp,skiira~ vrttibki~ kriyante, sarp,skiiraisca 
vrttaya~ evatp, vrttisarp,skiiracakramanisamiivarttate). So the 
formation of sarpskaras and their conservation are gradually 
being strengthened by the habit of similar v:rttis or actual 
states, and their continuity is again guaranteed by the strength 
and continuity of these sarp.skaras. The sa:qlSkaras are like 
roots striking deep into the soil and growing with the growth 
of the plant above, but even when the plant above the soil 
is destroyed, the roots remain undisturbed and may again 
shoot forth as plants whenever they obtain a favourable 
season. Thus it is not enough for a Yogin to arrest any 
particular class of mental states ; he must attain such a habit 
of restraint that the sarp.skara thus generated is able to over
come, weaken and destroy the sarp.skara of those actual states 
which he has arrested by his contemplation. Unless restrained 
by such a habit, the sarp.skara of cessation (nirodhaja satp,
skiira) which is opposed to the previously acquired mental 
states become powerful and destroy the latter, these are 
sure to shoot forth again in favourable season into their 
corresponding actual states. 

The conception of avidya or nescience is here not negative 
but has a definite positive aspect. It means that kind of 
knowledge which is opposed to true knowledge (vidyavipari
tatp, jnaniintaramavidya). This is of four kinds: ( 1) The thinking 
of the non-eternal world, which is merely an effect, a!! eternal. 
(2) The thinking of the impure as the pure, as for example 
the attraction that a woman's body may have for a man 
leading him to think the impure body pure. (3) The thinking 
of vice as virtue, of the undesirable as the desirable, of pain 
as pleasure. We know that for a Yogin every phenomenal 
state of existence is painful (II. 15). A Yogin knows that 
attachment (raga) to sensual and other objects can only give DR
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98 PAINFULNESS BY SA¥SKARAS 

temporary pleasure, for it is sure to be soon turned into pain. 
Enjoyment can never bring satisfaction, but only involves a 
man further and further in sorrows. (4) Considering the non
self, e.g. the body as the self. This causes a feeling of being 
injured on the injury of the body. 

At the moment of enjoyment there is always present 
su:ffering from pain in the form of a version to pain ; for the 
tendency to aversion from pain can only result from the 
incipient memory of previous sufferings. Of course this is 
also a case of pleasure turned into pain (paritJii:madu~khatii), 
but it di:ffers from it in this that in the case of paril}.amadu}).kha 
pleasure is turned into pain as a result of change or paril}.ama 
in the future, whereas in this case the anxiety as to pain is 
a thing of the present, happening at one and the same time 
that a man is enjoying pleasure. 

Enjoyment of pleasure or su:ffering from pain causes those 
impressions called sarp.skara or potencies, and these again 
when aided by association naturally create their memory and 
thence comes attachment or a version, then again action, and 
again pleasure and pain and hence impressions, memory, 
attachment or aversion, and again action and so forth. 

All states are modifications of the three gul}.as ; in each one 
of them the functions of all the three guJ;~.as are seen, contrary 
to one another. These contraries are observable in their 
developed forms, for the gul}.as are seen to abide in various 
proportions and compose all our mental states. Thus a Yogin 
who wishes to be released from pain once for all is very sensi
tive and anxious to avoid even our so-called pleasures. The 
wise are like the eye-ball. As a thread of wool thrown into 
the eye pains by merely touching it, but not when it comes 
into contact with any other organ, so the Yogin is as 
tender as the eye-ball, when others are insensible of pain. 
Ordinary persons, however, who have again and again su:ffered 
pains as the consequence of their own karma, and who again DR
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seek them after having given them up, are all round 
pierced through as it were by nescience, their minds become 
full of affiictions, variegated by the eternal residua of the 
passions. They follow in the wake of the " I " and the 
" Mine " in relation to things that should be left apart, 
pursuing threefold pain in repeated births, due to ex
ternal and internal causes. The Yogin seeing himself and 
the world of living beings surrounded by the eternal flow 
of pain, turns for refuge to right knowledge, cause of the 
destruction of all pains (Vyasa-bhashya, II. 15). 

Thinking of the mind and body and the objects of the 
external world as the true self and feeling a:ffected by their 
change is avidya (false knowledge). 

The modifications that this avidya su:ffers may be sum
marised under four heads. 

I. The ego, which, as described above, springs from the 
identification of the buddhi with the purusha. 

II. From this ego springs attachment (raga) which is 
the inclination towards pleasure and consequently towards 
the means necessary for attaining it in a person who has 
previously experienced pleasures and remembers them. 

II. Repulsion from pain also springs from the ego and is 
of the nature of anxiety for its removal ; anger at pain and 
the means which produces pain, remains in the mind in conse
quence of the feeling of pain, in the case of him who has felt 
and remembers pain. 

IV. Love of life also springs from the ego. This feeling 
exists in all persons and appears in a positive aspect in the 
form" would that I were never to cease." This is due to the 
painful experience of death in some previous existence, which 
abides in us .as a residual potency (vasana) and causes the 
instincts of self-preservation, fear of death and love of life. 
These modifications including avidyi are called the five 
kle4as or a:ftlictions. DR
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We are now in a position to see the far-reaching effects of 
the identification of the purusha with the buddhi. We have 
already seen how it has generated the macrocosm or external 
world on the one hand, and manas and the senses on the other. 
Now we see that from it also spring attachment to pleasure, 
aversion from pain and love of life, motives observable in 
most of our states of consciousness, which are therefore called 
the klishta vrtti or aftlicted states. The five afH.ictions (false 
knowledge and its four modifications spoken above) just 
mentioned are all comprehended in avidya, since avidyii or 
false knowledge is at the root of all worldly experiences. The 
sphere of avidya is all false knowledge generally, and that of 
asmitii is also inseparably connected with all our experiences 
which consist in the identification of the intelligent self with 
the sensual objects of the world, the attainment of which seems 
to please us and the loss of which is so painful to us. It must, 
however, be remembered that these five aftlictions are only 
different aspects of avidya and cannot be conceived separately 
fxom avidya. These always lead us into the meshes of the 
world, far from our final goal-the realisation of our own 
self-emancipation of the purusha. 

Opposed to it are the vrttis or states which are called 
unaffiicted, aklishta, the habit of steadiness (abhyiisa) and 
non-attachment to pleasures (vairiigya) which being antagonis
tic to the aftlicted states, are helpful towards achieving true 
knowledge. These represent such thoughts as tend towards 
emancipation and are produced from our attempts to conceive 
rationally our final state of emancipation, or to adopt suit
able means :ior this. They must not, however, be confused with 
pu))yakarma (virtuous action), for both pu:r;tya and papa 
karma are said to have sprung fxom the kleBa.s. There is no 
hard and fast rule with regard to the appearance of these 
klishta and aldishta states, so that in the stream of the klishta 
states or in the intervals thereof, aklishta states may also DR
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appear-as practice and desirelessness born from the study 
of the Veda-reasoning and precepts-and remain quite distinct 
in itself, unmixed with the klishta states. A Brahman being 
in a village which is full of the Kiratas, does not himself 
become a Kirata (a forest tribe) for that reason. 

Each a.klishta state produces its own potency or sa~pskara, 
and with the frequency of the states their sa~pskara is 
strengthened which in due course suppresses the aklisht.a 
states. 

These klishta and aklishta modifications are of five descrip
tions : prama:r;ta (real cognition), viparyyaya (unreal cogni
tion}, vikalpa (logical abstraction and imagination), nidra 
(sleep), sm~i (memory). These v!1;tis or states, however, must 
be distinguished from the six kinds of mental activity men
tioned in Vyiisa-bhiishya, II. 18: graha:r;ta (reception or 
presentative ideation), dhara:Q.a (retention), ii.ha (assimilation), 
apoha. (differentiation), tattvajfiana (right knowledge), ab
hiniveSa. (decision and determination), of which these states 
are the products. 

We have seen that from avidya spring all the kleBa.s or 
afflictions, which are therefore seen to be the source of the 
klishta vrttis as well. Abhyasa and vairagya-the aklishta 
v~tis, which spring from precepts, etc., lead to right know
ledge, and as such are antagonistic to the modification of the 
gu:Q.as on the a.vidya side. 

We know also that both these sets of v!1;tis-the klishta. 
and the aklishta-produce their own kinds of sa~pskaras, the 
klishta sa~pskara and the aklishta or prajfia saipBkara. All 
these modifications of citta as vrtti and saipBkii.ra are the 
dha.rmas of citta, considered as the dharmin or substance. 
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CHAPTER IX 

THE THEORY OF KARMA 

THE vrt;tis are called the mii.nasa karmas (mental work) as 
different from the bahya karmas (external work) achieved in 
the exterior world by the five motor or active senses. These 
may be divided into four classes : (1) k:rsh:r;ta (black), (2) 
4ukla (white), (3) suklakrsh:r;ta (white and black), (4) asukla
krsh:r;ta (neither white nor black). (1) The krsh:r;ta karmas 
are those committed by the wicked and, as such, are wicked 
actions called also adharma (demerit). These are of two 
kinds, viz. bahya. and manasa, the former being of the nature 
of speaking ill of others, stealing others' property, etc., and the 
latter of the nature of such states as are opposed to sraddha, 
virya, etc., which are called the sukla karma. (2) The sukla 
karmas are virtuous or meritorious deeds. These can only 
occur in the form of mental states, and as such can take place 
only in the manasa karma. These are sraddha (faith), virya 
(strength), smrti (meditation), samadhi (absorption), and 
prajiia (wisdom), which are infinitely superior to actions 
achieved in the external world by the motor or active senses. 
The sukla· karma belongs to those who resort to study and 

·meditation. (3) The suklakrsh:r;ta karma are the actions 
achieved in the external world by the motor or active senses. 
These are called white and black, because actions achieved in 
the external world, however good (sukla) they might be, 
cannot be altogether devoid of wickedness (krsh:r;ta), since 
all external actions entail some harm to other living beings. 
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KARMAS 103 

Even the Vedic duties, though meritorious, are a88ociated 
with sins, for they entail the sacrificing of animals.* 

The white side of these actions, viz. : that of helping others 
and doing good is therefore called dharma, as it is the cause 
of the enjoyment of pleasure and happiness for the doer. The 
k:rsh:Q.a or black side of these actions, viz. that of doing 
injury to others is called adharma, as it is the cause of the 
suffering of pain to the doer. In all our ordinary states 
of existence we are always under the influence of dharma 
and adharma, which are therefore called vehicles of actions 
(iiSerate sii'f{tSiirikii purushii asmin niti iisayal}). That in which 
some thing lives is its vehicle. Here the purushas in evolution 
are to be understood as living in the sheath of actions (which 
is for that reason called a vehicle or aaa ya). Merit or virtue, and 
sin or demerit are the vehicles of actions. All sukla karma, 
therefore, either mental or external, is called merit or virtue 
and is productive of happiness ; all krshQa karma, either 
mental or external, is called demerit, sin or vice and is 
productive of pain. 

(4) The karma called asuklak:rshQa (neither black nor 
white) is of those who have renounced everything, whose 
afflictions have been destroyed and whose preseLt body is the 
last one they will have. Those who have renounced actions, 
the karma-sannyasis (and not those who belong to the 
sa.nnyasasrama merely), are nowhere found performing 
actions which depend upon external means. They have 
not got the black vehicle of actions, because they do not 
perform such actions. Nor do they possess the white 
vehicle of actions, because they dedicate to Isvara the fruits 
of all vehicles of action, brought about by the practice of 
Yoga./ 

Returning to the question of karmaaaya again for review, 

• Compare Pa.ficaiikha, svalpasat~kara~ 1aparihiirab la1'f'atyawm
ar~k4~, Tattwkaumudi, 2. DR
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we see that being produced from desire (kama), avarice (lobka), 
ignorance (moha), and anger (krodka) it has really got at its root 
the kleM.s (aftlictions) such as avidyii. (ignorance), asmiti 
(egoism), raga (attachment), dvesha (antipathy), abhiniveM. 
(love of life). It will be easily seen that the passions named 
above, desire, lust, etc., are not in any way different from the 
klesas or aftlictions previously mentioned ; and as all actions, 
virtuous or sinful, have their springs in the said sentiments of 
desire, anger, covetousness, and infatuation, it is quite enough 
that all these virtuous or sinful actions spring from the 
the kleM.s. 

Now this karmaSa.ya ripens into life-state, life-experience 
and life-time, if the roots-the afflictions-exist. Not only is 
it true that when the afflictions are rooted out, no karmii.saya 
can accumulate, but even when many karmii.sayas of many 
lives are accumulated, they are rooted out when the afflictions 
are destroyed. Otherwise, it is difficult to conceive that the 
karmaSa.ya accumulated for an infinite number of years, 
whose time of ripeness is uncertain, will be rooted out ! So 
even if there be no fresh karmasaya after the rise of true 
knowledge, the purusha cannot be liberated but will be 
required to suffer an endless cycle of births and rebirths to 
exhaust the already accumulated karmasayas of endless lives. 
For this reason, the mental plane becomes a field for the 
production of the fruits of action only, when it is watered by 
the stream of afflictions. Hence the afflictions help the 
vehicle of actions (karmaM.ya) in the production of their 
fruits also. It is for this reason that when the afflictions are 
destroyed the power which helps to bring about the manifesta
tion also disappears ; and on that account the vehicles of 
actions although existing in innumerable quantities have no 
time for their fruition and do not possess the power of produc
ing fruit, because their seed-powers are destroyed by intellec
tion. DR
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KarmaMya is of two kinds (1) Ripening in the same life 
drshlajanmavedaniya. (2} Ripening in another unknown 
life. That pu:r;tya karma~ya, which is generated by intense 
purificatory action, trance and repetition of mantras, and 
that papa karmasaya, which is generated by repeated evil done 
either to men who are suffering the extreme misery of fear, 
disease and helplessness, or to those who place confidence in 
them or to those who are high-minded and perform tapas, 
ripen into fruit in the very same life, whereas other kinds of 
karmaMyas ripen in some unknown life. 

Living beings in hell have no drshtajanma karmaSa.ya, for 
this life is intended for suffering only and their bodies are 
called the bhoga-Sa.riras intended for suffering alone and not 
for the accumulation of any karmaaaya which could take effect 
in that very life. 

There are others whose affiictions have been spent and 
exhausted and thus they have no such karmaaaya, the effect of 
which they will have to reap in some other life. They are thus 
said to have no ad:rshta-janmavedaniya karma. 

The karmasaya of both kinds described above ripens into 
life-state, life-time and life-experience. These are called the 
three ripenings or vipakas of the karma8aya; aud they are 
conducive to pleasure or pain, according as they are products of 
pu:Q.yakarmasaya (virtue) or papa karmaSa.ya (vice or demerit). 
Many karmasayas combine to produce one life-state; for 
it is not possible that each karma should produce one or 
many life-states, for then there would be no possibility of 
experiencing the effects of the karmas, because if for each one 
of the karmas we had one or more lives, karmas, being endless, 
space for obtaining lives in which to experience efiects would 
not be available, for it would take endless time to exhaust the 
karmas already accumulated. It is therefore held that many 
karmas unite to produce one life-state or birth (jii.ti) and to 
determine also its particular duration (ayush) and experience DR
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(bhoga). The virtuous and sinful karma8ayas accumulated in 
one life, in order to produce their eftects, cause the death of the 
individual and manifest themselves in producing his rebirth, 
his duration of life and particular experiences, pleasurable or 
painful. The order of undergoing the experiences is the order 
in which the karmas manifest themselves as eftects, the 
principal ones being manifested earlier in life. The principal 
karmas here refer to those which are quite ready to generate 
their effects. Thus it is said that those karmas which produce 
their effects immediately are called primary, whereas those 
which produce effects after some delay are called secondary. 
Thus we see that there is continuity of existence throughout ; 
when the karmas of this life ripen jointly they tend to fructify 
by causing another birth as a means to which death is caused, 
and along with it life is manifested in another body (according 
to the dharma and adharma of the karma8aya) formed by 
the prakrt;yapiira (cf. the citta theory described above); and 
the same karma8aya regulates the life-period and experiences 
of that life, the karma8ayas of which again take a similar course 
and manifest themselves in the production of another life and 
so on. 

We have seen that the karma8aya has three fructifications, 
viz. jii.ti, ii.yush and bhoga. Now generally the karmii.8aya. 
is regarded as ekabhavika or unigenital, i.e. it accumulates in 
one life. Ekabhava means one life and ekabhavika means the 
product of one life, or accumulated in one life. Regarded 
from this point of view, it may be contrasted with the vasanii.s 
which remain accumulated from thousands of previous lives 
since eternity, the mind, being pervaded all over with them, 
as a fishing-net is covered all over with knots. This vasanii. 
results from memory of the experiences of a life generated by 
the fructification of the karmii.8aya. and kept in the citta in the 
form of potency or impressions (salllskii.ra). Now we have 
previously seen that the citta remains constant in all the DR
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births and rebirths that an individual has undergone from 
eternity; it therefore keeps the memory of those various 
experiences of thousands of lives in the form of saiPSkira or 
potency and is therefore compared with a fishing-net pervaded 
all over with knots. The vasanas therefore are not the results 
of the accumulation of experiences or their memory in one life 
but in many lives, and are therefore called anekabhavika as 
contrasted with the karmaaaya representing virtuous and 
vicious actions which are accumulated in one life and which 
produce another life, its experiences and its life-duration as a 
result of fructification (vipaka). This vasanii. is the cause of 
the instinctive tendencies, or habits of deriving pleasures and 
pains peculiar to different animal lives. 

Thus the habits of a dog-life and its peculiar modes of 
taking its experiences and of deriving pleasures and pains are 
very different in nature from those of a man-life ; they must 
therefore be explained on the basis of an incipient memory in 
the form of potency, or impressions (sam.skara) of the experi
ences that an individual must have undergone in a previous 
dog-life. 

Now when by the fructification of the karmii.saya a dog
life is settled for a person, his corresponding va..anii.s of a 
previous dog-life are at once revived and he begins to take 
interest in his dog-life in the manner of a dog ; the same 
principle applies to the virtue of individuals as men or as 
gods (IV. 8). 

If there was not this law of vasanas, then any vasanii. would 
be revived in any life, and with the manifestation of the 
vasana of aniiD.Ql life a man would take interest in eating 
grass and derive pleasure from it. Thus NageSa. says: "Now 
if those karmas which produce a man-life should manifest the 
visanas of animal lives, then one might be inclined to eat 
grass as a man, and it is therefore said that only the visania 
corresponding tQ the karmas are revived." DR
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Now as the vasanas are of the nature of sa1Jl8karas or 
impressions, they lie ingrained in the citta and nothing can 
prevent their being revived. The intervention of other births 
has no e:ffect. For this reason, the vasanas of a dog-life are at 
once revived in another dog-life, though between the first dog
life and the second dog-life, the individual may have passed 
through many other lives, as a man, a bull, etc., though 
the second dog-life may take place many hundreds of years 
after the first dog-life and in quite different countries. The 
difference between saJllskii.ras, impressions, and smrti or 
memory is simply this that the former is the latent state 
whereas the latter is the manifested state ; so we see that the 
memory and the impressions are identical in nature, so that 
whenever a salllSkara is revived, it means nothing but the 
manifestation of the memory of the same experiences con
served in the saQlskara in a latent state. Experiences, when 
they take place, keep their impressions in the mind, though 
thousands of other experiences, lapse of time, etc., may 
intervene. They are revived in one moment with the proper 
cause of their revival, and the other intervening experiences can 
in no way hinder this revival. So it is with the vasanas, 
which are revived at once according to the particular fructifica
tion of the karmaBa.ya, in the form of a particular life, as a man, 
a dog, or anything else. 

It is now clear that the ka.rmaSa.ya tending towards fructi
fication is the cause of the manifestation of the vasanas already 
existing in the mind in a latent form. Thus the Siitra says :
" When two similar lives are separated by many births, long 
lapses of time and remoteness of space, even then for the 
purpose of the revival of the vasanas, they may be regarded as 
immediately following each other, for the memories and 
impressions are the same" ( Y oga-sutra, IV. 9). 'fhe Bkiiskya 
says : " the vasana is like the memory (smrti), and so there 
can be memory from the impressions of past lives separated by DR
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many lives and by remote tracts of country. From these 
memories the impressions (saJP.skaras) are derived, and the 
memories are revived by manifestation of the karma8ayas, and 
though memories from past impressions may have many lives 
intervening, these interventions do not destroy the causal 
a.ntecedence of those past lives" (IV. 9). 

These vasanas are, however, beginningless, for a baby just 
after birth is seen to feel the fear of death instinctively, and 
it could not have derived it from its experience in this 
life. Again, if a. small baby is thrown upwards, it is seen 
to shake and cry like a grown-up man, and from this it may 
be inferred that it is afraid of falling down on the ground and 
is therefore shaking through fear. Now this baby has never 
learnt in this life from experience that a. fall on the ground will 
cause pain, for it has never fallen on the ground and suffered 
pain therefrom ; so the cause of this fear cannot be sought 
in the experiences of this life, but in the memory of past 
experiences of fall and pain arising therefrom, which is 
innate in this life as vasana and causes this instinctive 
fear. So this innate memory which causes instinctive fear 
of death from the very time of birth, has not its origin in 
this life but is the memory of the experience of some 
previous life, and in that life, too, it existed as innate 
memory of some other previous life, and in that again as 
the innate memory of some other life and so on to beginning
less time. This goes to show that the vasanas are without 
beginning. 

We come now to the question of unigenitality-ekabhavi
katva.-of the ka.rma8aya and its exceptions. We find that 
great confusion has occurred among the commentators about 
the following passage in the Bhashya which refers to this 
subject: The Bhashya according to Vacaspati in II. 13 reads: 
tatra drsh¥Jdanmavedaniyasya niyatavipalcasya, etc. Here 
Bhikshu and Nage8a read tatradrsh!ajanmavedaniyasya DR
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niyatavipakasya, etc. There is thus a divergence of meaning 
on this point between Y oga-varUika and his follower Nage&a, 
on one side, and Vacaspati on the other. 

Vicaspati says that the drsht;ajanmavedaniya (to be 
fructified in the same visible life) karma is the only true karma 
where the karmaSa.ya is ekabhavika, unigenital, for here these 
effects are positively not due to the karma of any other 
previous lives, but to the karma of that very life. Thus these 
are the only true causes of ekabhavika karmasaya. 

Thus according to Vacaspati we see that the adrsht;ajanma
vedaniya karma (to be fructified in another life) of unappointed 
fruition is never an ideal of ekabhavikatva or unigenital 
character; foritmayhavethreedifferentcourses: (1) It may 
be destroyed without fruition. (2) It may become merged in 
the ruling action. (3) It may exist for a long time over
powered by the ruling action whose fruition has been 
appointed. 

Vijiiana Bhikshu and his follower NageSa., however, say that 
the drshtajanmavedaniya karma (to be fructified in the same 
visible life) can never be ekabhavika or unigenita.l for there 
is no bhava, or previous birth there, whose product is being 
fructified in that life, for this karma is of that same visible life 
and not of some other previous bhava or life; and they agree 
in holding that it is for that reason that the Bkiishya makes no 
mention of this drshtajanmavedaniya karma; it is clear that 
the karma8aya in no other bhava is being fructified here. 

·Thus we see that about drsht;ajanmavedaniya karma, 
Vicaspati holds that it is the typical case of ekabhavika karma 
(karma of the same birth), whereas Vijnana Bhikshu holds 
just the opposite view, viz. that the drhtajanmaved.aniya 
karma should by no means be considered as ekabhavika since 
there is here no bhava or birth, it being fructified in the same 
life. 

The ad:rsht;ajanmavedanlya karma (works to be fructified DR
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in another life) of unfixed fruition has three different courses: 
(I) As we have observed before, by the rise of asukliikrshr)a 
(neither black nor white) karma, the other karmas-sukla 
(black), krsh'IJ,a (white) and 8uklakrshr)a (both black and 
white)-are rooted out. The sukla karmaaaya again arising 
from study and asceticism destroys the k:rshl}.a karmas without 
their being able to generate their effects. These therefore can 
never be styled ekabhavika, since they are destroyed without 
producing any effect. (II) When the effects of minor actions 
are merged in the effects of the major and ruling action. The 
sins originating from the sacrifice of animals at a holy sacrifice 
are sure to produce bad effects, though they may be minor and 
small in comparison with the good effects arising from the 
performance of the sacrifice in which they are merged. Thus 
it is said that the experts being immersed in floods of happiness 
brought about by their sacrifices bear gladly particles of the 
fire of sorrow brought about by the sin of killing animals at 
sacrifice. So we see that here also the minor actions having 
been performed with the major do not produce their effects 
independently, and so all their effects are not fully manifested, 
and hence these secondary karmaaaya.s cannot be rP-garded as 
ekabhavika. (III) Again thead:rshtajanmavedaniya karma (to 
be fructified in another life) of unfixed fruition ( aniyata vipaka) 
remains overcome for a long time by another ad:rshtajanma· 
vedaniya karma of fixed fruition. A man may for example 
do some good actions and some extremely vicious ones, so that 
at the time of death, the karmaaaya of those vicious actions 
becoming ripe and fit for appointed fruition, generates an 
animal life. His good action, whose benefits are such as may 
be reaped only in a man-life, will remain overcome until the 
man is born again as a man : so this also cannot be said to be 
ekabhavika (to be reaped in one life). We may summarise the 
classification of karmas according to Vacaspati in a table as 
follows:-DR
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Karmaaaya 

Ekabhavika 
I 

Niyata Vipaka 
(of fixed fruition). 

I I --- ·-·- -----1 

I 
I 

Anekabha vika 
I 

Aniyata vi pika 

I 
Adrshtajanma vedanlya 

Drshta.janma- Adrshtajanma.-
vedaniya vedaniya 

~-----=----.-1----l-

(Destruction) (Merged in the (To remain 
effect of the overcome by 
major action.) the influence 

of some other 
action.) 

Thus the ka.rmasaya. may be viewed from two sides, one 
being that of fixed fruition and the other unfixed fruition, and 
the other that of drshtajanmavedaniya and adrshtajanma
vedaniya. Now the theory is that the niyatavipaka (of fixed 
fruition) karmasaya is always ekabhavika, i.e. it does not 
remain separated by other lives, but directly produces its 
effects in the succeeding life. 

Ekabhavika means that which is produced from the 
accumulation of karmas in one life in the life which succeeds 
it. Vicaspati, however, takes it also to mean that action 
which attains fruition in the same life in which it is performed, 
whereas what Vijiiana Bhikshu understands by ekabha.vika 
is that action alone which is produced in the life immediately 
succeeding the life in which it was accumulated. So according 
to Vijiiana Bhikshu, the niya.ta vipaka (of fixed fruition) 
drshtajanmavedaniya (to be fructified in the same life) action 
is not eka.bhavika, since it has no bhava, i.e. it is not the DR
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production of a preceding life. Neither can it be anekabha vika ; 
thus this niyatavipakadrshta.janmavedaniya action is neither 
ekabhavika nor anekbhavika. Whereas Vacaspati is inclined 
to call this also ekabhavika. About the niyatavipaka-ad:rshta
ja.nmavedaniya. action being called ekabhavika. (unigenita.l) 
theJ,"e seems to be no dispute. The aniya.ta.vipaka
adrshta.ja.nmaveda.niya action cannot be called ekabhavika 
as it undergoes three different courses described above. 
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CHAPTER X 

THE ETHICAL PROBLEM 

WE have described avidya and its special forms as the klesas, 
from which also proceed the actions virtuous and vicious, 
which in their turn again produce as a result of their fruition, 
birth, life and experiences of pleasure and pain and the 
vii.sanas or residues of the memory of these experiences. 
Again every new life or birth is produced from the fructifica
tion of actions of a. previous life ; a man is made to perform 
actions good or bad by the kleSa.s which are rooted in him, 
and these actions, as a result of their fructification, produce 
another life and its experiences, in which life again new 
actions are earned by virtue of the kleSa.s, and thus the cycle 
is continued. When there is pralaya or involution of the 
cosmical world-process the individual cittas of the separate 
purushas return back to the prakrti and lie within it, together 
with their own avidyas, and at the time of each new creation 
or evolution these are created anew with such changes as are 
due according to their individual avidyas, with which they 
had to return back to their original cause, the prakrti, and 
spend an indivisible inseparable existence with it. The 
avidyii.s of some other creation, being merged in the prakrti 
along with the cittas, remain in the prakrti as vasanas, and 
prakrti being under the influence of these a vidyas as vii.sanas 
creates as modifications of itself the corresponding minds for 
the individual purushas, connected with them before the last 
pralaya dissolution. So we see that though the cittas had 
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returned to their original causes with their individual nesci
ence (avidya), the avidya was not lost but was revived at the 
time of the new creation and created such minds as should 
be suitable receptacles for it. These minds (buddhi) are 
found to be modified further into their specific cittas or mental 
planes by the same avidya which is manifested in them as 
the kle8as, and these again in the karmaaaya, jati, ayush and 
bhoga, and so on ; the individual, however, is just in the same 
position as he was or would have been before the involution 
of pralaya. The avidyas of the cittas which had returned to 
the prak:rti at the time of the creation being revived, create 
their own buddhis of the previous creation, and by their 
connection with the individual purushas are the causes of the 
saJp.Sara or cosmic evolution-the evolution of the microcosm, 
the cittas, and the macrocosm or the exterior world. 

In this new creation, the creative agencies of God and 
avidya are thus distinguished in that the latter represents 
the end or purpose of the prakrti-the ever-evolving energy 
transforming itself into its modlfications as the mental and 
the material world ; whereas the former represents that 
intelligent power which abides outside the pale of prakrti, 
but removes obstructions offered by the pralqti. Though 
unintelligent and not knowing how and where to yield so 
as to form the actual modifications necessary for the realisa
tion of the particular and specific objects of the numberless 
purusha.s, these avidyas hold within themselves the service
ability of the purushas, and are the cause of the connection 
of the purusha and the pralqti, so that when these avidyas are 
rooted out it is said that the purusharthata or serviceability 
of the purusha is at an end and the purusha becomes liberated 
from the bonds of prakrti, and this is called the final goal of 
the purusha. 

The ethical problem of the Patafijala philosophy is the 
uprooting of this avidya by the attainment of true knowledge DR
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116 PRAJNA 
of the nature of the purusha, which will be succeeded by the 
Jiberation of the purusha and his absolute freedom or indepen· 
dence-kaivalya-the last realisation of the purusha-the 
ultimate goal of all the movements of the prak:rti. 

This final uprooting of the avidya with its vasanas directly 
follows the attainment of true knowledge called prajiia, in 
which state the seed of false knowledge is altogether burnt 
and cannot be revived again. Before this state, the discrimina
tive knowledge which arises as the recognition of the distinct 
natures of purusha and buddhi remains shaky ; but when by 
continual practice this discriminative knowledge becomea 
strengthened in the mind, its potency gradually grows stronger 
and stronger, and roots out the potency of the ordinary states 
of mental activity, and thus the seed of false knowledge 
becomes burnt up and incapable of fruition, and the impurity 
of the energy of rajas being removed, the sattva as the mani
festing entity becomes of the highest purity, and in that state 
flows on the stream of the notion of discrimination-the 
recognition of the distinct natures of purusha and buddhi
free from impurity. Thus when the state of buddhi becomes 
almost as pure as the purusha itself, all self-enquiry subsides, 
the vision of the real form of the purusha arises, and false 
knowledge, together with the klesas and the consequent 
fruition of actions, ceases once for all. This is that state of 
citta which, far from tending towards the objective world, 
tends towards the kaivalya. of the purusha. 

In the first stages, when the mind attains discriminative 
knowledge, the prajiia is not deeply seated, and occasionally 
phenomenal states of consciousness are seen to intervene in 
the form of "I am," "Mine," "I know," "I do not know," 
because the old potencies, though becoming weaker and 
weaker are not finally destroyed, and consequently occasion
ally produce their corresponding conscious manifestation 
as states which impede the flow of discriminative knowledge. DR
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JIVANMUKTA STATE 117 

But constant p~actice in rooting out the potency of 
this state destroys the potencies of the outgoing activity, 
and finally no intervention occurs in the flow of the 
stream of prajfia through the destructive influence of 
phenomenal states of consciousness. In this higher state 
when the mind is in its natural, passive, and objectless 
stream of flowing prajfia, it is called the dharmamegha-sa
niadhi. When nothing is desired even from dhyana arises 
the true knowledge which distinguishes prakrti from purusha 
and is called . the dharroamegha-samadhi ( Y oga-sittra, 
IV. 29). The potency, however, of this state of consciousness 
lasts until the purusha is finally liberated from the bonds 
of prakrti and is absolutely free (kevali). Now this is the 
state when the citta becomes infinite, and all its tamas being 
finally overcome, it shines forth like the sun, which can reflect 
all, and in comparison to which the crippled insignificant light 
of objective knowledge shrinks altogether, and thus an 
infinitude is acquired, which has absorbed within itself all 
finitude, which cannot have any separate existence or mani
festation through this infinite knowledge. All finite states 
of knowledge are only a limitation of true infinit,e knowledge, 
in which there is no limitation of this and that. It absorbs 
within itself all these limitations. 

The purusha in this state may be called the emancipated 
being, jivanmukta. NageSa. in explaining Vyiisa-bhiishya, 
IV. 31, describing the emancipated life says : "In this 
jivanmukta stage, being freed from all impure afflictions and 
karmas, the consciousness shines in its infirmity. The 
infiniteness of consciousness is different from the infiniteness 
of materiality veiled by tamas. In those stages there could 
be consciousness only with reference to certain things with 
reference to which the veil of tamas was raised by rajas. 
When all veils and impurities are removed, then little is left 
which is not known. If there were other categories besides DR
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the 25 categories, these also would then have been known" 
(Ckayavyakkya, IV. 31). 

Now with the rise of such dharmamegha the succession 
of the changes of the qualities is over, inasmuch as they have 
fulfilled their object by having achieved experience and 
emancipation, and their succession having ended, they cannot 
stay even for a moment. And now comes absolute freedom, 
when the gul}.as return back to the pradhana their primal 
cause, after performing their service for tho purusha by 
providing his experience and his salvation, so that they 
lose all their hold on purusha and purusha remains as he is 
in himself, and never again has any connection with the 
buddhi. The purusha remains always in hi.Inself in absolute 
freedom. 

The order of the return of the gu:r;tas for a kevali purusha is 
described below in the words of Vacaspati : The gu:t;~.as as 
cause and effect involving ordinary experiences samadhi and 
nirodha, become submerged in the manas ; the manas 
becomes submerged in the asmita, the asmita in the linga, 
and the linga in the alinga. 

This state of kaivalya must be distinguished from the state 
of mahapralaya in which also the gu:r;tas return back to 
prakrti, for that state is again succeeded by later connections 
of prakrti with purushas through the buddhis, but the state 
of kaivalya is an eternal state which is never again disturbed 
by any connection with prakrti, for now the separation of 
prakrti from purusha is eternal, whereas that in the maha
pralaya state was only temporary. 

We shall conclude this section by noting two kinds of eternity 
of purusha and of pralqti, and by offering a criticism of the 
prajiia state. The former is said to be perfectly and un
changeably eternal (kfi¥utha nitya), and the latter is only 
eternal in an evolutionary form. The permanent or eternal 
reality is that which remains unchanged amid its changing DR
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appearances ; and from this point of view both purusha 
and prakrti are eternal. It is indeed true, as we have seen 
just now, that the succession of changes of qualities with 
regard to buddhi, etc., comes to an end when kaivalya is 
attained, but this is with reference to purusha, for the changes 
of qualities in the gul,las themselves never come to an end. 
So the guJ;l.38 in themselves are eternal in their changing or 
evolutionary character, and are therefore said to possess 
evolutionary eternity (parittiiminityatii). Our phenomenal 
conception cannot be free from change, and therefore it is 
that in our conception of the released purushas we affirm 
their existence, as for example when we say that the released 
purushas exist eternally. But it must be carefully noted 
that this is due to the limited character of our thoughts and 
expressions, not to the real nature of the released purushas, 
which remain for ever unqualified by any changes or modifica
tions, pure and colourless as the very self of shining intelligence 
(see Vyasa-bhashya, IV. 33). 

We shall conclude this section by giving a short analysis 
of the prajiiii state from its first appearance to the final release 
of purusha from the bondage of prakrti. Pataiijali says that 
this prajiiii state being final in each stage is sevenfold. Of 
these the first four stages are due to our conscious endeavour, 
and when these conscious states of prajiiii (supernatural 
wisdom) flow in a stream and are not hindered or interfered 
with in any way by other phenomenal coscinous states of 
pratyayas the purusha becomes finally liberated through the 
natural backward movement of the citta to its own primal 
cause, and this backward movement is represented by the 
other three stages. 

The seven praji'iii stages may be thus enumerated:-
1. The pain to be removed is known. Nothing further 

remains to be known of it. 
This is the first aspect of the praji'ia, in which the person DR
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willing to be released knows that he has exhausted all that 
is knowable of the pains. 

II. The cause of the pains has been removed and nothing 
further remains to be removed of it. This is the second stage 
or aspect of the rise of praji'ia. 

III. The nature of the extinction of pain has already 
been perceived by me in the state of samadhi~ so that I have 
come to learn that the final extinction of niy pain will be 
something like it. 

IV. The final discrimination of prakrti and purusha, the 
true and immediate means of the extinction of pain, has been 
realised. 

After this stage, nothing remains to be done by the purusha 
himself. For this is the attainment of final true knowledge. 
It is also called the para vairagya. It is the highest con
summation, in which the purusha has no further duties to 
perform. This is therefore called the karya vimukti (or 
salvation depending on the endeavour of the purusha) or 
jivanmukti. 

After this follows the citta vimukti or the process of release 
of the purusha from the citta, in three stages. 

V. The aspect of the buddhi, which has finally finished its 
services to purusha by providing scope for purusha's ex
periences and release ; so that it has nothing else to perform 
for purusha. This is the first stage of the retirement of the 
citta. 

VI. As soon as this state is attained, like the falling of 
stones thrown from the summit of a hill, the guJ;tas cannot 
remain even for a moment to bind the purusha, but at once 
return back to their primal cause, the prakrti; for the 
avidya being rooted out, there is no tie or bond which can 
keep it connected with purusha and make it su:ffer changes 
for the service of purusha. All the purusharthata being 
ended, the gu:t;tas disappear of themselves. DR
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VII. The seventh and last aspect of the gu:r;tas is that they 
never return back to bind purusha again, their teleological 
purpose being fulfilled or realised. It is of course easy to 
see that, in these last three stages, purUBha has nothing to 
do ; but the gu:r;tas of their own nature suffer these backward 
modifications and return back to their own primal caUBe and 
leave the purUBha kevali (for ever solitary). Vyiisa-bhiiskya, 
II. 15. . 

Vyasa says that as the science of medicine has four divisions: 
(1} disease, (2} the cause of disease, (3} recovery, (4} medicines; 
so this Yoga philosophy has also four divisions, viz. : (I} 
Sazp.sara (the evolution of the prak:rti in connection with the 
purusha). (II} The cause of sazp.sara. (III} Release. (IV} 
The means of release. 

Of these the first three have been described at some length 
above. We now direct our attention to the fourth. We have 
shown above that the ethical goal, the ideal to be realised, 
is absolute freedom or kaivalya, and we shall now consider 
the line of action that must be adopted to attain this goal
the summum bonum. All actions which tend towards the 
approximate realisation of this goal for man are called ku~ala, 
and the man who achieves this goal is called ku~li. It is 
in the inherent purpose of prak:rti that man should undergo 
pains which include all phenomenal experiences of pleasures 
as well, and ultimately adopt such a course of conduct as to 
avoid them altogether and finally achieve the true goal, the 
realisation of which will extinguish all pains for him for 
ever. The motive therefore which prompts a person towards 
this ethico-metaphysical goal is the avoidance of pain. An 
ordinary man feels pain only in actual pain, but a Yogin who 
is as highly sensitive as the eye-ball, feels pain in pleasure 
as well, and therefore is determined to avoid all experiences, 
painful or so-called pleasurable. The extinguishing of all 
experiencM, however, is not the true ethical goal, being only DR
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a means to the realisation of kaivalya or the true self and 
nature of the purusha. But this means represents the highest 
end of a person, the goal beyond which all his duties cease ; 
for after this comes kaivalya which naturally manifests itself 
on the necessary retirement of the prakrti. Purusha has 
nothing to do in effectuating this state, which comes of itself. 
The duties of the purusha cease with the thorough extinguish
ing of all his experiences. This therefore is the means of 
extinguishing all his pains, which are the highest end of all 
his duties ; but the complete extinguishing of all pains is 
identical with the extinguishing of all experiences, the states 
or vrttis of consciousness, and this again is identical with the 
rise of prajil.ii. or true discriminative knowledge of the difference 
in nature of prakrti and its effects from the purusha-the 
unchangeable. These three sides are only the three aspects 
of the same state which immediately precede kaivalya. The 
prajfia aspect is the aspect of the highest knowledge, the 
suppression of the states of consciousness or experiences, 
and it is the aspect of the cessation of all conscious activity 
and of painlessness or the extingt1ishing of all pains as the 
feeling aspect of the same nirvija-samadhi state. But when 
the student directs his attention to this goal in his ordinary 
states of experience, he looks at it from the side of the feeling 
aspect, viz. that of acquiring a state of painlessness, and as 
a means thereto he tries to purify the mind and be moral 
in all his actions, and begins to restrain and suppress his 
mental states, in order to acquire this nirvija or seedless state. 
This is the sphere of conduct which is called Yogailga. 

Of course there is a division of duties according to the 
advancement of the individual, as we shall have occasion to 
show hereafter. This suppression of mental states which 
has been described as the means of attaining final release, 
the ultimate ethical goal of life, is called Yoga. We have 
said before that of the five kinds of mind-kshipta, milc)ha, DR
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vikshipta, ekagra, niruddha-only the last two are fit for the 
process of Yoga and ultimately acquire absolute freedom. 
In the other three, though concentration may occasionally 
happen, yet there is no extrication of the mind from the 
afflictions of avidya and consequently there is no final release. 
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CHAPTER XI 

YOGA PRACTICE 

THE Yoga which, after weakening the hold of the a.ftlictions 
and causing the real truth to dawn upon our mental vision, 
gradually leads us towards the attainment of our final goal, 
is only possible for the last two kinds of minds and is of two 
kinds: (I) samprajiiata {cognitive) and {2) asamprajiiata 
(ultra-cognitive). The samprajiiata Yoga is that in which 
the mind is concentrated upon some object, external or in
ternal, in such a way that it does not oscillate or move from 
one object to another, but remains fixed and settled in the 
object that it holds before itself. At first, the Yogin holds 
a gross material object before his view, but when he can make 
himself steady in doing this, he tries with the subtle tanmatras, 
the five causes of the grosser elements, and when he is success
ful in this he takes his internal senses as his object and last 
of all, when he has fully succeeded in these attempts, he 
takes the great egohood as his object, in which stage his object 
gradually loses all its determinate character and he is said 
to be in a state of suppression in himself, although devoid of 
any object. This state, like the other previous states of the 
samprajiiiita type, is a positive state of the mind and not a 
mere state of vacuity of objects or negativity. In this state, 
all determinate character of the states disappears and their 
potencies only remain alive. In the first stages of a Yogin 
practising samiidhi conscious states of the lower stages often 
intervene, but gradually, as the mind becomes fixed, the 
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potencies of the lower stages are overcome by the potencies of 
this stage, so that the mind flows in a calm current and at 
last the higher pra.jiiii dawns, whereupon the potencies of 
this state also are burnt and extinguished, the citta returns 
back to its own primal cause, prakrti, and purusha attains 
absolute freedom. 

The first four stages of the samprajiiata. state are called 
madhumati, madhupratika, visoka and the sarttskiirasesha 
and also vitarkiinugata, viciiriinugata, iinandiinugata and 
asmitiinugata. True knowledge begins to dawn from the first 
stage of this samprajiiata state, and when the Yogin reaches 
the last stage the knowledge reaches its culminating point, 
but still so long as the potencies of the lower stages of relative 
knowledge remain, the knowledge cannot obtain absolute 
certainty and permanency, as it will always be threatened 
with a possible encroachment by the other states of the past 
phenomenal activity now existing as the subconscious. 
But the last stage of asamprajiiii.ta samii.dhi represents the 
stage in which the ordinary consciousness has been altogether 
surpassed and the mind is in its own true infinite aspect, 
and the potencies of the stages in which the mind was full of 
finite knowledge are also burnt, so that with the return of 
the citta to its primal cause, final emancipation is efiected. 
The last state of sampra.jiiii.ta samiidhi is called sarpskii.ra8esha, 
only because here the residua of the potencies of subconscious 
thought only remain and the actual states of consciousness 
become all extinct. It is now easy to see that no mind which 
is not in the ekiigra or one-pointed state can be fit for the 
asamprajiiata samii.dhi in which it has to settle itself on one 
object and that alone. So also no mind which has not risen 
to the state of highest suppression is fit for the asam· 
prajfiii.ta or nirvlja state. 

It is now necessary to come down to a lower level and 
examine the obstructions, on account of which a mind cannot DR
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126 DISTRACTIONS 

easily become one-pointed or ekii.gra. These, nine in number, 
arethefollowing:--

Disedse, languor, indecision, 1'Vant of the mental require
ments neceBBary for samadhi, idleness of body a.nd mind, 
attaehment to objects of sense, false and illusory knowledge, 
non-attainment of the state of concentrated contemplation, 
unsteadineBB and unstability of the mind in a samadhi state 
even if it can somehow attain it. Th~se are again seen to be 
accompanied with pain and despair owing to the non-fulfilment 
of desire, physical shakiness or. unsteadiness of the limbs, 
taking in of breath and giving out of it, which are seen to 
follow the nine distractions of a distracted mind described 
a. hove. 

To prevent these distractions and their accompaniments it 
is necessary that we should practise concentration on one 
truth. Vacaspati says that this one truth on which the mind 
should· be settled and fixed is Isvara, and Ramananda 
Sarasva.tr and Nii.rayaJ,la Tirtha agree with him. Vijiiii.na 
Bhikshu, however, says that one truth means any object, 
gross or fine, and Bhoja supports' Vijiiana Bhikshu, saying 
that here "one truth" might mean any desirable object. 

Abhyasa means the steadiness of the mind in one state 
and not complete absence of any state j for the Bhii.shya
kii.ra himself has said in the samii.pattiSutra, that sampra
jiiii.ta tran~e comes after this steadiness. As we shall see 
later, it means nothing but the a~plication of the five means, 
sraddhii., virya, sllll'1ii, samii.dhi and prajiia ; it is an endeavoUr 
to settle the mind on one state, and as such does not differ 
from the application of the five means of Yoga with a view to 
settle and steady: the mind ( Yoga-varuika, I. 13). This effort 
becomes firmly rooted, being well attended to for a long time 
without interruption and with devotion. 

Now it does nQt matter very much whether this one truth is 
Iavara or any other object ; for the true principle of Yoga is DR
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the setting of the mind on one truth, principle or object. But 
for an ordinary man this is no easy matter; for in order to be 
successful the mind must be ~quipped with sraddha ol"faith
the firm conviction of the Yogin in the course that he adopts. 
This .keeps the mind steady, pleased, calm and free from 
doubts of any kind, so that the Yogin may proceed to the 
realisation of his object without any vacillation. Unless a 
man has a firm hold O}l the course that he pursues, all th~ 
steadiness that he may acquire will constantly be threatened 
with the danger of a sudden collapse. It will be seen that 
vairagya or desirelessness is only the negative aspect of this 
8raddha. For by it the mind is restrained from the objects of 
sense, with an aversion or dislike towards the objects of sensual 
pleasure and. worldly desires; this aversiou towards worldly 
joys is only the other aspect of the faith of the mind and the 
calmness· of its currents (cittaprasiida) towards right know
ledge and absolute freedom. So it is said that the vairagya 
is the effect of sraddha. and its product ( Yoga-varttilca, I. 20). 
In order to :make a person suitable for Yoga, vairii.gya 
represents the cessation of the mind from the objects of sense 
and their so-called pleasures, and sraddha means the positive 
faith of the mind in the path of Yoga that one adopts, and the 
right aspiration towards attaining the highest goal of absolute 
freedom. · ' 

In its negative aspect, vairagya is of two kinds,' a para and 
para. The a para- is that of a mind free from attachment to 
worldly enjoyments, such as women, food, drinks and power, 
as also from thirst fqr heavenly pleasures attainable by 
practising the vedic rituals and sacrifices. Those who are 
actuated by apara vairii.gya do not desire. to remain in a 
bodiless state (videha) merged in the senses or merged in the 
prakrti (pralcrtilina). It is a state in which the mind is in
different to all kinds of pleasures and pains. This vairigya 
may be said to have four stages : (1) Yatamina-in which DR
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128 V AIRAGYA AND SRADDHA 

sensual objects are discovered to be defective and the mind 
recoils from them. (2) Vyatireka-in which the senses to be 
conquered are noted. (3) Ekendriya-in which attachment 
towards internal pleasures and aversion towards external 
pains, being removed, the mind sets before it the task of 
removing attachment and aversion towards mental passions 
for obtaining honour or avoiding dishonour, etc. (4) The 
fourth and last stage of vairagya called vasikara is that in 
which the mind has perceived the futility of all attractions 
towards external objects of sense and towards the pleasures 
of heaven, and having suppressed them altogether feels no 
attachment, even should it come into connection with them. 

With the consummation of this last stage of a para vairagya, 
comes the para vairagya which is identical with the rise of 
the final prajna leading to absolute independence. This 
vairagya, sraddha and the abhyasa represent the unaffiicted 
states (aklishtavrtti) which suppress gradually the klishta or 
afflicted mental states. These lead the Yogin from one stage 
to another, and thus he proceeds higher and higher until the 
final state is attained. 

As vairagya advances, sraddha also advances; from 
sraddha comes virya, energy, or power of concentration 
(dharat,Ui) ; and from it again springs smrti-or continuity of 
one object of thought ; and from it comes samadhi or cog
nitive and ultra-cognitive trance; after which follows prajna, 
cognitive and ultra-cognitive trance ; after which follows 
prajna and final release. Thus by the inclusion of sraddha 
within vairiigya, its effect, and the other products of sraddha 
with abhyasa, we see that the abhyasa and vairagya are the 
two internal means for achieving the final goal of the Yogin, 
the supreme suppression and extinction of all states of 
consciousness, of all afflictions and the avidya-the last state 
of supreme knowledge or prajnii.. 

As 4raddha, vfrya, smrti, samii.dhi which are not different DR
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from vairagya and abhyasa. (they being only their other 
aspects or simultaneous products), are the means of attaining 
Yoga, it is possible to make a classification of the Yogins 
according to the strength of these with each, and the strength 
of the quickness (sa'!l-vega) with which they may be applied 
towards attaining the goal of the Yogin. Thus Y ogins are of 
nine kinds :-

(1) mildly energetic, (2) of medium energy, (3) of intense 
energy. 

Each of these may vary in a threefold way according to the 
mildness, medium state, or intensity of quickness or readiness 
with which the Yogin may apply the means of attaining Yoga. 
There are nine kinds of Yogins. Of these the best is he whose 
mind is most intensely engaged and whose practice is also the 
strongest. 

There is a difference of opinion here about the meaning of 
the word satp.vega, between Vacaspati and Vijiiana Bhikshu. 
The former says that sarp.vega means vairagya here, but the 
latter holds that satp.vega cannot mean vairii.gya, and 
vairii.gya being the effect of sra.ddhii. cannot be taken separately 
from it. " Satp.vega " means quickness in the performance 
of the means of attaining Yoga; some say that it means 
" vairagya." But that is not true, for if vairii.gya is an effect 
of the due performance of the means of Yoga, there cannot be 
the separate ninefold classification of Yoga apart from the 
various degrees of intensity of the means of Yoga practice. 
Further, the word "satp.vega" does not mean " va.iragya" 
etymologically ( Y oga-viirttika, I. 20). 

We have just seen that sraddha, etc., are the means of 
attaining Yoga, but we have not discussed what purificatory 
actions an ordinary man must perform in order to attain srad
dhi, from which the other requisites are derived. Of course 
these purificatory actions are not the same for all, since they 
must necessarily depend upon the conditions of purity or DR
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impurity of each mind.; thus a person already in an advanced 
state, may not need to perform those purificatory actions nec
essary for a man in a lower state. We have just said that Yogins 
are of nine kinds, according to the strength of their mental 
acquirements-sraddhii., etc.-the requisite means of Yoga 
and the degree of rapidity with which they may be applied. 
Neglecting division by strength or quickness of application 
along with these mental requirements, we may again divide 
Yogins again into three kinds: (1) Those who have the best 
mental equipment. (2) Those who are mediocres. (3) Those 
who have low mental equipment. 

In the first chapter of Yoga aphorisms, it has been stated 
that abhyasa, the application of the mental acquirements of 
sraddha, etc., and vairiigya, the consequent cessation of the 
mind from objects of distraction, lead to the extinction of all 
our mental states and to final release. When a man is well 
developed, he may rest content with his mental actions alone, 
in his abhyiisa and vairagya, in his dhiiraQ.a (concentration), 
dhyii.na (meditation), and samiidhi (trance), which may be 
called the jfiii.nayoga. But it is easy to see that this jfianayoga 
requires very high mental powers and thus is not within easy 
reach of ordinary persons. Ordinary persons whose minds are 
full of impurities, must pass through a certain course of 
purificatory actions before they can hope to obtain those 
mental acquirements by which they can hope to follow the 
course of jfianayoga with facility. 

These actions, which remove the impurities of the mind, 
and thus gradually increase the lustre of knowledge, until the 
final state of supreme knowledge is acquired, are called 
kriyayoga. They are also called yogangas, as they help the 
maturity of the Yoga process by gradually increasing the 
lustre of knowledge. They represent the means by which 
even an ordinary mind (vikskiptacitta) may gradually purify 
itself and become fit for the highest ideals of Yoga. Thus the DR
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Bkashya says : "By the sustained practice of these yogangas 
or accessories of Yoga is destroyed the fivefold unreal 
cognition (avidyii), which is of the nature of impurity. Destruc
tion means here disappearance ; thus when that is destroyed, 
real knowledge is manifested. As the means of achievement 
are practised more and more, so is the impurity more and more 
attenuated. And as more and more of it is destroyed, so does 
the light of wisdom go on increasing more and more. This 
process reaches its culmination in discriminative knowledge, 
which is knowledge of the nature of purusha and the gu:r;1as. 
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CHAPTER XII 

THE YOGANGAS 

Now the assertion that these actions are the causes of the 
attainment of salvation brings up the question of the exact 
natures of their operation with regard to this supreme attain
ment. Bhashyakara says with respect to this that they are the 
causes of the separation of the impurities of the mind just as an 
axe is the cause of the splitting of a piece of wood ; and again 
they are the causes of the attainment of the supreme know
ledge just as dharma is the cause of happiness. It must be 
remembered that according to the Yoga theory causation is 
viewed as mere transformation of energy ; the operation of 
concomitant causes only removes obstacles impeding the 
progress of these transformations in a. particular direction ; no 
cause can of itself produce any effect, and the only way in 
which it can help the production of an effect into which the 
causal state passes out of its own immanent energy by the 
principles of conservation and transformation of energy, is by 
removing the intervening obstacles. Thus just as the passage 
of citta into a happy state is helped by dharma removing 
the intervening obstacles, so also the passage of the citta into 
the state of attainment of true knowledge is helped by the 
removal of obstructions due to the performance of the 
yogangas; the necessary obstructions being removed, the 
citta passes naturally of itself into this infinite state of 
attainment of true knowledge, in which all finitude is 
merged. 
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In connection with this, Vyiisa mentions nine kinds of 
operation of causes: (1) cause of birth; (2) of preservation; 
(3) of manifestation; (4) of modification; (5) knowledge of a 
premise leading to a deduction; (6) of otherness; (7) of 
separation; (8) of attainment; (9) of upholding (Vyiisa
bhiishya, II. 28.) 

The principle of conservation of energy and transforma
tion of energy being the root idea of causation in this system, 
these different aspects represent the different points of view 
in which the word causation is generally used. 

Thus, the first aspect as the cause of birth or production 
is seen when knowledge springs from manas which renders 
indefinite cognition definite so that mind is called the cause of 
the birth of knowledge. Here mind is the material cause 
(upiidiina kiiratJ,a) of the production of knowledge, for know
ledge is nothing but manas with its particular modifications as 
states ( Yoga-viirttika, II. 18). The difierence of these positive 
cause from iiptikiiratJ,a, which operates only in a negative way 
and helps production, in an indirect way by the removal of 
obstacles, is quite manifest. The sthitikiiratJ,a or cause 
through which things are preserved as they are, is the end 
they serve; thus the serviceability of purusha is the cause of 
the existence and preservation of the mind as it is, and not 
only of mind but of all our phenomenal experiences. 

The third cause of the abhivyaktikiiratJ,a or manifestation 
which is compared to a lamp which manifests things before 
our view is an epistemological cause, and as such includes all 
sense activity in connection with material objects which 
produce cognition. 

Then come the fourth and the fifth causes, vikira (change) 
and pratyaya (inseparable connection); thus the cause of 
change (vikiira) is exemplified as that which causes a change; 
thus the manas suffers a change by the objects presented to it, 
just as bile changes and digests the food that is eaten ; the DR
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134 OPERATION OF THE YOGANGAS 

cause of pratyaya *is that in which from inseparable connection, 
with the knowledge of the premise (e.g. there is smoke in the 
hill) we can also have inferential knowledge of the other (e.g. 
there is fire in the hill). The sixth cause as otherness (anyatva) 
is that which effects changes of form as that brought about by 
a goldsmith in gold when he makes a bangle from it, and then 
again a necklace, is regarded as differing from the change 
spoken of as vikara. Now the difference between the gold 
being turned into bangles or necklaces and the raw rice being 
turned into soft rice is this, that in the former case when 
bangles are made out of gold, the gold remains the same in 
each case, whereas in the case of the production of cooked 
rice from raw by fire, the case is different, for heat changes 
paddy in a far more definite way ; goldsmith and heat 
are both indeed efficient causes, but the former only effects 
mechanical changes of shape and form, whereas the latter 
is the cause of structural and chemical changes. Of course 
these are only examples from the physical world, their causal 
operations in the mental sphere varying in a corresponding 
manner ; thus the change produced in the mind by the 
presentation of different objects, follows a law which is the 
same as is found in the physical world, when the same object 
causes different kinds of feelings in different persons ; when 
ignorance causes forgetfulness in a thing, anger makes it 
painful and desire makes it pleasurable, but knowledge of its 
true reality produces indifference ; there is thus the same kind 
of causal change as is found in the external world. Next 
for consideration is the cause of separation (viyoga) which is 
only a negative aspect of the positive side of the causes of 
transformations, as in the gradual extinction of impurities, 
consequent upon the transformation of the citta towards the 
attainment of the supreme state of absolute independence 

• Pratyaya ill explained in Y oga·vltrltika, II. 28, u &ampratyaga or 
pr4m4ttgallilcaya. DR
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through. discriminative knowledge. The last cause for con
sideration is that of upholding (dhrti) ; thus the body upholds 
the senses and supports them for the actualisation of their 
activities in the body, just as the five gross elements are the 
upholding causes of organic bodies ; the bodies of animals, 
men, etc., also employ one another for mutual support. Thus 
the human body lives by eating the bodies of many animals; 
the bodies of tigers, etc., live on the bodies of men and other 
animals ; many animals live on the bodies of plants, etc. 
(Tattvavaisaradi, II. 28). The four kinds of causes mentioned 
in Sailkara's works and grammatical commentaries like that 
of Sushe:r;ta, viz. : utpadya, vikaryya, apya and sa:rp.skii.ryya, 
are all included within the nine causes contained mentioned by 
Vyasa. 

The yogaligas not only remove the impurities of the mind 
but help it further by removing obstacles in the way of attain
ing the highest perfection of discriminative knowledge. Thus 
they are the causes in a double sense (1) of the dissociation of 
impurities (viyogakiiratta); (2) of removing obstacles which 
impede the course of the mind in attaining the highest develop
ment (iiptikiiratJ,a). 

Coming now to the yogii.ilgas, we enumerate them thus :
restraint, observance, posture, regulation of breath, abstrac
tion, concentration, meditation and trance : these are the 
e~ ~ccessories of Yoga.. 

It must be remembered that a.bhyii.sa and vairii.gya and 
also the five means of attaining Yoga, viz. : sraddhii., viryya, 
etc., which are not different from abhyasa and vairagya, are 
by their very nature included within the yogaligas mentioned 
above, and are not to be considered as independent means 
different from them. The parikarmas or embellishments of 
the mind spoken of in the first chapter, with which we shall 
deal later on, are also included under the three yogailgas 
dhii.ral}.a, dhyana and samadhi. The five means 8raddha, DR
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viryya, smrti, samadhi and prajfia are said to be included 
under asceticism (tapa?t) studies (svadhyiiya) and devotion to 
God of the niyamas and vairagya in contentment. 

In order to understand these better, we will first give the 
definitions of the yogii.ilgas and then discuss them and 
ascertain their relative values for a man striving to attain the 
highest perfection of Yoga. 

I. Yama (restraint). These yama restraints are: abstin
ence from injury (aliJllsa); veracity; abstinence from theft; 
continence; abstinence from avarice. 

II. Niyama (observances). These observances are cleanli
ness, contentment, purificatory action, study and the making 
of God the motive of all action. 

III. Asanas (posture). Steady posture and easy position 
are regarded as an aid to breath control. 

IV. Regulation of breath (pral}.ayama) is the stoppage of 
the inspiratory and expiratory movements (of breath) which 
may be practised when steadiness of posture has been secured. 

V. Pratyahara (abstraction). With the control of the mind 
all the senses become controlled and the senses imitate as it 
were the vacant state of the mind. Abstraction is that by 
which the senses do not come in contact with their objects 
and follow as it were the nature of the mind. 

VI. Dharal}.a (concentration). Concentration is the stead
fastness of the mind applied to a particular object. 

VII. Dhyana (mediation). The continuation there of the 
mental effort by continually repeating the object is meditation 
(dhyana). 

VIII. Samadhi (trance contemplation). The same as above 
when shining with the light of the object a'rone, and devoid as 
it were of itself, is trance. In this state the mind becomes one 
with its object and there is no difference between the knower 
and the known. 

These are the eight yogailgas which a Yogin must adopt for DR
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his higher realisation. Of these again we see that some have 
the mental side more predominant, while others are mostly 
to be actualised in exterior action. DhiiraJ;J.ii, dhyiina and 
samadhi, which are purely of the samprajiiata type, and also 
the prii.J;J.iiyiima and pratyiihara, which are accessories to them, 
serve to cleanse the mind of impurities and make it steady, and 
can therefore be assimilated with the parikarmas mentioned 
in Book I. Siitras 34-39. These samadhis of the sampraji'iata 
type, of course, only serve to steady the mind and to assist 
attaining discriminative knowledge.+',. 

In this connection, it will be well to mention the remaining 
aids for cleansing the mind as mentioned in Yoga-siltra I., 
viz. the cultivation of the habits of friendliness, compassion, 
complacency and indifference towards happiness, misery, 
virtue and vice. 

This means that we arc to cultivate the habit of friendliness 
towards those who are happy, which will remove all jealous 
feelings and purify the mind. We must cultivate the habit 
of compassion towards those who are suffering pain ; when 
the mind shows compassion (which means that it wishes to 
remove the miseries of others as if they were his own) it 
becomes cleansed of the stain of desire to do injury to 
others, for compassion is only another name for sympathy 
which naturally identifies the compassionate one with the 
objects of his sympathy. Next comes the habit of com
placency, which one should diligently cultivate, for it leads 
to pleasure in virtuous deeds. This removes the stain of envy 
from the mind. Next comes the habit of indifference, which 
we should acquire towards vice in vicious persons. We should 
acquire the habit of remaining indiffe:rent where we cannot 
sympathise ; we should not on any account get angry with 
the wicked or with those with whom sympathy is not possible. 
This will remove the stain of anger. It will be clearly seen 
here that maitri, karuJ;J.ii, mudita and upekshii. are only DR
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different aspects of universal sympathy, which should remove 
all perversities in our nature and unite us with our fellow
beings. This is the positive aspect of the mind with reference 
to abstinence from injuring ahi:rp.sa (mentioned under yamas), 
which will cleanse the mind and make it fit for the applica
tion of means of sraddha, etc. For unless the mind is pure, 
there is no scope for the app1ication of the means of making 
it steady. These are the mental endeavours to cleanse the 
mind and to make it fit for the proper manifestation of 
sraddha, etc., and for steadying it with a view to attaining 
true discriminative knowledge. 

Again of the parikarmas by dharaJ)a, dhyana, and sa:rp.
prajnata samadhi and the habit of sympathy as mani
fested in ma.itri, karm;ta, etc., the former is a more advanced 
state of the extinction of impurities than the latter. 

But it is easy to see that ordinary minds can never com
mence with these practices. They are naturally so im
pure that the positive universal sympathy as manifested 
in maitri, etc., by which turbidity of mind is removed, 
is too difficult. It is also difficult for them to keep the 
mind steady on an object as in dharana, dhyana, and 
samadhi, for only those in advanced stages can succeed 
in this. For ordinary people, therefore, some course of 
conduct must be discovered by which they can purify their 
minds and elevate them to such an extent that they may be 
in a position to avail themselves of the mental parikarmas or 
purifications just mentioned. Our minds become steady in 
proportion as their impurities are cleansed. The cleansing 
of impurities only represents the negative aspect of the 
positive side of making the mind steady. The grosser impuri
ties being removed, finer ones remain, and these are removed 
by the mental parikarmas, supplemented by abhyasa or by 
sraddhii., etc. As the impurities are gradually more and more 
attenuated, the last germs of impurity are destroyed by the DR
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force of dhyana or the habit of nirodha samadhi, and kaivalya 
is attained. 

We now deal with yamas, by which the gross impurities 
of ordinary minds are removed. They are, as we have said 
before, non-injury, truthfulness, non-stealing, continence, and 
non-covetousness ; of these non-injury is given such a high 
place that it is regarded as the root of the other yamas ; 
truthfulness, non-stealing, continence, non-covetousness and 
the other niyamas mentioned previously only serve to make 
the non-injury perfect. We have seen before that maitri, 
karul}.a, muditii. and upeksha serve to strengthen the non
injury since they are only its positive aspects, but we see now 
that not only they but other yamas and also the other niya.mas, 
purity, contentment, asceticism, studies and devotion to 
God, only serve to make non-injury more and more perfect. 
This non-injury when it is performed without being limited 
or restricted in any way by caste, country, time and circum
stances, and is always adhered to, is called ma.havrata. or 
the great duty of abstinence from injury. It is sometimes 
limited to castes, as for example injury inflicted by a fisher
man, and in this case it is called anuvrata or restricteC. ahilp.sa 
of ordinary men as opposed to universal ahiq1sa of the Y ogins 
called mahavrata; the same non-injury is limited by locality, 
as in the case of a man who says to himself, "I shall not 
cause injury at a sacred place " ; or by time, when a person 
says to hilllilelf, "I shall not cause injury on the sacred day of 
Caturdasi " ; or by circumstances, as when a man says to 
hilllilelf, " I shall cause injury for the sake of gods and Brah
mans only " ; or when injury is caused by warriors in the 
battle-field alone and nowhere else. This restricted ahilp.sii. 
is only for ordinary men who cannot follow the Yogin's 
universal Ia w of ahilp.sa. 

Ahirpsa is a great universal duty which a man should 
impose on hilllilelf in all conditions of life, everywhere, and DR
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at all times without restricting or qualifying it with any 
limitation whatsoever. In Mahabhiirata Mokshadharmiid
hyiiya it is said that the Sa:rp.khya lays stress upon non
injury, whereas the Yoga lays stress upon samadhi; but 
here we see that Yoga also holds that ahilpsa should be the 
greatest ethical motive for all our conduct. It is by ahhpsa 
alone that we can make ourselves fit for the higher type of 
samadhi. All other virtues of truthfulness, non-stealing only 
serve to make non-injury more and more perfect. It is not, 
however, easy to say whether the Sa:rpkhyists attached so 
much importance to non-injury that they believed it to lead 
to samadhi directly without the intermediate stages of 
samadhi. We see, however, that the Yoga also attaches great 
importance to it and holds that a man should refrain from all 
external acts ; for however good they may be they can
not be such as not to lead to some kind of injury or 
hi:rpsa towards beings, for external actions can never be 
performed without doing some harm to others. We have seen 
that from this point of view Yoga holds that the only pure 
works (suklakarma) are those mental works of good thoughts 
in which perfection of ahirpsa is attained. With the growth 
of good works (suklakarma) and the perfect realisation of 
non-injury the mind naturally passes into the state in which 
its actions are neither good (sukla) nor bad (asukla); and 
this state is immediately followed by that of kaivalya. 

Veracity consists in word and thought being in accordance 
with facts. Speech and mind correspond to what has been 
seen, heard and inferred. Speech is for the purpose of trans
ferring knowledge to another. It is always to be employed 
for the good of others and not for their injury ; for it should 
not be defective as in the case of Yudhishthira, where his 
motive was bad.* If it prove to be injuriouS to living beings, 

• Yudhishthira. led fa.lsely Drol.)& to believe tha.t the latter's son waa 
dead by ina.udibly muttering that it wa.a only an elephant having the 
same name as that of hie son that had died. DR
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even though uttered as truth, it is not truth; it is sin only. 
Though outwardly such a truthful course may be considered 
virtuous, yet since by his truth he has caused injury to another 
person, he has in reality violated the true standard of non
injury (ahirp,sa). Therefore let everyone first examine well and 
then utter truth for the benefit of all living beings. All truths 
should be tested by the canon of non-injury (ahirp,sii). 

Asteya is the virtue of abstaining from stealing. Theft is 
making one's own unlawfully things that belong to others. 
Abstinence from theft consists in the absence of the desire 
thereof. 

Brahmacaryya (continence) is the restraint of the generative 
organ and the thorough control of sexual tendencies. 

Aparigraha is want of avariciousness, the non-appropriation 
of things not one's own; this is attained on seeing the defects 
of attachment and of the injury caused by the obtaining, 
preservation and destruction of objects of sense. 

If, in performing the great duty of non-injury and the other 
virtues auxiliary to it, a man be troubled by thoughts of sin, 
he should try to remove sinful ideas by habituating himself to 
those which are contrary to them. Thus if the old habit of 
sins opposed to virtues tend to drive him along the wrong 
path, he should in order to banish them entertain ideas such as 
the following:-" Being burnt up as I am in the fires of the 
world, I have taken refuge in the practice of Yoga which gives 
protection to all living beings. Were I to resume the sins 
which I have abandoned, I should certainly be behaving like 
a dog, which eats its own vomit. As the dog takes up his own 
vomit, so should I be acting if I were to take up again what I 
have once given up." This is called the practice of pratipaksha 
bhavan, meditating on the opposites of the temptations. 

A classification of sins of non-injury, etc., may be made 
according as they are actually done, or caused to be done, or 
permitted to be done ; and these again may be further divided DR
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according as they are preceded by desire, anger or ignorance ; 
these are again mild, middling or intense. Thus we see that 
there may be twenty-seven kinds of such sins. Mild, middling 
and intense are each again threefold, mild-mild, mild-middling 
and mild-intense; middling-mild, middling-middling and 
middling-intense ; also intense-mild, intense-middling and 
intense-intense. Thus there are eighty-one kinds of sins. But 
they become infinite on account of rules of restriction, option 
and conjunction. 

The contrary tendency consists in the notion that these 
immoral tendencies cause an infinity of pains and untrue 
knowledge. Pain and unwisdom are the unending fruits of 
these immoral tendencies, and in this idea lies the power which 
produces the habit of giving a contrary trend to our thoughts. 

These yamas, together with the niyamas about to be 
described, are called kriyayoga, by the performance of which 
men become fit to rise gradually to the state of jiianayoga by 
samadhi and to attain kaivalya. This course thus represents 
the first stage with which ordinary people should begin their 
Yoga work. 

Those more advanced, who naturally possess the virtues 
mentioned in Yama, have no need of beginning here. 

Thus it is said that some may begin with the niyamas, 
asceticism, svadhyaya and devotion to God ; it is for this 
reason that, though mentioned under the niyamas, they are 
also specially selected and spoken of as the kriyayoga in the 
very first rule of the second Book. Asceticism means the 
strength of remaining unchanged in changes like that of heat 
and cold, hunger and thirst, standing and sitting, absence of 
speech and absence of all indications by gesture, etc. 

Svadhyaya means the study of philosophy and repetition of 
tl_le syllable "Aum." 

This Isva.rapral',l.idhana (devotion to God) is different from 
the lsvarapral',l.idhina mentioned in Y oga-sUtra, I. 23, where it DR
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meant love, homage and adoration of God, by virtue of which 
God by His grace makes samadhi easy for the Yogin. 

Here it is a kind of kriyayoga, and hence it means the 
bestowal of all our actions upon the Great Teacher, God, i.e. 
to work, not for one's own self but for God, so that a man 
desists from all desires for fruit therefrom. 

When these are duly performed, the affiictions become 
gradually attenuated and trance is brought about. The 
affiictions thus attenuated become characterised by unpro
ductiveness, and when their seed-power has, as it were, been 
burnt up by the fire of high intellection and the mind 
untouched by affiictions realises the distinct natures of 
purusha and sa.ttva, it naturally returns to its own primal 
cause prak:rti and kaivalya is attained. 

Those who are already far advanced do not require even 
this kriyayoga, as their affiictions are already in an attenuated 
state and their minds in a fit condition to adapt themselves 
to samadhi; they can therefore begin at once with jfianayoga. 
So in the first chapter it is with respect to these advanced men 
that it is said that kaivalya can be attained by abhyasa and 
vairagya, without adopting the kriyayoga ( Y oga-varttika, II. 2} 
kriyayogas. Only Ba.uca and santosha now remain to be 
spoken of. Sauca means cleanliness of body and mind. 
Cleanliness of body is brought about by water, cleanliness of 
mind by removal of the mental impurities of pride, jealousy 
and vanity. 

Santosha (contentment} is the absence of desire to possess 
more than is necessary for the preservation of one's life. It 
should be added that this is the natural result of ceasing to 
desire to appropriate the property of others. 

At the close of this section on the yamas and niyamas, it 
is best to note their difference, which lies principally in this 
that the former are the negative virtues, whereas the latter are 
positive. The former can, and therefore must, be practised at DR
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all stages of Yoga, whereas the latter being positive are attain
able only by distinct growth of mind through Yoga. The 
virtues of non-injury, truthfulness, sex-restraint, etc., should 
be adhered to at all stages of the Yoga practice. They are 
indispensable for steadying the mind. 

It is said that in the presence of a person who has acquired 
steadiness in ahirp.sa all animals give up their habits of enmity ; 
when a person becomes steady in truthfulness, whatever he says 
becomes fulfilled. When a person becomes steady in asteya 
(absence of theft) all jewels from all quarters approach him. 

Continence being confirmed, vigour is obtained. Non
covetousness being confirmed, knowledge of the causes of 
births is attained. By steadiness of cleanliness, disinclination 
to this body and cessation of desire for other bodies is 
obtained. 

When the mind attains internal sauca, or cleanliness of 
mind, his sattva becomes pure, and he acquires highminded
ness, one-pointedness, control of the senses and fitness for the 
knowledge of self. By the steadiness of contentment comes 
the acquisition of extreme happiness. By steadiness of 
asceticism the impurities of this body are removed, and 
from that come miraculous powers of endurance of the body 
and also miraculous powers of the sense, viz. clairaudience 
and thought-reading from a distance. By steadiness of 
studies the gods, the :rshis and the siddhas become visible. 
When Isvara is made the motive of all actions, trance is 
attained. By this the Yogin knows all that he wants to know, 
just as it is in reality, whether in another place, another body 
or another time. His intellect knows everything as it is. 

It should not, however, be said, says Vacaspati, that 
inasmuch as the samprajfiata is attained by making Isvara 
the motive of all actions, the remaining seven yogailgas are 
useless. For the yogailgas are useful in the attainment of that 
mental mood which devotes all actions to the pU.rposes of DR
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Isvara. They are also useful in the attainment of sarp.prajii.ata 
samiidhi by separate kinds of collocations, and samadhi 
also leads to the fruition of sarp.prajii.ata, but though this 
meditation on isvara is itself a species of Isvarapra:Q.idhii.na, 
samprajii.ata Yoga is a yet more direct means. As to the 
relation of lsvarapral).idhii.na with the other ail.gas of Yoga, 
Bhikshu writes :-It cannot be asked what is the use of the 
other disciplinary practices of the Yoga since Yoga can be 
attained by meditation on lsvara, for meditation on Isvara 
only removes ignorance. The other accessories bring about 
samadhi by their own specific modes of operation. Moreover, 
it is by help of meditation on Isvara that one succeeds in 
bringing about samadhi, through the performance of all the 
accessories of Yoga ; so the accessories of Yoga cannot be 
regarded as unnecesflary ; for it is the accessories which 
produce dhara:Q.a, dhyana and samadhi, through meditation 
on God, and thereby salvation; devotion to God brings in His 
grace and through it the yogail.gas can be duly performed. So 
though devotion to God may be considered as the direct cause, 
it cannot be denied that the due performance of the yogail.gas 
is to be considered as the indirect cause. 

Asanas are secured when the natural involuntary move
ments cease, and this may be efiected by concentrating 
the mind on the mythological snake which quietly bears the 
burden of the earth on its head. Thus posture becomes 
perfect and efiort to that end ceases, so that there is no move
ment of the body ; or the mind is transformed into the infinite, 
which makes the idea of infinity its own and then brings about 
the perfection of posture. When posture has once been 
mastered there is no disturbance through the contraries of 
heat and cold, etc. 

After having secured stability in the Asanas the pril).ayamas 
should be attempted. The pause that comes after a deep 
inhalation and that after a deep exhalation are each called a DR
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pral}.ayama; the first is external, the second internal. There 
is, however, a third mode, by means of which, since the lungs 
are neither too much dilated nor too much contracted, total 
restraint is obtained; cessation of both these motions takes 
place by a single effort, just as water thrown on a heated stone 
shrivels up on all sides. 

These can be regulated by calculating the strength of 
inhalation and exhalation through space, time or number. 
Thus as the breathing becomes slower, the space that it 
occupies also becomes smaller and smaller. Space again is of 
two kinds, internal and external. At the time of inhalation, 
the breath occupies internal space, which can be felt even in the 
soles of hand and feet, like the slight touch of an ant. To try 
tJ feel this touch along with deep inhalation serves to lengthen 
the period of cessation of breathing. External space is the 
distance from the tip of the nose to the remotest point at 
which breath when inhaled can be felt, by the palm of the 
hand, or by the movement of any light substance like cotton, 
etc., placed there. Just as the breathing becomes slower and 
slower, the distances traversed by it also becomes smaller 
and smaller. Regulations by time is seen when the 
attention is fixed upon the time taken up in breathing by 
moments, a moment (kshatJ,a) is the fourth part of the 
iowinkling of the eye. Regulation by time thus means the fact 
of our calculating the strength of the pral}.ayama the moments 
or kshal}.as spent in the acts of inspiration, pause and respira
tion. These pra:g.ayamas can also be measured by the number 
of moments in the normal duration of breaths. The time 
taken by the respiration and expiration of a healthy man is the 
same as that measured by snapping the fingers after turning 
the hand thrice over the knee and is the measure of duration of 
normal breath ; the first attempt or udghata called mild is 
measured by thirty-six such matras or measures; when doubled 
it is the second udghata called middling; when trebled it is the DR
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third udghata called intense. Gradually the Yogin acquires 
the practice of pral).ayama of long duration, by daily practice 
increasing in succession from a day, a fortnight, a month, etc. 
Of course he proceeds first by mastering the first udghii.ta, then 
the second, and so on until the duration increases up to a day, 
a fortnight, a month as stated. There is also a fourth kind of 
pral).ayama transcending all these stages of unsteady practice, 
when the Yogin is steady in his cessation of breath. It must 
be remembered, however, that while the pral).ayamas are being 
practised, the mind must be fixed by dhyana and dhara1,1a to 
some object external or internal, without which these will be of 
no availfor the true object of Yoga. By the practice of pral).a
yama, mind becomes fit for concentration as described in the 
sutra I. 34, where it is said that steadiness is acquired by 
pral).ayama in the same way as concentration, as we also find 
in the sUtra II. 53. 

When the senses are restrained from their external objects 
by pra.tyahii.ra we have what is called pratyahara, by which 
the mind remains as if in its own nature, being altogether 
identified with the object of inner concentration or contempla
tion ; and thus when the citta is again suppressed, the senses, 
which have already ceased coming into contact with other 
objects and become submerged in the citta, also cease along 
with it. Dharal).a is the concentration of citta on a particular 
place, which is so very necessary at the time of prii.1,1ayamas 
mentioned before. The mind may thus be held steadfast in 
such places as the sphere of the navel, the lotus of the heart, 
the light in the brain, the forepart of the nose, the forepart of 
the tongue, and such like parts of the body. 

Dhyana is the continuance or changing flow of the mental 
effort in the object of dhara1,1a unmediated by any other break 
of conscious states. 

Samadhi, or trance-contemplation, results when by deep 
concentration mind becomes transformed into the shape of the DR
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object of contemplation. By pratyahara or power of abstrac
tion, mind desists from all other objects, except the one on 
which it is intended that it should be centred; the Yogin, as 
he thus abstracts his mind, should also try to fix it upon some 
internal or external object, which is called dharal).a; it must 
also be noticed that to acquire the habit of dharal).a and in 
order to inhibit the abstraction arising from shakiness and 
unsteadiness of the body, it is necessary to practise steadfast 
posture and to cultivate the pra:Q.ii.yama. So too for the 
purpose of inhibiting distractions arising from breathing. 
Again, before a man can hope to attain steadfastness in these, 
he must desist from any conduct opposed to the yamas, and 
also acquire the mental virtues stated in the niyamas, and 
thus secure himself against any intrusion of distractions arising 
from his mental passions. These are the indirect and remote 
conditions which qualify a person for attaining dhara:Q.ii., 
dhyana, and samadhi. A man who through his good deeds or 
by the grace of God is already so much advanced that he is 
naturally above all such distractions, for the removal of which 
it is necessary to practise the yamas, the niyamas, the asanas, 
the prii.:Q.ii.yama and pratyahara, may at once begin with 
dhara:Q.a; dhara:Q.ii. we have seen means concentration, with 
the advancement of which the mind becomes steady in 
repeating the object of its concentration, i.e. thinking of that 
thing alone and no other thing ; thus we see that with the 
practice of this state called dhyana, or meditation, in which 
the mind flows steadily in that one state without any inter
ruption, gradually even the conscious flow of this activity 
ceases and the mind, transformed into the shape of the object 
under concentration, becomes steady therein. We see there
fore that samii.dhi is the consummation of that process which 
begins in dhii.ral).ii. or concentration. These three, dhii.ral).ii., 
dhyii.na and samadhi, represent the three stages of the same 
process of which the last one is the perfection ; and these three DR
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are together technically called sarp.yama, which directly leads 
to and is immediately followed by the samprajiiii.ta state, 
whereas the other five yogailgas are only its indirect or remote 
causes. These three are, however, not essential for the asam
prajiiata state, for a person who is very far advanced, or one 
who is the special object of God's grace, may pass at once by 
intense vairagya and abhyasa into the nirodha state or state of 
suppression. 

As the knowledge of samadhi gradually dawns through 
the possession of sarp.yama, so is the sarp.yama gradually 
strengthened. For this sarp.yama also rises higher and higher 
with the dawning of prajiialoka or light of samadhi knowledge. 
This is the beginning, for here the mind can hold sarp.yama or 
concentrate and become one with a gross object together with 
its name, etc., which is called the savitarka. state; the next 
plane or stage of sarp.yam.a. is that where the mind becomes one 
with the object of its meditation, without any consciousness 
of its name, etc. Next come the other two stages called 
savicara and nirvicara. when the mind is fixed on subtle 
substances, as we shall see later on. 
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CHAPTER XIII 

STAGES OF SAMADHI 

8A¥PRAJNATA samiidhi (absorptive concentration in an object) 
may be divided into four classes,savitarka,nirvitarka, saviciira 
and nirviciira. 

To comprehend its scope we must first of all understand the 
relation between a thing, its concept, and the particular name 
with which the concept or thing is associated. It is easy to 
see that the thing (artha), the concept (jnana), and the name 
(sabda) are quite distinct. But still, by force of association, 
the word or name stands both for the thing and its concept ; 
the function of mind, by virtue of which despite this unreality 
or want of their having any real identity of connection they 
seem to be so much associated that the name cannot be 
differentiated from the thing or its idea, is called vikalpa. 

Now that state of samiidhi in which the mind seems to 
become one with the thing, together with its name and 
concept, is the lowest stage of samiidhi called savitarka; it is 
the lowest stage, because here the gross object does not appear 
to the mind in its true reality, but only in the false illusory way 
in which it appears associated with the concept and the name 
in ordinary life. This state does not differ from ordinary 
conceptual states, in which the particular thing is not only 
associated with the concepts and their names, but also with 
other concepts and their various relations; thus a cow will 
not only appear before the mind with its concept and name, 
but also along with other relations and thoughts associated 
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with cows, as for example-" This is a cow, it belongs to so 
and so, it has so many hairs on its body, and so forth." This 
state is therefore the first stage of samadhi, in which the mind 
has not become steady and is not as yet beyond the range of 
our ordinary consciousness. 

The nirvitarka stage arises from this when the mind by its 
steadiness can become one with its object, divested of all other 
associations of name and concept, so that it is in direct touch 
with the reality of the thing, uncontaminated by associations. 
The thing in this state does not appear to be an object of my 
consciousness, but my consciousness becoming divested of all 
"I" or "mine," becomes one with the object itself; so that 
there is no such notion here as " I know this," but the mind 
becomes one with the thing, so that the notion of subject and 
object drops off and the result is the one steady transformation 
of the mind into the object of its contemplation. This state 
brings home to us real knowledge of the thing, divested from 
other false and illusory associations, which far from explaining 
the real nature of the object, serves only to hide it. This 
samadhi knowledge or prajiia is called nirvitarka. The objects 
of this state may be the gross material objer.ts and the 
senses. 

Now this state is followed by the state of savicara prajiia, 
which dawns when the mind neglecting the grossness of the 
object sinks deeper and deeper into its finer constituents ; 
the appearance of the thing in its grosser aspects drops off 
and the mind having sunk deep, centres in and identifies itself 
with the subtle tanmatras, which are the constituents of the 
atoms, as a conglomeration of which the object appeared before 
our eyes in the nirvitarka state. Thus when the mind, after 
identifying itself with the sun in its true aspect as pure light, 
tends to settle on a still finer state of it, either by making the 
senses so steady that the outward appearance vanishes, or by 
seeking finer and finer stages than the grosser manifestation of DR
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light as such, it apprehends the tanmatric state of the light 
and knows it as such, and we have what is called the savicara 
stage. It has great similarities with the savitarka stage, while 
its differences from that stage spring from the fact that here 
the object is the tanmatra and not the gross bhiita. The mind 
in this stage holding communion with the riipa tanmatra, for 
example, is not coloured variously as red, blue, etc., as in the 
l!lavitarka communion with gross light, for the tanmatric light 
or light potential has no such varieties as different kinds of 
colour, etc., so that there are also no such different kinds of 
feeling of pleasure or pain as arise from the manifold varieties 
of ordinary light. This is a state of feelingless representa
tion of one uniform tanmatric state, when the object appears 
as a conglomeration of tanmatras of riipa, rasa or gandha, as 
the case might be. This state,however,is not indeterminate, as 
the nirvitarka stage, for this tanmatric conception is associated 
with the notions of time, space and causality, for the mind 
here feels that it sees those tanmatras which are in such a 
subtle state that they are not associated with pleasures and 
pains. They are also endowed with causality in such a way 
that from them and their particular collocations originate the 
atoms. 

It must be noted here that the subtle objects of concentra
tion in this stage are not the tanmatras alone, but also other 
subtle substances including the ego, the buddhi and the 
pralqti. 

But when the mind acquires the complete habit of this 
state in which it becomes identified with these fine objects
the tanmatras-etc., then all conceptual notions of the 
associations of time, space, casuality, etc., spoken of in the 
savicara and the savitarka state vanish away and it becomes 
one with the fine object of its communion. These two kinds 
of prajiia, savicara and nirvicara, arising from communion with 
the fine tanmatras, have been collocated under one name WI DR
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vicaranugata. But when the object of communion is the 
senses, the samadhi is called anandanugata, and when the 
object of communion is the subtle cause the ego (asmita), the 
samadhi is known as asmitanugata. 

There is a difference of opinion regarding the object of the 
last two varieties of samadhi, viz. anandanugata and asmi
tanugata, and also about the general scheme of division of the 
samadhis. Vacaspati thinks that Yoga-sutra I. 41 suggests the 
interpretation that the samprajiiata samadhis may be divided 
into three different classes according as their objects of 
concentration belong to one or other of the three different 
planes of grahya (external objects), graha1;1a (the senses) and 
grahit:r (the ego). So he refers vitarka and vicara to the plane 
of grahya (physical objects and tanmatras), anandanugata to 
the plane of graha1;1a (the senses) and asmitanugata to the plane 
of graJ!it:r. Bhikshu, however, disapproves of such an inter
pretation. He holds that in anandanugata the object of 
concentration is bliss (iinanda) and not the senses. When the 
Yogin rises to the vicariinugata stage there is a great flow of 
sattva which produces bliss, and at this the mind becomes one 
with this ananda or bliss, and this samadhi is therefore called 
anandanugata. Bhikshu does not think that in asmitanugata 
samadhi the object of concentration is the ego. He thinks 
that in this stage the object of concentration is the concept of 
self (kevalapurushakara sa'1p-vit) which has only the form of ego 
or "I" (asmityetavanmatrakaratvailasmita). 

Again according to Vacaspati in addition to the four varieties 
of savitarka, nirvitarka, savicara and nirvicara there are two 
varieties of ana.ndanugata as sananda and nirananda and two 
varieties of asmitanugata as sasmita. and nirasmita. This 
gives us eight different kinds of samadhi. With Bhikshu there 
are only six kinds of samadhi, for he admits only one variety 
as anandanugata and one variety as asmitanugata. Bhikshu's 
classification of samadhis is given below in a tabular form (see DR
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Vicaspati's Tattvavaisaradi and Yoga-varttika, I. 17, 41, 42, 
43, 44). 

samprajflata 8&madhi 

I I 
sthfi.lavishayaka 
(vitarkanuga.ta) 

sa.madhi 

siikshma visha.yaka. 

I I ananda 

I 
I 

asmita 
or purush~ 1. sa.vitarka 

(with associations 
of name and con
cept of the object) 

2. nirvitarka 
(without associ· 
tion of name) 5. (anandanugata) 6. (a.smitanuga.ta) 

tanmatra 
vicaranugata 

aamadhi 
I 

I 
8. sa vicars. '. nirvicara. 

(with association of (without associ&· 
name and concept tion of name, etc.) 
of the tanmatras) 

Through the nirvicara state our minds become altogether 
purified and there springs the prajfia or knowledge called 
rtambhara or true ; this true knowledge is altogether different 
from the knowledge which is derived from the Vedas or from 
inferences or from ordinary perceptions ; for the knowledge 
that it can give of Reality can never be had by any other 
means, by perception, inference or testimony, for their com
munication ia only by the conceptual process of generalisa
tions and abstractions and these can never help us to affirm 
anything about things as they are in themselves, which are 
altogether different from their illusory demonstrations in 
conceptual terms which only prevent us from knowing the true 
reality. The potency of this prajfii arrests the potency of 
ordinary states of consciousness and thus attains stability. 
When, however, this prajfii is also suppressed, we have what is 
called the state of nirvija samidhi, at the end of which comes 
final prajfii leading to the dissolution of the citta and the 
absolute freedom of the purusha. DR
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Samadhi we have seen is the mind's becoming one with an 
object by a process of acute concentration upon it and a con
tinuous repetition of it with the exclusion of all other thoughts 
of all kinds. We have indeed described the principal stages 
of the advancement of samprajnata Yoga, but it is impossible 
to give an exact picture of it with the symbolical expressions of 
our concepts ; for the stages only become clear to the mental 
vision of the Yogin as he gradually acquires firmness in his 
practice. The Yogin who is practising at once comes to know 
them as the higher stages gradually dawn in his mind and 
he distinguishes them from each other ; it is thus a matter 
of personal experience, so that no teacher can tell him 
whether a certain stage which follows is higher or lower, for 
Yoga itself is its own teacher. 

Even when the mind is in the samprajnata state it is said 
to be in vyutthana (phenomenal) in comparison with the 
nirodha state, just as the ordinary conscious states are called 
vyutthana in comparison with the samprajnata state; the 
potencies of the samprajnata state become weaker and weaker, 
while the potencies of the nirodha state become stronger and 
stronger until finally the mind comes to the nirodha state and 
becomes stable therein; of course this contains within itself a 
long mental history, for the potency of the nirodha state can 
become stronger only when the mind practises it and remains 
in this suppressed condition for long intervals of time. This 
shows that the mind, being made up of the three gun,as, is 
always suffering transformations and changes. Thus from the 
ordinary state of phenomenal consciousness it gradually 
becomes one-pointed and then gradually becomes transformed 
into the state of an object (internal or external), when it is 
said to be undergoing the samadhi parin,ama or samadhi 
change of the samprajnata type; next comes the change, 
when the mind passes from the samprajnata stage to the state 
of suppression (nirodha). Here also, therefore, we see that the DR
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same dharma, laksh:o.a, avasthapari:o.ama which we have 
already described at some length with regard to sensible objects 
apply also to the mental states. Thus the change from the 
vyutthana (ordinary experience) to the nirodha state is the 
dharmapari:o.ama, the change as manifested in time, so that 
we can say that the change of vyutthana. into nirodha. has not 
yet come, or has just come, or that the vyutthiina state 
(ordinary experience) exists no longer, the mind having trans
formed itself into the nirodha state. There is also here the 
third change of condition, when we see that the potencies of 
the samprajiiata state become weaker and weaker, while that 
of the nirodha state becomes stronger and stronger. These are 
the three kinds of change which the mind undergoes called the 
dharma, laksha:o.a and avastha change. But there is one 
difference between this change thus described from the 
changes observed in sensible objects that here the changes are 
not visible but are only to be inferred by the passage of the 
mind from one state to another. 

It has been said that there are two different kinds of qualities 
of the mind, visible and invisible. The visible qualities whose 
changes can be noticed are conscious states, or thought
products, or percepts, etc. The invisible ones are seven in 
number and cannot be directly seen, but their existence and 
changes or modifications may be established by inference. 
These are suppression, characterisation, subconscious main
tenance of experience, constant change, life, movement and 
power or energy. 

In connection with samprajiiata samadhi some miraculous 
attainments are described, which are said to strengthen the 
faith or belief of the Yogin in the processes of Yoga as the 
path of salvation. These are like the products or the mental 
experiments in the Yoga method, by which people may 
become convinced of the method of Yoga as being the true one. 
No reasons are offered as to the reason for these attainments, DR
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but they are said to happen as a result of mental union 
with different objects. It is best to note them here in a 
tabular form. 

Object of Sa~p.yama. 

(1) Threefold change of 
things as dharma, lak· 
shal.la and avasthii.pari
J.1ii.ma. 

(2) Tho distinctions of 
name, external object 
and the concept which 
ordinarily appears uni
ted as one. 

(3) Residual potencies saQl
skiira of the nature 
of dharma and ad
harma. 

(4) Concepts alone (separ· 
ated from the objects). 

(lS) Over the form of body. 

( 6) Karma of fast or slow 
fruition. 

(7) Friendliness, sympathy, 
and compassion. 

(8) Powers of elephant. 

(9) Sun. 

(10) Heavens. 

(11) Pole star. 

(12) Plenus of the naveL 

(13) Baae of the throat 

Sa~p.yama. 

Sa~p.yama. 

.. 

, 

, 

.. 
, 

, 

.. 

Attainment. 

Knowledge of the sounds of 
all living beings. 

Knowledge of previous life. 

Knowledge of other minda. 

Disappearance (by virtue of 
perceptibility being checked). 

Knowledge of deatJ.. 

Power. 

Power of elephant . 

Knowledge of the world 
(the geographical position of 
countries, etc.). 

Knowledge of the heavenly 
systems. 

Knowledge of its move
ments. 

Knowledge of the system of 
the body. 

Subdual of hunger and thirst. DR
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Object or SaJpya.ma. 

(14) Tortoise tube. 

(liS) Coronalligh t. 

(16) Heat. 

(17) Purusha. 

(18) Gross nature subtle per
vasiveness and purpose
fulness. 

(19) Act, substantive ap
pearance, egoism, per· 
vasiveness and pur
posefulness of sensa
tion. 

VIBHUTI 

SaJpyama. Attainment. 

SaJpyama. Steadiness. 

Vision of the perfected onea
the knowledge of the seer, or 
all knowledge by prescience. 

Knowledge of the mind. 

Knowledge of purusha. 

Control over the element 
from which follows atten· 
uation, perfection of the 
body and non-resistance 
by their characteristics. 

Mastery over the senses ; 
thence quickness of mind, 
unaided mental percep
tion and mastery over the 

1 pradhana. 

These vibhiitis, as they rise with the performance of the 
processes of Yoga, gradually deepen the faith sraddha of the 
Yogin in the performance of his deeds and thus help towards 
his main goal or ideal by always pushing or drawing him 
forward towards it by the greater and greater strengthening 
of his faith. Divested from the ideal, they have no value. 
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CHAPTER XIV 

GOD IN YOGA 

AFTER describing the nature of karmayoga, and the way in 
which it leads to jiiii.nayoga, we must now describe the third 
and easiest means of attaining salvation, the bhaktiyoga and 
the position of Isvara in the Yoga system, with reference to a 
person who seeks deliverance from the bonds and shackles of 
avidya. 

Isvarain the Yoga system is that purusha who is distinguished 
from all others by the fact of his being untouched by the 
affiictions or the fruits of karma. Other purushas are also in 
reality untouched by the affiictions, but they, seemingly at 
least, have to undergo the affiictions and consequently birth 
and rebirth, etc., until they are again finally released; but 
Isvara, though he is a purusha, yet does not suffer in any way 
any sort of bondage. He is always free and ever the Lord. 
He never had nor will have any relation to these bonds. He is 
also the teacher of the ancient teachers beyond the range of 
conditioning time. 

This natY.l'e of Isvara has been affirmed in the scriptures 
and is therefore taken as true on their authority. The 
authority of the scriptures is again acknowledged only because 
they have proceeded from God or Isvara. The objection that 
this is an argument in a circle has no place here, since the 
connection of the scriptures with Isvara is beginningless. 

There is no other divinity equal to Isvara, because in the 
case of such equa.l.ity there might be opposition between riva 
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Isvaras, which might result in the lowering in degree of any 
of them. He is omniscient in the highest degree, for in him is 
the furthest limit of omniscience, beyond which there is nothing. 

This Isvara is all-merciful, and though he has no desires to 
satisfy, yet for the sake of his devotees he dictates the Vedas 
at each evolution of the world after dissolution. But he does 
not release all persons, because he helps only so far as each 
deserves; he does not nullify the law of karma, just as a king, 
though quite free to act in any way he likes, punishes or 
rewards people as they deserve. 

At the end of each kalpa, he adopts pure body from his 
sattva, which is devoid of any karmaSa.ya, and thus com
municates through it to all his devotees and dictates 
the Vedas. Again at the time of dissolution this body 
of pure sattva becomes submerged in prakrti ; and at the 
time of its submersion, lsvara wishes that it might come forth 
again at the beginning of the new creation; thus for ever at 
each new creation the pure sattva body springs forth and is 
submerged again into prakrti at the time of the dissolution 
of the universe. 

In accepting this body he has no personal desires to satisfy, 
as we have said before. He adopts it only for the purpose of 
saving mankind by instructing them as to knowledge and 
piety, which is not possible without a pure sattvamaya body ; 
so he adopts it, but is not affected in any way by it. One who 
is under the control of nescience cannot distinguish his real 
nature from nescience, and thus is always led by it, but such is 
not the case with Iavara, for he is not in any way under its 
control, but only adopts it as a means of communicating 
knowledge to mankind. 

A Yogin also who has attained absolute independence may 
similarly accept one or more pure sattvamaya nirmii.J,l& cittas 
from asmitamatra and may produce one citta as the superin
tendent of all these. Such a citta adopted by a true Yogin by DR
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the force of his meditation is not under the control of the 
vehicles of action as is the case with the other four kinds of 
citta from birth, oshadhi, mantra and tapas. 

The praJ).Qva or oq1kara is his name; though at the time of 
dissolution, the word of pral;l.8va together with its denotative 
power becomes submerged in the prak:rti, to reappear with 
the new creation, just as roots shoot forth from the ground in 
the rainy season. This pra:Qava is also called svadhyaya. By 
concentration of this svadhyaya or pra:Q.ava, the mind becomes 
one-pointed and fit for Yoga. 

Now one of the means of attaining Yoga is Isvarapra:Q.id
hana, or worship of God. This word, according to the com
mentators, is used in two senses in the first and the second 
books of the Patailjala Yoga aphorisms. In the first book it 
means love or devotion to God as the one centre of meditation, 
in the second it is used to mean the abnegation of all desires 
of the fruits of action to iavara, and thus Iavarapra:Qidhana 
in this sense is included under kriyayoga. This dedication of 
all fruits of action to Iavara, purifies the mind and makes it 
fit for Yoga and is distinguished from the isvarapr~J;I.idhana 
of the first book as the bhii.vana of pral;l.8va and isvara in this 
that it is connected with actions and the abnegation of their 
fruits, whereas the latter consists only in keeping the mind in 
a worshipful state towards Isvara and his word or name 
pra:Qava. 

By devotion (bhakti) Iavara is drawn towards the devotee 
through his nirma:Q.a citta of pure sattva and by his grace he 
removes all obstructions of illness, etc., described in I. 30, 31, 
and at once prepares his mind for the highest realisation of his 
own absolute independence. So for a person who can love and 
adore lsvara, this is the easiest course of attaining samadhi. 
We can make our minds pure most easily by abandoning 
all our actions to Isvara and attaining salvation by firm and 
steady devotion to Him. This is the sphere of bhaktiyoga by DR
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which the tedious complexity of the Yoga process may be 
avoided and salvation speedily acquired by the supreme grace 
of I~vara. 

This means is not, however, distinct from the general means 
of Yoga, viz. abhyasa and vairagya, which applies to all stages. 
For here also abhyasa applies to the devotion of I~vara as one 
supreme truth and vairagya is necessarily associated with all 
true devotion and adoration of Isvara. 

This conception of I~vara differs from the conception of 
Uvara in the Ramanuja system in this that there prakfi;i and 
purusha, acit and cit, form the body of I~vara, whereas here 
I8vara is considered as being only a special purusha with the 
aforesaid powers. 

In this system Isvara is not the superintendent of 
prakfi;i in the sense of the latter's remaining in him in an 
undifferentiated way, but is regarded as the superintendent 
of dharma and adharma, and his agency is active only in the 
removal of obstacles, thereby helping the evolutionary 
process of prakrti. 

Thus Isvara is distinguished from the Isvara of Sailkara 
Vedanta in this that there true existence is ascribed only to 
Isvara, whereas all other forms and modes of Being are only 
regarded as illusory. 

From what we have seen above it is clear that the main 
stress of the Yoga philosophy is on the method of samidhi. 
The knowledge that can be acquired by it differs from all 
other kinds of knowledge, ordinary perception, inference, 
eto., in this that it alone can bring objects before our 
mental eye with the clearest and most unerring light of 
comprehensibility in which the true nature of the thing is at 
once observed. Inferences and the words of scriptures are 
based on concepts or general notions' of things. For the 
teaching of the Vedas is manifested in words ; and words are 
but names, terms or concepts formed by noting the general DR
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similarities of certain things and binding them down by a 
symbol. All deductive inferences are also based upon major 
propositions arrived at by inductive generalisations ; so it is 
easy to see that all knowledge that can be acquired by them is . 
only generalised conceptions. Their process only represents 
the method by which the mind can pass from one generalised 
conception to another ; so the mind can in no way attain the 
knowledge of real things, absolute species, which are not the 
genus of any other thing ; so inference and scripture can only 
communicate to us the nature of the agreement or similarity 
of things and not the real things as they are. Ordinary 
perception alf!Q is not of much avail here, since it cannot bring 
within its scope subtle and fine things and things that are 
·obstructed from the view of the senses. But samadhi has 
no such limitations and the knowledge that can be attained 
by it is absolutely unobstructed, true and real in the strictest 
sense of the terms, 

Of all the points of difference between Yoga and SaQlkhya 
the admission of Isvara by the former and the emphasis given 
by it to the Yoga practice are the most important in 
di11tinguishing it from the latter. It seems probable that 
Isvara was traditionally believed in the Yo,S!. ~ool to be a 
protector of the Y ogins proceeding in thelr arduous course of 
complete self-control and absorptive concentration. The 
chances of a person adopting th~ course of Yoga practice for 
the attainment of success in this field does not depend only on 
the exertions of the Yogin, but upon the concurrence of many 
convenient circumstances such as physical fitness,freedom from 
illnesses and other obstacles. Faith in the patronage of God in 
favour of honest workers and believers served to pacify their 
minds and fill them with the cheerful hope and confidence 
which were so necessary for the success of Yoga practice. 
The metaphysical functions which are ascribed to Isvara 
seem to be later additions for the sake of rendering his positio_n DR
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more in harmony with the system. Mere faith in IS~ara 
for the practical benefit of the Yogins is thus interpreted by a 
reference to his superintendence of the development of 
cosmic eV()lution. Sarpkhya relied largely on philosophical 
thinking leading to proper discrimination as to the difference 
between 'Olakrti a_~d _p~_~ha which is the stage immediately 
anteeedent to emancipation. There being thus no practical 
need for the admission of Isvara, the theoretical need" was also 
ignored and it was held that the inherent teleological purpose 
(yurushiirtl!ata) of prakrti was sufficient to explai.xl ~11 the 
stages of cosmic evolution as well as its final separation from 
the purushas. 

We have just seen that Satp.khya does not admit the exist
ence of God, and considers that salvation can be obtained only 
by a steady perseverance in philosophical thil}.king, and does 
not put emphasis on the practical exercises which are 
regarded as essential by the Yoga. One other point of 
difference ought to be noted with regard to the conception of 
avidyi. According to Yoga, avidya, as we have akeady 
explained it, means positive untrue beliefs such as believing the 
impure, uneternal, sorrow, and non-selfto be the pure eternal, 
pleasure and the self respectively. With Satp.khya, however, 
avidya is only the non-distinction of the difference between 
prakrti and purusha. Both Satp.khya and Yoga admit that 
our bondage to prakrti is due to an illusion or ignorance 
(avidyi), but Sirpkhya holds the akhyati theory which 
regards non-distinction of the difference as the cause of 
illusion whereas the Yoga holds the anyatha.khyati theory 
which regards positive misapprehension of the one as the, 
other to be the cause of illusion. We have already referred to 
the difference in the course of the evolution of the categoriet 
aa held by Sitp.khya and Yoga. This also accounta1or the 
difterence between the technical terms of prakrti, vikrti and 
prakfi;i-vikrti of Si!Jlkhya and the ruesha and arueeha of DR
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the Yoga. The doctrine of dharma, laksha:Q.B and avasthi
pariQ.ima, though not in any way antagonistic to Sii.zpkhya, ·is 
not so definitely described as in the Yoga. Some scholars 
think that Sii.zpkhya did not believe in atoms as Yoga did. 
But though the word parama:t;~.u has not been mentioned in the 
Karikii, it does not seem that Sii.zpkhya did not believe in 
atoms; and we have already noticed that Bhikshu considers 
the word siikshma in Karika 39 as referring to the atoms. 
There are also slight difierences with regard to the process 
involv~ in perception and this has been dealt with in my 
Yoga philosophy in relation to other Indian systems of 
thought. • On almost all other fundamental points Sii.Qlkhya 
and Yoga are in complete agreement~ 

• This book has, however, not yet been publiahed. 
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CHAPTER XV 

MATTER AND MIND 

IN conclusion it may be worth while saying a few words as to 
theories of the physical world supplementary to the views 
that have already been stated above. 

Gross matter, as the possibility of sensation, has been 
divided into five classes, according to their relative grossness, 
corresponding to the relative grossness of the senses. Some 
modern investigators have tried to understand the five bhiitas, 
viz. akasa, marut, tejas,ap and kshiti as ether,gaseous heat and 
light, liquids and solids. But I cannot venture to agree when 
I refiect that solidity, liquidity and gaseousness represent only 
an impermanent aspect of matter. The division of matter 
from the standpoint of the possibility of our sensations, has a 
firm root in our nature as cognising beings and has therefore a 
better rational footing than the modern chemical division 
into elements and compounds, which are being daily threatened 
by the gradual advance of scientific culture. This carries with 
it no fixed and consistent rational conception as do the 
definitions of the ancients, but is a mere makeshift for under· 
standing or representing certain chemical changes of matter and 
and has therefore a merely relative value. 

There are five aspects from which gross matter can be 
viewed. These are (1) sthiila (gross), (2) svar1ipa (substantive), 
(3) siikshma (subtle), (4) anvaya (conjunction), (5) arthavattva 
(purpose for use). The sthiila or gross physical characteristics 
of the bhutas are described as follows :-
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Qualities of Earth-Form, heaviness, roughness, obstruc
tion, stability, manifestation (Vl'tti), difference, support, 
turbidity, hardness and enjoyability. 

Ap-Smoothness, subtlety, clearness, whiteness, softness, 
heaviness, coolness, conservation, purity, cementation. 

Tejas-Going upwards, cooking, burning, light, shining, 
dissipating, energising. 

Vayu-Transverse motion, purity, throwing, pushing, 
strength, movability, want of shadow. 

!ka.Sa-Motion in all directions, non-agglomeration, non-
obstruction. · 

These physical characteristics are distinguished from the 
aspects by which they appeal to the senses, which are called 
their svariipas. Earth is characterised by gandha or smell, 
ap by rasa or taste, tejas by riipa, etc. Looked at from this 
point of view, we see that smell arises by the contact of the 
nasal organ with the hard particles of matter ; so this hardneB& 
or solidity which can so generate the sensibility of gandha, ia 
said to be the svariipa of kshiti. Taste can originate only in 
connection with liquidity, so this liquidity or sneha is the 
svariipa or nature of ap. Light-the quality of visibility
manifests itself in connection with heat, so heat is the svariipa 
of fire. The sensibility of touch is generated in connection 
with the vibration of air on the epidermal surface ; so this 
vibratory nature is the svariipa of air. 

The sensibility to sound proceeds from the nature of 
obstruotionlessness, which belongs to akiaa, so this obstruc
tionlessness is the svariipa of aka~. . 

The third aspect is the aspect of ta.nmitras, which are the 
causes of the atoms or paramiJ;tus. Their fourth aspect ia 
their aspect of gu:r;tas or qualities of illumination, action, 
inertia. Their fifth aspect is that by which they are service· 
able to purusha, by causing his pleasurable or painful experi
ences and finally his liberation. DR
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Speaking of aggregation with regard to the structure of 
matter, we see that this is of two kinds (1) when the parts are 
in intimate union and fusion, e.g. any vegetable or animal 
body, the parts of which can never be considered separately. 
(2) When there are such mechanical aggregates or collocations 
of distinct and independent parts yutasiddkavayava as the 
trees in a forest. 

A dravya or substance is an aggregate of the former type, 
and is the grouping of generic or specific qualities and is not a 
separate entity-the abode of generic and specific qualities 
like the dra vya of the Vaiseshika conception. The aspect of an 
unification of generic and specific qualities seen in parts united 
in intimate union and fusion is called the dra.vya. aspect. The 
aggregation of parts is the structural aspect of which the side 
of appearance is the unification of generic and specific qualities 
called the dravya. 

The other aggregation of yutasiddhii.vayava, i.e. the 
collocation of the distinct and independent parts, is again of 
two kinds, (1) in which stress may be laid on the distinction of 
parts, and (2) that in which stress is laid on their unity rather 
than on their distinctness. Thus in the expression mango
grove, we see that many mangoes make a grove, .but the 
mangoes are not different from the grove. Here stress is laid 
on the aspect that mangoes are the same as the grove, which, 
however, is not the case when we say that here is a grove of 
mangoes, for the expression " grove of mangoes " clearly 
brings home to our minds the side of the distinct mango-trees 
which form a grove. 

Of the gross elements, akaSa. seems especially to require a 
word of explanation. There are according to Vijilina 
Bhikshu and NigeSa. two kinds of ikiSa.-karaJ;I.a (or primal) 
and kirya (atomic). The first or original is the undi1ferentiated 
formless tamas, for in that stage it has not the quality of 
manifesting itself in sounds. This kiraQa later on develope DR
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into the atomic iki8a, which has the property of sound. 
According to the conception of the puriJ;~as, thiS karyikiU 
evolves from the ego as the first envelope of vayu or air. The 
kiraJ;~aki8a or non-atomic iki8a should not be considered 
as a mere vacuum, but must be conceived as a pqsitive, 
all-pervasive entity, something like the ether of modern 
physicists. 

From this iki8a springs the atomic iki8a or kiryikiU, 
which is the cause of the manifestation of sound. All powers 
of hearing, even though they have their origin in the principle 
of egoism, reside in the iki8a placed in the hollow of the ear. 
When soundness or defect is noticed therein, soundness or 
defect is also noticed in the power of hearing. Further, when 
of the sounds working in unison with the power of hearing, the 
sounds of solids, etc., are to be apprehended, then the power of 
hearing located in the hollow of the ear requires the capacity of 
resonance residing in the substratum of the ikilia of the ear. 
This sense of hearing, then, operates when it is attracted by 
the sound originated and located in the mouth of the speakeJ,", 
which acts as a loadstone. It is this iki8a which givea penetra
bility to all bodies ; in the absence of this, all bodies would be 

·so compact that it would be difficult to pierce them even with 
a needle. In the SiirpJr.hya satra II. 12, it is said that eternal 
time and space are of the nature of iki8a. So this so-called 
eternal time and space do not differ from the one undiffer
entiated formless tamas of which we have just spoken. 
Relative and infinite time arise from the motion of atoms in 
apace-the cause of all change and transformation ; and space 
as relative position cannot be better expressed than in the 
words of Dr. B. N. Seal, as "totality of positions as an order of 
co-existent points, and as such it is wholly relative to the 

· understanding like order in time, being constructed on the 
buis of relations of position intuited by our empirical or 
relative consciousness. But there is this difference between DR
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space "Order and time order :-there is no unit of space as 
position (dik) though we may conceive time, as the moment 
(A:aha~) regarded as the unit of change in the causal series. 
Spatial position (dik) results only from the different relations 
in which the all-pervasive iki8a stands to the various finite 
objects .. On the other hand, space as extension or locus of a 
finite body, or deS&, has an ultimate unit, being analysable 
into the infinitesimal extension quality inherent in the gu:t;tas 
of prakrti."* 

Citta or mind has two degrees: (1) the form of states such 
as real cognition, including perception, inference, competent 
evidence, unreal cognition, imagination, sleep and memory. 
(2) In the form in which ali -those states are suppressed. 
Between the stage of complete outgoing activity of ordinary 
experience (vyutthiioo) and complete suppression of all states, 
there are thousands of states of infinite variety, through which 
a man's experiences have to pass, from the vyutthana state to 
the nirodha. In addition to the five states spoken of above, 
there is another kind of real knowledge and intuition, called 
prajiia, which dawns when by concentration the citta is 
fixed upon any one state and that alone. This prajiii is 
superior to all other means of knowledge, whether perception, 
inference or competent evidence of the Vedas, in this, that 
it is altogether unerring, unrestricted and unlimited in its 
scope. 

Pram.i:t;ta, we have seen, includes perception, inference and 
competent evidence. Perception originates when the mind or 
citta, through the senses (ear, skin, eye, taste and nose) fs 
modified by external objects and passes to them, generating a 
kind of knowledge about them in which their specific characters 
become more predominant. 

Mind is all-pervasive and can come in touch with the 
external world, by which we have the perception of the thing. 

• Dr Ray'a Hindu Ohtmiatrv, VoL II, p. 81. DR
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DESCRIPTION OF THE STATES 171 

Like light, which emits rays and pervades all, though it remains 
in one place, the citta by its vrttis comes in contact with the 
external world, is changed into the form of the object of 
perception and thus becomes the cause of perception; as the 
citta has to pass through the senses, it becomes coloured by 
them, which explains the fact that perception is impossible 
without the help of the senses. A£, it has to pass through the 
senses, it undergoes the limitations of the senses, which it 
can avoid, if it can directly concentrate itself upon any object 
without the help of the senses ; from this originates the 
prajni, through which dawns absolute real knowledge of the 
thing: unhampered by the limitations of the senses which 
can act only within a certain area or distance and cannot 
cognize subtler objects. 

We see that in ordinary perception our minds are drawn 
towards the object, as iron is attracted by magnets. Thus 
Bhikshu says in explaining Vyiisa-bhiishya IV. 17 :-

" The objects of knowledge, though inactive in themselves, 
may yet draw the everchanging cittas towards them like a 
magnet and change them in accordance with their vwn forms, 
just as a piece of cloth is turned red by coming into contact 
with red lac." So it is that the cittas attain the form of any
thing with which they come in touch and there is then the 
perception that that thing is known. Perception (pratyaksha) 
is distinguished from inference, etc., in this, that here the 
knowledge arrived at is predominantly of the specific and 
special characters (visesha) of the thing and not of its generic 
qualities -as in inference, etc. 

Inference proceeds from inference, and depends upon the 
fact that certain common qualities are found in all the members 
of a class, as distinguished from the members of a difierent 
class. Thus the qualities affirmed of a class will be found to 
exist in all the individual members of that class; thia 
attribution of the generic characters of a class to the DR
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individual members that come under it is the essence of 
inference. 

An object perceind or inferred by a competent man is 
described by him in words with the intention of transferring 
his knowledge to another ; and t~e mental modification, which 
has for its sphere the meaning of such words, is the verbal 
cognition of the hearer. When the speaker has neither 
perceived nor inferred the object, and speaks of things which 
cannot be believed, the authority of verbal cognition fails. But 
it does not fail in the original speaker, God or Isvara, and his 
dictates the Sastras with reference either to the object of 
perception or of inference. 

Viparyyaya or unreal cognition is the knowledge of the unreal 
as in doubt-a. knowledge which possesses a form that does 
not tally with the real nature of the thing either as doubt or as 
false knowledge. Doubt may be illustrated by taking the case 
of a man who sees something in dim light and doubts its nature. 
" Is it a wooden post or a man 1 " In nature there is either 
the wooden post or the man, but there is no such fact or entity 
which corresponds with doubt : " Is it a wooden post or a 
man 1 " Knowledge as doubt is not cognition of a fact or 
entity. The illusion of seeing all things yellow through a 
defect of the eye (as in jaundice) can only be corrected when 
the objects are seen in their true colours. In doubt, however, 
their defective nature is at once manifest. Thus when we 
cannot be sure whether a certain thing is a post or a man, we 
know that our knowledge is not definite. So we have not to 
wait till the illusoriness of the previous knowledge is demon
strated by the advent of right knowledge. The evil nature of 
viparyyaya is exemplified in avidya nescience, asmiti, 
riga, etc.• 

• A:ridy& manifeete ltlelf in di.Berent fol'Dll: (1) u the afBietioDa 
(J:lUG) of eemiti ·("'oilm) riga (attachment), dveaha (aDtipathy) and 
abhiniV8M (eelf.love); (2) u doubt and intellectual error; (3) u error of 
~tnee. All theee manifeet&tiona of avidyi are allo the di.Berent forma of DR
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Viparyyaya is distinguished from vikalpa-imagination-in 
this, that though the-latter is also unreal knowledge its nature 
as such is not demonstrated by any knowledge that follows, 
but is on the contrary admitted on all sides by the common 
consent of mankind. But it is only the learned who can 
demonstrate by arguments the illusoriness of vikalpa or 
imagination. 

All class notions and concepts are formed by taking note 
only of the general characters of things and associating them 
with a symbol called "name." Things themselves, however, 
do not exist in the nature of these symbols or names or 
concepts ; it is only an aspect of them that is diagram
matically represented by the intellect in the form of concepts. 
When concepts are united or separated in our thought and 
language, they consequently represent only an imaginary plane 
of knowledge, for the things are not as the concepts represent 
them. Thus when we say "Caitra's cow," it is only an 
imaginary relation for, strictly speaking, no such thing exists 
as the cow of Caitra. Caitra has no connection in reality with 
the cow. When we say purusha is of the nature of conscious
ness, there is thE) same illusory relation. Now what is here 
predicated of what 1 Purusha is consciousness itself, but in 
predication there must always be a statement of the relation of 
one to another. Thus it sometimes breaks a concept into two 
parts and predicates the one of the other, and sometimes 
predicates the unity of two concepts which are different. Thus 

• 
'ripa:yyaya or bhrama (error, illusion, mistake). This bhrama in Yoga i.e 
the thinking of something u that which it ia not (anyatluikh~). Thus we 
think the miserable worldly existence u pleuurable and attribute the 
cb&raoteristioa of prakrti to purusha and vice versa. All aftlictiona are due 
to this confusion and misjudgment, the roots of which stay in the buddhis 
1D all their transmigrt.tio1111 from one life to another. Sizp.khya, hoW'e'ftl', 
diften from Yoga and thinks that all error (avidy4 or bhrama) i.e due only to 
non-di.etinction between the trJ!e and the untrue. Thus non·cU.tinotion 
(atllwkG) between prakfti and purueha ia the cause of all our milerable 
mundane existence. Avidyi and avivek& are thus .tynonymoua with 
Sf,qakhya. DR
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its sphere has a wide latitude in all thought-process conducted 
through language and involves an element of abstraction and 
construction which is called vikalpa. This represents the 
faculty by which our concepts are arranged in an analytical or 
synthetical proposition. It is said to be sabdajnaniinv,piiti 
tJastuaunyo vikalpa~. i.e. the knowledge that springs from 
relating concepts or names, which relating does not actually 
exist in the objective world as it is represented in propositional 
forms. 

Sleep is that mental IJtate which has for its objective 
substratum the feeling of emptiness. It is called a state or 
notion of mind, for it is called back on awakening; when 
we feel that we have slept well our minds are clear, when we 
have slept badly our minds are listless, wandering and 
unsteady. For a person who seeks to attain communion or 
samadhi, these desires of sleep are to be suppressed, like all 
other desires. Memory is the retaining in the mind of objects 
perceived when perception occurs by the union of the cittas 
with external objects, according to· the forms of which the 
cittas are transformed ; it retains these perceptions, as 
impressions or saqlllkaras by means of its inherent tamas. 
These saqlllkaras generate memory, when such events occur as 
can manifest them by virtue of associations. 

Thus memory comes when the percepts already known and 
acquired are kept in the mind in the form of impressions and 
are manifested by the udbodhakas or associative manifestors. 
It differs from perceptions in this that the latter are of the 
nature of perceiving the unknown and unperceived, whereas 
the former serves to bring before the mind percepts that have 
already been acquired. Memory is therefore of percepts 
already acquired by real cognition, unreal cognition, 
imagination, sleep and memory. It manifests itself in dreams 
as well as in waking states. 

The relation between these states of mind and the saiJlSkiras DR
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is this that their frequency and repetition strengthens the 
sarp.skaras and thus ensures the revival of these states. 

They are all endowed with sukha (pleasure), dul;lkha (pain) 
and moha (ignorance). These feelings cannot be treated 
separately from the states themselves, for their manifestations 
are not different from the manifestation of the states them
selves. Knowledge and feeling are but two different aspects 
of the modifications of cittas derived from prakrti ; hence 
neither can be thought separately from the other. The fusion 
of feeling with knowledge is therefore here more fundamental 
than in the modern tripartite division of mind. 

In connection with this we are to consider the senses whose 
action on the external world is known as "perceiving," 
"grahal).a," which is distinguished from" pratyaksha," which 
means the effect of" perceiving," viz. perception. Each sense 
has got its special sphere of work, e.g. sight is of the eye, and 
this is called their second aspect, viz. svariipa. Their third 
aspect is of "'asmita " or ego, which manifests itself through 
the senses. Their fourth aspect is their characteristic of gw;~.as, 
viz. that of manifestation (prakiiSa), action (kriya) and reten
tion (stkiti). Their fifth aspect is that they are set in motion 
for purusha, his experiences and liberation. 

It is indeed difficult to find the relation of manas with the 
senses and the cittas. In more than one place manas is 
identified with cittas, and, on the other hand, it is described 
as a sense organ. There is another aspect in which manas is 
said to be the king of the cognitive and motor senses. Looked 
at in this aspect, manas is possibly the directive side of the ego 
by which it guides the cognitive and conative senses in the 
external world and is the cause of their harmonious activity for 
the experience of purusha. As a necessary attribute of this 
ditective character of manas, the power of concentration, 
which is developed by pra:r;t.ayama, is said to belong to manas. 
ThiS is the raias sid& of manas. DR
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There is another aspect of ma.nas which is called the anuvy
avasaya. or reflection, by which the sensations (alocana) are 
associated, differentiated, integrated, assimilated into percepts 
and concepts. This is possibly the sattvika side of ma.nas. 

There is another aspect by which the percepts and concepts 
are retained (dhara~) in the mind as sa:rp.skaras, to be 
repeated or revealed again in the mind as actual states. This 
is the tamas side of ma.nas. 

In connection with this we may mention iiha (positive 
argumentation), apoha (negative argumentation) and tattva
jiiana (logical conclusion) which are the modes of different 
anuvyavasayas of the manas. Will, etc., are to be included 
with these ( Y oga-varttika, II. 18). Looked at from the 
point of view of cittas, these may equally be regarded as the 
modifications of cittas. 

The motives which sustain this process of outgoing activity 
are false knowledge, and such other emotional elements as 
egoism, attachment,. aversion, and love of life. These 
emotional elements remain in the mind in the germinal state 
as power alone ; or they exist in a fully operative state when a 
man is under the influence of any one of them ; or they 
alternate with others, such as attachment or aversion ; or they 
may become attenuated by meditation upon opposites. 
Accordingly they are called res~ctively prasupta, udara, 
vicchinna or tanu. Man's minds or cittas may follow these 
outgoing states or experiences, or gradually remove those 
.emotions which are commonly called afflictions, thus narrowing 
their sphere and proceeding towards final release. 

All the psychic states described above, viz. prama:Q.a. 
viparyyaya, etc., are called either afflicted or unaftlicted 
according as they are moved towards outgoing activity or 
are actuated by the higher motive of emancipation by 
narrowing the field of experiences gradually to a smaller and 
smaller sphere and afterwards to suppress them altogether. DR
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These two kinds of motives, one of affiictions that lead towards 
external objects of attachment and aversion or love of life, and 
the other which leads to striving for kaivalya, are the sole 
motives which guide all human actions and psychic states. 

They influence us whenever suitable opportunities occur, 
so that by the study of the Vedas, self-criticism or right argu
mentation, or from the instruction of good men, abhyasa and 
vairagya may be roused by vidya. Right knowledge and a 
tendency towards kaivalya may appear in tae mind even 
when a man is immersed in the affiicted states of outgoing 
activity. So also affiicted states may appear when a man is 
bent upon or far advanced in those actions which are roused 
by vidya or the tendency towards kaivalya. 

It seems that the Yoga view of actions, or karma, does not 
deprive man of his freedom of will. The habit of performing 
particular types of action only strengthens the corresponding 
subconscious impressions or sarpskaras of those actual states, 
and thus makes it more and more difficult to overcome their 
propensity to generate their corresponding actual states, and 
thus obstructs the adoption of an unhampered and free course 
of action. The other limitation to the scope of the activity of 
his free will is the vasana aspect of the sarpskaras by which he 
naturally feels himself attached by pleasurable ties to certain 
experiences and by painful ones to others. But these only 
represent the difficulties and impediments which come to 
~man, when he has to adopt the Yoga course of life, the con
trary of which he might have been practising for a very long 
period, extending over many life-states. 

The free will is not curbed in any way, for it follows directly 
from the teleological purpose of prakrti, which moves for the 
experience and liberation of purusha. So this motive of 
liberation, which is the basis of all good conduct, can never be 
subordinated to the other impulse, which goads man towards 
outgoing experiences. But, on the other hand, this original DR
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impulse which attracts man towards these ordinary experi
ences, as it is due to the false knowledge which ide~tifies 
prakrti with purusha, becomes itself subordinate and loses its 
influence and power, when such events occur, which nullify 
false knowledge by tending to produce a vision of the true 
knowledge of the relation of prakrti with purusha. Thus, 
for example, if by the grace of God false knowledge (avidya) 
is removed, true knowledge at once dawns upon the mind and 
all the affiictions lose their power. 

Free-will and responsibility for action cease in those life
states which are intended for suffering from actions only, 
e.g. life-states of insects, etc. 
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APPENDIX 

SPHOTAVADA 

ANOTHER point to be noted in connection with the main 
metaphysical theories of Pataiijali is the Sphota theory which 
considers the relation of words with their ideas and the things 
which they signify. Generally these three are not differ
entiated one from the other, and we are not accustomed to 
distinguish them from one another. Though distinct yet they 
are often identified or taken in one act of thought, by a sort of 
illusion. The nature of this illusory process comes to our view 
when we consider the process of auditory perception of words. 
Thus if we follow the Bhashya as explained by Vijiiana 
Bhikshu we find that by an e:ffect of our organs of speech, the 
letters are pronounced. This vocal sound is produced in the 
mouth of the speaker from which place the sow:.d moves in 
aerial waves until it reaches the ear drum of the hearer, by 
coming in contact with which it produces the audible sound 
called dhvani ( Yoga-varttika,III.l7). The special modifications 
of this dhvani are seen to be generated in the form of letters 
(var~a) and the general name for these modifications is nada. 
This sound as it exists in the stage of var:g.as or letters is also 
called var:Q.a. If we apply the word sabda or sound in the 
most general sense, then we can say that this is the second 
stage of sound moving towards word-cognition, the first stage 
being that of its utterance in the mouth of the speaker. 
The third stage of sabda is that in which the letters, for 
example, g, au, and~. of the word " gau~ " are taken together 
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and the complete word-form" gaul;t" comes before our view. 
The comprehension of this complete word-form is an attribute 
of the mind and not of the sense of hearing. For the sense 
of hearing senses the letter-forms of the sound one by one as 
the particular letters are pronounced by the speaker and as 
they approach the ear Qne by one in air-waves. But each 
letter-form sound vanishes as it is generated, for the sense 
of hearing has no power to hold them together and compre
hend the letter-forms as forming a complete word-form. The 
ideation of this complete word-form in the mind is called 
sphota. It differs from the letter-form in this that it is a 
complete, inseparable, and unified whole, devoid of any past, 
and thus is quite unlike the letter-forms which die the next 
moment after they originate. According to the system of 
Patafijali as explained by the commentators, all significance 
belongs to this sphota-form and never to the letters pro
nounced or heard. Letters when they are pronounced and 
heard in a particular order serve to give rise to such complete 
ideational word-images which possess some denotation and 
connotation of meaning and are thus called" sphotas," or that 
which illuminates. These are essentially different in nature 
from the sounds in letter-forms generated in the senses of 
hearing which are momentary and evanescent and can never 
be brought together to form one whole, have no meaning, and 
have the sense of hearing as their seat. 

The Vaiaeskika view.-Sailkara Misra, however, holds that 
this "sphota" theory is absolutely unnecessary, for even the 
supporters of sphota agree that the sphota stands con
ventionally for the thing that it signifies ; now if that be the 
case what is the good of admitting sphota at all1 It is better· 
to say that the conventionality of names belongs to the letters 
themselves, which by virtue ef that ran conjointly signify a 
thing ; and it is when you look at the letters from this aspect
their unity with reference to their denotation of one thing DR
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-that you call them a pada or name ( Upaskara, II. 2, 21). So 
according to this view we find that there is no existence of a 
different entity called " name " or " sphota " which can be 
distinguished from the letters coming in a definite order within 
the range of the sense of hearing. The letters pronounced and 
heard in a definite order are jointly called a name when they 
denote a particular meaning or object~ 

Kumiirila's view :-Kumarila, the celebrated scholar of the 
Mimai}lSa school, also denies the sphota theory and asserts 
like the Vai~shika that the significance belongs to the letters 
themselves and not to any special sphota or name. To prove 
this he first proves that the letter-forms are stable and eternal 
and suffer no change on account of the differences in their modes 
of accent and pronunciation. He then goes on to show that the 
sphota view only serves to increase the complexity without 
any attendant advantage. Thus the objection that applies to 
the so-called defect of the letter-denotation theory that the 
letters cannot together denote a thing since they do not do it 
individually, applies to the name-denotation of the sphota 
theory, since there also it is said that though there is no sphota 
or name corresponding to each letter yet the letters conjointly 
give rise to a sphota or complete name (Slokaviirttika, Sphota-
vada, ~1. 91-93). · 

The letters, however, are helped by their potencies (sa!Jl
skaras) in denoting the object, or the meaning. The sphota 
theory has, according to Kumarila and Parthasarathi, also to 
admit this satp.skara of the letters in the manifestation of the 
name or the ~bda-sphota, whereas they only admit it as the 
operating power of the letters in denoting the object or the 
thing signified. Sai}lSkaras according to Kumarila are thus 
admitted both by the sphot;a theorists and the Kumarila 
school of Mlmai}lSa, only with this difference that the 
latter with its help can directly denote the object of the 
signified, whereas the former have only to go a step DR
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backwards in thinking their satpSkara to give rise to the 
name or the §bda-sphota alone (N yayaratnakara,Sphota vada, 
41. 104). 

Kumarila says that he takes great pains to prove the nullity 
of the sphota theory only because if the sphota view be 
accepted then it comes to the same thing as saying that words 
and letters have no validity, so that all ~ctions depending on 
them also come to lose their validity (Slokaviirttika, Sphota
vada, ~I. 137). 

Prabluikara.-Prabha.kara also holds the same view; for 
according to him also the letters are pronounced in a definite 
order ; though when individually considered they are 
momentary and evanescent, yet they maintain themselves 
by their potency in the form of a pada or name, and thus 
signify an object. Thus Saliknatha Mi~ra says in his Praka
ra~ Paftcika, p. 89: "It is reasonable to suppose that since 
the later letters in a word are dependent upon the perception 
of a preceding one some special change is wrought in the letters 
themBelves which leads to the comprehension of the meaning 
of a word. . . . It cannot be proved either by perception or by 
inference that there is any word apart from the letters; the 
word has thus for its constituents the letters." 

Sabara.-The views of Kamarila and Prahhakara thus 
explicated are but elaborate explanations of the view of Sahara 
who states the whole theory in a single line-purvavaf'f)a
janitasa7{t8kiirasakito'ntyo varr,w,~ pratyayaka~. 

" The last letter together with the potency generated by 
the preceding letters is the cause of significance." 

Makiibkiiskya and Kaiya~a.-After describing the view of 
those who are antagonistic to the sphota theory it is necessary 
to mention the Vaiakara:Q.a school which is in favour of it; 
thus we find that in explaining the following passage of 
Mahii.bhii.shya, 

" What is then a word 1 It is that which being pronounced DR
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one can understand specific objects such as those (cows) which 
have tail, hoofs, horns, etc." 

Ka.iyata says: "The grammarians think that denotation 
belongs to words, as distinct from letters which are pronounced, 
for if each of the letters should denote the object, there 
would be no need of pronouncing the succeeding letters. . . . " 

The vaiyakara1;1as admit the significant force of names as 
distinguished from letters. For if the significant force be at
tributed to letters individually, then the first letter being quite 
sufficient to signify the object, the utterance of other letters 
becomes unnecessary ; and according to this view if it is held 
that each letter has the generating power, then also they 
cannot do it simultaneously, since they are uttered one after 
another. On the view of manifestation, also, since the letters 
are manifested one after another, they cannot be collected 
together in due order ; if their existence in memory is sufficient, 
then we should expect no difference of signification or meaning 
by the change of order in the utterance of the letters ; that is 
"sara" ought to have the same meaning as "rasa." So it 
must be admitted that the power of signification belongs to 
the sphota as manifested by the nadas as has been described 
in detail in v akyapadiya. 

As the relation between the perceiving capacity and the 
object of perception is a constant one so also ia the relation 
between the sphota and the nada as the manifested and the 
manifestor (Vakyapadiya 98). Just as the image varies 
corresponding to the variation of the reflector, as oil, water, 
etc., so also the reflected or manifested image differs accord
ing to the difference of the manifestor (Vak. 100). Though 
the manifestation of letters, propositions and names occurs at 
one and the same time yet there seems to be a " before and 
after " according to the " before and after " of the nada 
utterances (Vak. 102). That which is produced through the 
union and disunion (of nadas or dhvanis) i1 called sphota, DR
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whereas other sound-perceptions arising from sounds are 
called dhvanis (Vak. 103). As by the movement of water 
the image of a thing situated elsewhere also appears to adopt 
the movement of the water and thus seems to move, so also 
the sphota, though unchanging in itself, yet appears to suffer 
change in accordance with the change of nada which manifests 
it (Vak. 49). As there are no parts of the letters themselves so 
the letters also do not exist as parts of the name. There is 
again no ultimate or real difference between names and 
propositions (Vcik. 73). It is only in popular usage that they 
are regarded as different. That which others regard as the 
most important thing is regarded as false here, for propositions 
only are here regarded as valid (Vak. 74). Though the letters 
which manifest names and propositions are altogether different 
from them, yet their powers often appear as quite undiffer
entiated from them (Vak. 89). Thus when propositions are 
manifested by the cause of the manifestation of propositions 
they appear to consist of parts when they first appear before 
the mind. Thus, though the pada-sphota or the vakya-sphota 
does not really consist of parts, yet, as the powers of letters 
cannot often be differentiated from them, they also appear 
frequently to be made up of parts (Vak. 91). 

The Yoga View.-As to the relation of the letters to the 
sphota, Vacaspati says, in explaining the Bhaskya, that each 
of the letters has the potentiality of manifesting endless 
meanings, but none of them can do so individually; it is only 
when the letter-form sounds are pronounced in succession by 
one effort of speech that the individual letters by their own 
particular contiguity or distance from one another can 
manifest a complete word called the sphota. Thus owing to 
the variation of contiguity of distance by intervention from 
other letter-form sounds any letter-form sound may manifest 
any meaning or word ; for the particular order and the 
association of letter-form sounds depend upon the particular DR
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output of energy required in uttering them. The sphota is 
thus a particular modification of buddhi, whereas the letter· 
form sounds have their origin in the organ of speech when they 
are uttered, and the sense of hearing when they are heard. It 
is well to note here that the theory that the letters themselves 
have endless potentiality and can manifest any word
sphot;as, according to theiP particular combinations and re· 
combinations, is quite in keeping with the main metaphysical 
doctrine of the Patafijala theory. 

Vakya-spho~a. -What is said here of the letter-form sounds 
and the sabda-sphotas also applies to the relation that the 
8abda-sphotas bear to propositions or sentences. A word or 
name does not stand alone ; it always exists as combined with 
other words in the form of a proposition. Thus the word 
" tree " whenever it is pronounced carries with it the notion 
of a verb "asti" or "exists," and thereby demonstrates its 
meaning. The single word " tree " without any reference to 
any other word which can give it a propositional form has no 
meaning. Knowledge of words always comes in propositional 
forms ; just as different letter-form sounds demonstrate by 
their mutual collocation a single word or sabda-sphota, so the 
words also by their mutual combination or collocation demon
strate judgmental or propositional significance or meaning. 
As the letters themselves have no meaning so the words them
selves have also no meaning; it is only by placing them 
side by side in a particular order that a meaning dawns in 
the mind. When single words are pronounced they associate 
other words with themselves and thus appear to signify a 
meaning. But though a single word is sufficient by associa
tion with other words to carry a meaning, yet sentences or 
propositions should not be deemed unnecessary for they serve 
to specialise that meaning (niyamarthe anuvada~). Thus 
"cooks" means that any subject makes something the object 
of his cooking. The mention of the subject " Devadatta " and DR
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the object " rice , only specialises the subject and the object. 
Though the analysis of a sentence into the words of which it is 
constituted is as imaginary as the analysis of a word into the 
letter-form sounds, it is generally done in order to get an 
analytical view of the meaning of a sentence-an imaginary 
division of it as into cases, verbs, etc. 

A.bhihitiinvayavada and A.nvitabhidhiinavada. -This re· 
minds us of the two very famous theories about the relation 
of sentences to words, viz. the " Abhihitanvaya vada "and the 
"Anvitabhidhanavada." The former means that words 
themselves can express their separate meanings by the function 
abhidha or denotation ; these are subsequently combined into 
a sentence expressing one connected idea. The latter'means 
that words only express a meaning as parts of a sentence, and 
as grammatically connected with each other ; they only 
express an action or something connected with action ; in 
"samanaya" "bring the cow"-" gam" does not properly 
mean" gotva "but" anayananvitagotva," that is, the bovine 
genus as connected with bringing. We cannot have a case of a 
noun without some governing verb and vice versa-(Sarvadar· 
8ana-satp.graha, Cowell). 

The Yoga point of view. -It will be seen that strictly 
speaking the Yoga view does not agree with any one of these 
views though it appro~hes nearer to the Anvitabhidhana 
view than to the Abhihitanvaya view. For according to the 
Yoga view the idea of the sentence is the only true thing ; 
words only serve to manifest this idea but have themselves no 
meaning. The division of a sentence into the component word
conceptions is only an imaginary analysis-an afterthought. 

Confusion the cause of verbal oognition. -According to 
Pataiijali's view verbal cognition proceeds only from a 
confusion of the letter-form sounds (which are perceived in 
the sense of hearing), the 8abda-sphot;a which is manifested 
in the buddhi, and the object which exists in the external DR
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world. These three though altogether distinct from one another 
yet appear to be unified on account of the sa:il.keta or sign, so 
that the letter-form sounds, the sabda-sphota, and the thing, 
can never be distinguished from one another. Of course 
knowledge can arise even in those cases where there is no 
actual external object, simply by virtue of the manifesting 
power of the letter-form sounds. This sanketa is again defined 
as the confusion of words and their meanings through memory, 
so that it appears that what a word is, so is its denoted 
object, and what a denoted word is, so is its object. 
Convention is a manifestation of memory of the nature of 
mutual confusion of words and their meanings. This object 
is the same as this word, and this word is the same as this 
object. Thus there is no actual unity of words and their 
objects : such unity is imaginary and due to beginningless 
tradition. This view may well be contrasted with Nyaya, 
according to which the convention of works as signifying 
objects is due to the will of God. 
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INDEX 
abhihitanvayatJ4da, 180 
abhinivet\a, 101, 104 
abhivyaktikara'CW, 133 
abhyisa, 100, 101, 126, 128, 129, 

130, 138, 143, 149, 162, 177 
Absorption, 102 
Abstraction, 135, 136, 148, 154, 

174 
Accessories, 13ts, 137, 141S 
Accidental variation, 77 
aeit, 162 
Actual, 73 
Actuality, 83 
&dharma, 8ts, 86, 88, 102,106, 162 
adhiki.rin, 123 
adrsht;a.janmavedaniya, 112 
adrskta-janmavedaniya karma, lOts, 

llO, 111 
advaita, 14 
Advaita-brahmaaiddhi, 14 
Aftlictiona, 100, 103, 104, lOts, 123, 

124, 128, 143, 173 n., 176, 177, 
178 

Agent, 4 
Aggregation, 168 
Agreement, 33 
aharpkira, 38, 40, 41, 113, IS6, 58, 61, 

82, 86, 87, 93 
aharpki.ra-sittvika, rijasa, timasa, 

ts5 
ahirpsi, 136, 138, 139, 144 
Ahirbudhnyasa7phitii, 10 
akhyiti, 164 
aklishta, 101 
aklisht;a. vrtti. 128 
alit~ga, 7, 41, 42, 62, 118 
aniidi1a7pyoga, 28 
aniUrita, 29 n. 
anekabhavika, 107, 112, 113 
Anger, 141 
anirviicya, 28 

aniyatavipika, 112 
aniyatavipaka- adrshtajanmaveda • 

niya, 113 
ants.hkara~J,a, 43 n. 
anukiiretta palyati, 21 
anupajya, 21 
anuvrata, 139 
anuvyavasiya, 176 
anvaya, 166, 167 
anva.yikiral).a, 61 
anvitabhidkanavada, 186 
anvitibhidhinavada, Yoga view, 

near to, 186 
anyabhya7p aka'l!lkiirabhyiim avakii

ryyopajanane riijasiiha7pkiirol,i &a
hakiiribhavati, 55 

anyathakhyii.ti, 164, 173 n. 
anyatvakiira'CW, 134 
anyonyamithuniil,i 1arvve naiakamii· 

diaamprayogo viprayogo vii upala· 
bhyate, 7 

ailga, 145 
al).u, 43 n., 6ts 
ap, 74, 75, 166, 167 
ap atom, 65, 66 
apara va.irigya, 127, 128 
aparigraha, 141 
apavarga, 29 
apoha, 101, 176 
Appearance, 36 
apul).ya karma, 88 
Aristotle, 1, 13 
artha, 150 
a.rthava.ttva, 166, 167 
arthena avakiyaya griihyaiaktyii vii· 

iiiinamajani, 33 
asampra.jfl.ita, 124, 149 
asamprajfiita samiidhi, 125 
Asceticism, 136, 139, 142, 144 
aamiti, ts1, 59, 100, 104, 118, 1tl3, 

164, 172, 171S 
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asmiti-ego, 51 
a&mitiim<'Ura, 50, 51, 59, 160 
a.mitlin.ugata, 125, 153, 154 
a&mrtyetavan.m<Urakaratvddasmita, 

153 
Assimilation, 101 
Association of ideas, 37 
a.steya., 141, 144 
Astral body, 93 
a.'ulda, 140 
a.'uklii.krslu].a., 102, 103, Ill 
Atheistic, 90 
Atomic change as unit of time, 43 
Atoms, 4, 38, 39, 43, 65, 72, 74, 77, 

81, 152, 167; continual change, 
71 

Attachment, 99, 100, 176, 177 
Avariciousness, 136, 141 
ava.sthi, 76 
ava.sthii.parh;tima, 71, 73, 82, 156, 

163 
Aversion, 98, 176, 177 
avibhagapriiptaviva, 17 
a.vidyi, 2, 11, 12, 97, 90, 100, 101, 

104, 114, 115, 116, 120, 123, 128, 
131, 159, 172, 173 n., 178; its 
definition, 11; uprooting of, 115, 
116 

a.vidyi of yoga. and Silllkhya, 164 
avi~sha., 7, 7 n., 40, 41, 60, 61, 62, 

81, 82, 84, 165 
aviAe8he'(I.Opasktambhakasvabhiivii})., 6 
a.viveka., 173 n. 
avyapade8yatva, 77 
avyavasthitiikhilaparif.&amo bhavaty-

eva, 85 
ayutasiddhiivayava,69 
adi&amprayoga, 7 
ikira, 85 
iki§, 14, 43 n., 56, 57, 58, 68, 80, 

93, 166, 167, 168, 169, 170 
ikisa., two kinds of, 168 
ikisa. atom, 65, 66; Bhikshu and 

Vioaspa.ti on, 65 
iki!a. ta.nmitra, 66 
ilooa.na, 176 
imalaka, 77, 78, 79 
inanda., 153, 154 
inandinugata., 125, 153, 154 
4ptikaratw, 133, 135 
ipiira., 93 

iipyakiirat)a, 135 
isa.na., 136, 145 
ii.sa.ya, 103 
a.§erate sa'1118iirika puru81ul a~minniti 

a.§ayal), 103 
ii.var&:Q& sa.kti, 84 
iyush, 105, 106, 115 

Bara. bar a. m uni, 64 
bahya. karma, 102 
Beginningless, 28 
Behaviour, 6 
Bel, 77 
Benares, 11 n. 
bha.kti, 161 
bha.ktiyoga., 159, 161 
bhava., 110 
bhavishyadvyaktikamanagata'1U'nud-

bkutavyaktikamatitam &vavyiipiiro
piirilqha~ varttamiina~ tray«~ 
caitadva&tu jiianaaya jiieyam yadi 
caitat 8Varilpato nabhavi&hyan
neda~ nirvi&haya~ iiiiinamuda. 
patayata taamadatitamaniigatafll 
svarapato'stiti, 31 n. 

Bhiiahya, 16, 17, 18, 19, 33, 61, 62, 
67, 71, 76, 78, 80, 91, 95, 99, 109, 
110, 131 

bhii.va.ni, 161 
Bhikshu, 6, 9, 12 n., 43 n., 45 n., 

46 n., 50, 65, 67, 85, 86, 88, 90, 
94, 109, 110, 112, 126, 129, 145, 
153, 168 

bhoga,29, 105,106,115 
bhoga.-ea.rira, 105 
Bhoja, 126 
Bhoja.vrtti, 95 
bhra.ma., 173 n. 
bhiita., 60, 69, 166 
bhiita.di, 54, 56, 58, 63, 64; &core· 

tion from, 65, 66 
Biological, 2 
Birth, 133, 161 
Body, sa.ttva.ma.ya., 160 
Bondage, 19 
Bra.hmaca.ryya, 141 
Brahman, 27, 28, 139 
Breath, 146, 147 
Breath regulation, 135, 136 
buddhe(. pratiaa~vedi puruahal), 19 DR
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buddhi, 16, 18, 21, 27, 28, 40, 51, 52, 
61, HIS, 116, 118, 132, 173 n. 

Buddhist, 33, 46 n. 
Buddhists, their theory of aahopala· 

mbhaniyama refuted, 33 

Caitra., 173 
Cara.ka, 11 
Caste, 139 
Categories of existence, 41 
Category, 6, 117 
Caturda.si, 139 
Causal activity, 4 
Causal operation, 4 
Causa.l transformation, 4 
Causa.lity, 152 
Causa.tion, 132, 133; S8.111khya view 

of, 81 
Cause, 79, 81, SIS, 133, 134; nine 

kinds of, 133 
Cessation, 19 
Cha.nge, 43, 44 ; Buddhist and Yoga 

idea contrasted, 43 n. ; units of, 
43,46 

Changeful, 18 
Characterised, 37 
Characteristic, 3 7 
Chaya-vyakhya, 63, 93 
Chemica.!, 2 
Chowkhamba, 11 n. 
Circumstance, 139 
cit, liS, 162 
oitta, 36, 81, 92, 93, 94, 96, 101, 114, 

IllS, 116, 117, 119, 123, 132, 147, 
164, 161, 175; di1ferent forms of, 
92, 93; different states of, 170; 
its na.ture, 94 

cittamayaskantamataikalpa~ Banni
dMmiitropakari dr8yatvena sva~ 
bhavati purushasya svaminal,&, 22 

cittapraaiida, 127 
Clairaudience, 144 
Ola.ss-characteristics, 4 n. 
Cleanliness, 136, 143, 144 
Coco-nut, 77 
Co-existence, 34 
Cognitive states, 48 
Coherent, 7, 37 
Colloca.tion. 37 
Commentary, 4 

Compassion, 137 
Complacency, 137 
Compounds, 3, 166 
Conceived, 3 
Conceiver, 3 
Concentration, 17, 94, 95, 96, 123, 

126, 128, 133, 136, 147, 148, 150, 
152, 153, liSlS, 163, 170 

Concept, 150, 162,173 
Conceptual, 23, 26 
Concomitant causes, 83 
Condensa.tion, 10 
Conscious-like, 19 
Consciousness, 17, 18, 20, 21, 25, 45, 

92, 93, 122, 14~ 151, 154, 173 
Consciousness contentless, 50 
Conscious states, 17 
Conserva.tion, 132, 133 
Conta.ct, 27, 29 n. 
Contemplation, 97 
Contentment, 136, 139, l.U 
Continence, 136, 139, 14J, 144 
Con tra.ry, 141 
Co-operation, 3 
Cosmic evolution, 47 
Cosmic ma.tter, 74 
Country, 139 
Creation, 114, 115, 160, 161 
Critique of Judgment, 14 
Critique of Practical Reaaon, 14 
Critique of Pure Rea1on, 14 

Davies, 25 
Decision, IS3 
Demerit, 86, 87, 88, 93, 102, 103 
Denota.tion, 7 n. 
de,a, 85, 1 70 
Descartes, 13 
Desire, 141 
Determinate, 7 
Determined, 3, 37 
Determiner, 3 
Devotion, 139, 142, 141S, 161 
dha.ra.Qi, 101, 128, 130, 136, 136, 

137,138,146,147,148,176 
dharma, 42, 71, 82, SIS, 86, 87, 88, 

101, 103, 106, 162 
dharmamegha-samidhi, 117 
clharmapari~ma, 69, 71, 74, 80, 

81, 156, 163 
dha.rmin, 71, 73, 74, 76 DR
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dharmi.svarupamiitro hi dharma~, 
dharmivikriya eva e.shii dharma
dvara propaiicyate, 37, 71 

dha.rmi, 42 
dhiitu, 11 
dhrtikiiratw, 131S 
dhyana,ll7,130,135,136,138,139, 

145, 147, 148 
Difference, 33 
Differentiated, 7, 37, 62 
Differentiation, 53, 66, 101 
dik, 170 
Discrimination, 8, 116, 120, 164 
Distractions, 126, 148 
Doubt, 172 
dra.shlii drAir,uitralJ, iuddho' pi pratya-

yanupa8yab, 16 
dravya, 4 n., 29 n., 168 
Drol}.a., 140 n. 
drgdar8ana8aktyorekiitmateva aamita, 

16, 51 
drk, 17 
drk8akti, 20 
drshta.ja.nma ka.rmasa.ya, lOIS 
dr.sMajanmavedaniya, 105, 110, 112 
dul;lkha, 171S 
dvesha., 104. 

Earth, 167 
Effect, 81, 82, SIS, 132 
Efficient cause, 82 
Ego, 3, 4, 27, 28, 38, 42, 51, 52, 53, 

60, 61, 99, 152, 153, 175; a. 
modifica.tion of buddhi, 53; evo
lution in three lines from, 54 ; 
three kinds of, 55 

Egohood, 50, 124 
Ego-universal, 50 
ekabhavika., lOIS, 110, 111, 112 
ekabhavikatva, 109 
ekagra, 95,96,123,126 
ekitmatii., 17 
ekiUmikci Ba'fllvida~mitci, IH 
ekendriya, 128 
Elements, 3, 166 
Emancipation, 164 
Energy, 3, 5, 8, 132 
Enjoyment, 28, 29 
Equilibrium, 6, 7, 8, 9, 42, 43, 

87 
Error, 173 n. 

Eternal, 8, 91 
Eternity, two kinds of, 118 
Ethics, 92 
European, 10 
Evolutes, 11 
Evolution, 7, 39, 40, 41, 43, 45, 46, 

47, 62, 65, 69, 72, 76, 81, 84, 87, 
89, 114; a.s change, 43; aa 
change of qualities and as derivr.
tion of categories, 69 ; definite 
la.w of, 82 ; its limitations by 
time a.nd space, 79 ; measured by 
units of spa.tia.l motion, 44 : of 
manas, 55 ; of the senses, 54: : 
of ca.tegories, difference between 
S&!llkhya a.nd Yoga view, 68-62; 
of similars, 10 

Evolutiona.ry process, 77, 86, 91 
Exhalation, 146 
Existence as ca.pa.city of effecting, 8 
Expira.tory, 136 
Extension, 34 
Externality, 34 
Externa.l rea.lity, 34; Buddhist ob

jection to, 32 ; ha.s more than a. 
momenta.ry existence, 36 ; ita 
ground, 36 ; not due to imagina
tion, 35 ; not identical with our 
ideas, 35 

External world, 31; refutation of 
Buddhist objections, 33 

Faith, 102 
Fichte, 50 
Fisherman, 139 
Force, 82 
Freedom,l23, 125, 127; of will, 177 
Friendliness, 137 
Future, 31, 32, 46, 72 

Ga.J}.Q.a, 15 
gandha,38, 152,167 
gandha-tanmatra, 58, 64 
GauQ.apada.,24 
Generalisation, 154 
Generic, 168 
ghafiivacchinna cikcila, 14 
Gitci, 12 
GitabhaBhya, 4: n. 
Goal, 115, 121, 124, 127, 129 DR
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192 INDEX 
God, 2, 83, 87, 88, 90, 91, 115, 136, 

139, 142, 143, 145, 14:8, 149, 161, 
163, 1M, 172, 178, 187 

Gold, 134 
graha~&, 101, 153, 175 
grahat!QdMra'(IOh4pohatattvajnltna-

bhiniveJa buddhau varUamanii pur
uahe adhyaropitasadbhiivalr., 53 

grahitr, 153 
gr&hya, 54, 153 
Gross elements, derivation of, 65 et 

aeq. 
Grossness, 34 
gu~ eva prakrti8abdaviieyii na tu 

tadatirikta prakrtirasti, 10 
gu~n411' hi dvairii.pyafT! vyavasay

atmkatvam vyavaseyatmakatvao171-00, 
IS3 

gu~niill' paramall' rilpafT! na drshti· 
pathamreehati, yattu drshtipathafT! 
praptam tanmiiyeva sutuechaka7{1, 
12, 37 

guQas, 3, 4: n., 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 24, 
26, 37, 38, 39, 42, 53, 76, 78, 81, 
82, 98, 101, 118, 120, 121, 131, 
155, 167, 170 

iUQas, three classes, 5; as causal 
effect, 6; evolution of the cog
nitive and eonative senses and 
tanmatras, 38; identity of quali
ties and substances, 5; relative 
preponderance of, 7 ; special 
affinity of each class, 6 ; special 
beha.viour of each class of, 6 ; 
their atomic qualities consistent 
with their all-pervasiveness, 43 n.; 
their common purpose, 7 ; their 
co-operation, 38 ; their mode of 
combina.tion, 6 ; their mode of 
mutua.! operation, 5 ; their mode 
of evolution, 7 ; their nature as 
feelings, 68 ; their twofold nature, 
53 ; their threefold course of de
velopment, 38 ; their want of 
purpose in the state of equi
librium, 7 : two classes of their 
evolution, avi8esha and vi8esha, 
40 

Harihar&rat;1ya, 96 
Heaven, 86 n. 

h.etumadanityamavyiipi lakriyaman
eka8ritatp liitgall' sltvayavampara
tantra7{1 vyakta7{1 viparitamavyak· 
ta7{1, 4:2 

Hibiscus, 15 n. 
hiJpSi, 140, 141 
History of Hindu Chemistry, 7 n., 

63 n., 170 n. 
Horn of a hare, 8 
Hume, 37 

Idealistic Buddhists, 31 
Ignorance, 141, 14:5 
Illumination, 5 
Illusion, 173 n. ; of Yoga and SiiP· 

khya, 164 
Illusive, 28 
Imagination, 34 
Immanent purpose, 90 
Independence,95, 128,134 
Indeterminate, 8 
India, 14 
Indra, 86 n. 
Inertia, 3, 5, 8, 37, 167 
Inference, 1, 2, 81, 96, 154, 156, 162, 

163, 170, 171 
Infra-atomic, 3 
Infra-atoms, 4 
Inha.lation, 146 
Injury, 139 
Inorganic, 74 
Inspiratory, 136 
Intellection, 6 
Intelligence,2,48 
Intelligence-stuff, 3, 8, 49 
Iron, 6 
Ievara, 14, 79, 87, 88, 90, 103, 126, 

144, 145, 159, 160, 161, 162, 164, 
172 ; removal of ba.rriers, 87 

I8varakrshQ.8o, 7 n. 
fSvarapra.Qidhana, 142, 145, 161 
I 8varasyiipi dharmiidhisth4nartha!1' 

pratibandhapanaya et'a vyiipltro, 
87 

janmamaratz,akaratlltnii7fl pratiniya· 
miidayugapat pravrtte8ca purusha
bahutvam 1iddha7p. traigu~yavi· 
paryyayiieea, 26 DR
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INDEX 193 

ja¢8pha/ikayoriva nopariiga~ kint· 
vabhimiina}J, 15 

jiiti, 105, 106, 115 
Jealousy, 143 
jiva, 14 
jivanmukta, 117 
jivanmukti, 120 
jnina, 150 
jnanayoga,130,142,143,159 
Judgmental, 23 

kaivalya, 22, 23, 27, 31, 95, 96, 116, 
ll8, 121, 122, 139, 140, 142, 143, 
177 

kalpa., 160 
Kant, 14, 37 
Kapila, 25 
karma, 86, 98, 117, 159, 160, 177; 

its classification and divergence 
of views, 109-113 

karma-sannyasin, 103 
karmasaya, 103, 104, 105, 107, 109, 

110, 111, 112, ll5, 160 
karmayoga, 159 
karu~a, 137, 138, 139 
Kaumudi, 64 
kala, 85 
kama, 104 
kii.ra~a. 168 
kii.ra~acitta, 93 
karika, 7 n., 11, 24, 26, 42, 64, 165 
Kii.rya, 168 
kii.rya. vimukti, 120 
kii.ryya. citta, 92 
kiryya.kari sakti, 84 
Kil.smira., 79 
kevalapuruahakiirii aatttvit, 153 
ke'Vali, 117, 118 
kirii.tii., 101 
kle,a., 99, 100, 104, 114 
klishta, 128 
klishta.Vl'tti, 100 
Knowable, 5, 27, 32, 38 
Knower, 27, 50 
Knowledge, different kinds of, differ-

entiated, 163 
Known, 27 
kriya, 37,175 
kriyayoga, 129, 130, 142, 143, 161 
krodha., 104 
kJB~,102,103,111 

0 

krsh~a karma, 103, 111 
krtii.rtha'T(I prati nashtamapyanash· 

la1fl. tadanyasii.dharatwtvat, 26 
kahatta, 43, 44, 45, 46 n., 146, 170 
kshatwbhaliguram, 12 n. 
kaha'f)apracayii.Bra.ya, 46 n. 
kshatwpratiyogi, 46 n. 
ksha'f)atatkramayornii.sti vastusamii-

haralJ, iti buddhisamii.hii.ralJ, muhflr· 
ttii.horiitriitrii.dayab. aa tvaya'T(I 
kiUab vastu.§tlnyo' fli bt,ddhinir· 
ma1,1ah, 44 

kahipta, 95, 122 
kshiti, 74, 75, 166 
kshiti atom, 66 
kunti, 14, 15 n. 
kuaala, 121 
kusali, 121 
kiitastha nitya, 118 

lakshal}.a, 76, 82 
la.kshat;ta.-paril}.iima, 71, 72, 73, 74, 

156, 165 
Latent, 46, 73, 81, 96, 108 
laukikamayeva, 12 n. 
liberation, 7, 25, 167, 175, 177 
Light, 167 
Limitation theory, 14, 15 
linga, 7, 41, 42, 51, 62, liB 
lingamatram mahattatva'Tfl sattamatre 

mahati atmani, 50 
lobh<J,, 104 
Locke, 37 
Lokii.ciryya.,l1,55,58 
Lotus, 9 

madhumati, 125 
madhupratika, 125 
Magnet, 6, 89, 171 
maha.t, 9, 11, 40, 41, 42, 51, 56, 58, 

59, 61, 82 ; its potential existence 
in prakrti, 9 

Mahabharata, 15 n., 80, 140 
mahiipra.laya, 118 
mahii.vrata, 139 
maitri, 137, 138, 139 
manas, 40, 51, 55, 60, 81, 100, 118, 

133, 175, 176 
Manifested, 72 
mantra, 161 
Many, 27, 28 DR
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194 INDEX 

Ma~iprabhii, 65 
marut, 75, 166 
M&SS, 3 
Material cause, 61, 81 
Matter, 2, 3, 166 
minas& karma., 102 
mitra, 146 
mil.yi, 2, 11, 12, 14, 27, 28 
miiyii171o tu prakrti111o vidyiit miiyina111 

tu mahe8vara171o, 11 
miiyeva, 12 n. 
Mechanical, 2 
Meditation, 102, 135, 136, 145, 148, 

149, 161, 176 
Memory, 53, 98 
Mental, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 37, 48 
Mental states, analysis of, 48 
Merit, 85, 86, 87, 88, 93, 103 
Metaphysics, 30 
Method of agreement, 33, 35 ; of 

difference, 33 
Mind, 2, 3, 18, 19, 81; its seven 

qualities, 156 
Mind·modifica.tion, 20, 22; -trans-

formations, 18 
moha, 104, 175 
Molcahadharmiidhyiiya, 14.0 
Moment, 44, 45 
Momentary, 12, 35 
Moral, 2 
Moral ideal, 26 
Movement, 48 
muditi, 137, 139 
mur}ha, 95, 122 

Nahusha, 86 
Na.iyiyika, 58 
Name, 150, 173; and thing, 173 
Nandi, 85 
na tu lcahataatirilcta~ lcahat~-iW pad· 

4rtha'(l, lca8cidishyate taiatu kaha'l}a· 
miitraathiiyyeva padiirtha~ ishyate, 
45n. 

Naturalism and agnosticism, 2 n. 
Natural selection, 76 
Niget\a., 61, 63, 66, 86, 87, 94, 107, 

109, 117, 168 
Nii.riya~a. Tirtha., 90, 126 
naaadiiait na sadiiait tadlinim, 12 
nlistyaaata'(l, sa1/'lobhava~ na ciilti aato 

tlin48~. 31 

Nectar, 85 
Nescience, 14, 15, 97, 99; its dif. 

ferent forms, 172 n. 
nidri, 101 
Nihilists, 2 
nil)sange' pi upar/igo vivelcat, 15 
nil)sattlisattam nil)sadaaat niraaat 

avyalctam alingam pradhlinam, 8 
nil;tsa.ttii.sa.ttaiJl, 12 
nira.smiti, 153 
nirmii~ citta., 160, 161 
nirii.nanda., 153 
nirodha, 19, 96, 118, 149, 155, 156, 

170 
nirodhaja sa1118kiira, 97 
nirodha. samiidhi, 139 
niruddha, 95, 123 
nirvicira, 149, 153, 154 
nirvija, 122, 125 
nirvija samiidhi, 154 
nirvitarka, 150, 151, 153, 154 
niscaya., 50 
niyama, 136, 139, 142, 143, 148 
niyata vipiika, 112 
niyatavipaka.drsh~janmavedaniya, 

113 
Nilaka~tha, 80, 88, 89 
Non·being, 2 
Non-covetousness, 139, 144 
Non·discrimination, 15 
N on.distinction, 173 n. 
Non.existence, 8, 12 
Non·injury, 139, 140, 144; its 

classification, 141 
Non-stealing, 139 
Noumenon, 8, 14 

Observance, 135, 136 
OIJlk&ra., 161 
Omniscience, 95 
oshadhi, 161 

Pain, 98, 121, 122, 126, 137, 142 
Palm, 77 
Pantheism, 13 
Paficat\ikha, 17, 52, 103 n. 
para.ma mahat, 68 
paramii~u in Satpkhya and Yoga., 

43 n., 66, 67, 165, 167 DR
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INDEX 19G 
para. va.irigya., 120, 127, 128 
parikarma, 129, 130, 135, 137 
parit;ulma, 98 
parit~-iimadub,khatii, 98 
pari't1,iimakramaniyama, 62, 82 
pariJ:;aami, 19 
paril,lii.minityatii., 119 
Past, 31, 32, 46, 72 
Patafijali, 1, 2, 5 n., 16, 26, 30, 35, 

51, 119 
Patent, 81 
pii.da,54 
Pii.ficii.la, 79 
pii.l,li, 54 
papa karma, 100 
piipakarmUaya, 105 
Patafijala, 1, 12, 90, 115 
pii.yu,54,58 
Perceived, 3 
Perceiver, 3 
Percept, 19 
Perception, 3, 53, 96, 154, 162, 170, 

171,175 
Permanent, 21 
Phenomena, 2, 3, 5, 8, 10, 14, 17, 

18, 19, 95 
Phenomenal, 29, 84, 125, 155 
Philosopher, 2 
Philosophical, 2 
Physical, 2, 3, 4, 5, 37, 166 
Physical, Chemical and Mechanical 

Theories of the Ancient Hindus, 
63n. 

Plant : its possession of life and 
senses, 80 

Plato, 13 
Pleasure, 98 
Plurality, 26-29, 30 
Poison,85 
Posture, 135, 136, 145 
Potency, 19, 82, 96, 98, 101, 106, 

116, 124, 125, 154, 155; destroy
ing other potencies, 11 7 

Potential, 9, 32, 73, 77, 83, 84, 85 
Potentiality, 5, 83, 84 
Potentials, 3 
Power, 82 
pradhina, 118 
prajfii, 102, 116, 117, 120, 122, 125, 

126, 128, 136, 151' 154, 170, 171 ; 
its seven stages, 119-120 

prajiiisa.JPskira, 101 
prajiiiloka, 149 
prakasa, 37, 175 
prakrti,1, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 13, 16, 17, 

22, 25, 27, 28, 29, 40, 41, 42, 114, 
59, 62, 77. 82, 84, 85, 86, 87. 88, 
89, 91, 93, 94, 95, 114, 115, 117, 
118, 120, 122, 125, 143, 152, 160, 
161, 162, 164, 165, 170, 173n., 
175, 177, 178; as undifferentiated 
cosmic matter, 12; as equilibrium 
of dharma a.nd dha.rmi, 42; a vidyi 
and vii.sanii lie merged in it, 114; 
different views of, 10,11; different 
from avidyi, 12 ; evolution of 
the second category of asmitii., 
51 ; its difference from miiyi, 
12; its difference from purusha, 
20; its first evolutionary product, 
ma.hat, 50, 51; its goal, 116; its 
identity with gu:Q.a reals, 9 ; its 
relation with gul)as, 6; its simi
larity with purusha, 20 ; Lokii
cii.ryya' s view of, 11 ; nature in the 
state of equilibrium, 8 ; refilling 
from, 86; roused by God, 87 ; 
Venkata's view of, 10 

prakrtilina., 127 
prakrtivikrti, 7 n. 
prakrtirityucyate vikiirotpadakatt·iit 

avidyii fiiiinavirodhitviit maya vi
citrasrsh#karatoot, 11 

prakrtyapiira, 106 
prala.ya, 114 
pramii.1,1a, 101,170,176 
pral)ava, 161 
prii.l)ii.yii.ma, 136, 137, 145, 146, 147, 

148, 175 
prasupta, 176 
pratipaksha bhavana, 141 
pratiaambandhi, 46 n. 
pratiyogi, 46 n. 
pratyiihii.ra, 136,137,147,148 
pratyaksha, 171,175 
pratyaya, 119, 134 
pratyayakiira'T,/>a, 133 
pratyayarp. bauddhamanupa§yati ta

manupa§yannatadiitmiipi tadatma
ka iva pratibhati, 17 

pratyayiinupa~ya, 17, 18 
Pravacana-bhiiahya, 64 DR
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196 INDEX 

pri!ma1,1yani8caya, 134 n. 
Pre-established harmony, 2 
Present, 31, 32, 46, 72 
Presentative ideation, 101 
Presentative power, 33 
Pride, 143 
Primal, 3 
Primal cause, 3, a 
prthivi, 57 
Psychological, 2 
Psychology, 81 
Psychosis, 3, 16 
puQ.ya, 100 
pu1;1ya karma, 88, 100 
puQ.ya karmii.saya, 105 
PuriiQ.a, 64 
Purification, 138 
Purificatory, 129, 130, 136 
Purity, 139 
purusha, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 13, 16, 17, 19, 

23, 28, 29, 42, 48, 53, 61, 76, 89, 
90, 91, 92, 94, 95, 100, 104, 116, 
117, liS, 119, 121, 122, 125, 131, 
133, 143, 154, 159, 162, 164, 173, 
173 n., 175, 177, 178; arguments 
in favour of its separate exist
ence, 24; contrast with vedantic 
Brahman, 26 ; different from the 
mental states, 17 ; fulfilment of 
its objects, 7, 8 ; its connection 
with prakrti real, 28; its final 
separation from prakrti, liS; its 
permanence, 21 ; its plurality, 
26-30; its reflection in the mind, 
18 ; its relation with concepts 
and ideas, 49; its similarity with 
sattva, 49 ; meaning determined 
from the siitras, 16, 17 ; nature 
of its reflection in buddhi, 21, 
22 

purushartha, 89 
purush&rthatii., 120, 164; its rela

tion with avidya, 115 
piirvadesa, 43 n. 

rajas,3,4,3,6,24,37,40,43,47,49, 
110, 51, 54, 55, 62, 95, 96, 116, 175 

Rarefaction, 10 
rasa, 38, 152 
rasa-tanmatra, 58, 64 
Ray, P. C., 7 n., 63 n., 170 n. 

Radh&, U, 15 n. 
raga,97,99, 104,172 
Rafamartat~.~a, 65 
rajaputtravattattvopadesiit, 15 
rii.jasa, 38 
Riimiinuja, 64, 162 
Realisation, 137 
Reality, 2, 4, 30, ll8, 154 
Reale, 2, 3, 4, 10, 11, 28 
Reason, 50 
Reasoning, 53 
Rebirth, 93, 107 
Reflection, 18, 28 
Reflection theory, 14, 15 
Release, 28, 29, 123, 128 
Religious, 2 
Reperception, 18 
Restraint, 135, 136 
Retention, 101 
Right knowledge, 53 
rupa, 38, 65, 152, 167 
rupa-tanmatra, 57, 64 
}.lgveda, II 
rshi, 144 
rtambhara, 154 

aadr8apari1,1ama, 10 
sahakiiri, 55 
sahopaJambhaniyama, 33 
sahopaJambhaniyama8 ca vedyatvai!ca 

hetu aandigdhavyatirelcatayanaikii· 
ntikau, 34 

aahopaJambhaniyamiidabhedo nila· 
taddhiyol), 32 

Salvation, 145, 159, 162 
samadhi, 81, 96, 102, 118, 122, 124, 

126, 128, 130, 135, 136, 137, 140, 
142, 143, 145, 147, 148, 149, 151, 
153, 155, 161, 162; classification 
of, 153, 154 

samii.dhipariQ.ama, 155 
samana tantra, 67 
sampra.jiiata, 96, 124, 125, 126, 137, 

144,149,153,155,156 
samprajiiata samadhi, 138, 145, 

150, 154 
aampratyaya, 134 n. 
aa111-ghiitapa.rarthatviit trigu1,1iidivi· 

paryyayiidadhiah#taniit puruaho' ati 
bhoktrbhaviit kaivaJyarthaf!l pravrt· 
teica, 24 DR
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INDEX 197 
sa.:rpsara., 115, 121 
sa.:rpskiira., 19, 81, 96, 98, 101, 108, 

109, 125, 174, 176, 177 
sarMkiira(l vrttibhi(l kriyante aa'?tB· 

karai8ca vrttayalJ, eva17t vrttisa'?t· 
Bkiiracakram aniaamiivarttate, 97 

sa.:rpskiirasesha, 125 
Ba'?tskaryyakararJ,a, 135 
sa'Tf/,8f'sh¢a vivicyante, 62 
Ba17tvega, 129 
sa:rpyama, 149, 157 
BU'?tyoga, 27, 29 n. 
sannyiisasrama, 103 
sa.ntosha, 143 
sanketa, 187 
Sarasvati Ramananda, 126 
sarva17t sarvatmaka17t, 77 
satkaral}.avada, 81 
satkaryyavada, 81 
sattva, 3, 4, 5, 6, 22, 24, 37, 38, 40, 

43, 47, 49, 50, 51, 53, 54, 55, 
56, 96, 116, 143, 144, 153, 160, 
161 

sattvapurushayob .§uddhiaamye kai
valya'?t, 16, 22 

satevapurushayoraty:zntiisa1ikirt;tayob 
pratyayaviaeaho bhoga[l pariirthat
viit svarthasamyamiit purushajiia, 
nam, 16 

savicara, 149, 150, 152, 153, 154; 
pra.jfia, 151 

sa.vitarka, 149, 150, 152, 153, 154 
sa ca iitmanii grahitra saha buddhi

rekatmika sa17tvid, 51 
samiinya gutta, 29 n. 
Sa:rpkhya., 4, 7 n., 10, 11, 18, 26, 27, 

28, 29, 29 n., 30, 58, 62, 67, 89, 
90, 94, 140, 164, 165; Jaina in
fluence on, 94 n. 

Bii11tkhya-karika, 55, 56 n., 67 
Sa:rpkhya-Patafijala, 24, 76, 77, 80, 

81, 82, 85 
Sa:rpkhya philosophy, 4 n. 
Bii11tkhyapravacanabhashya, 4 n. 
Bii11tkhya-sii.tra, 11, 15, 169 
Bii11tkhya- Yoga, 4, 26, 27, 50 n., 57 
Sa:rpkhyists, 12 
sananda, 153 
sattvika, 38, 56 
sattvikaaha:rpkara, 63 
Science of Ethics, 50 

Seal, Dr. B. N., 7, 37, 63 n., 66· 
169 

Seeming reflection, 22, 23 
Seer, 17, 19, 23, 24, 28, 47,51 
Sel£,8, 18,21,26,49,51,54 
Self-consciousness, 52, 54 
Self-control, 24 
Self-intelligent, 3 
Self-subsistent, 36 
Sensation, 166 
Sense, 141 
Sense faculties, 56 
Sense organs, 56 
Senses, 3, 40, 41, 47, 54, 60, 86, 87, 

100, 102, 135, 147, 167, 171; 
divergent views about their evolu. 
tion, 57 

Separation, 29 n. 
Sex restraint, 144 
Shashtitantra§astra, 10, 12 
sidrlha, 144 
Siddhanta-candrikii, 65, 95 
8 iddhii ntale§a, 14 
Sign, 7, 41 
Simultaneous revelation, 33 
Sins, 103 
Sleep, 174 
smrti, 19, 64, 101, 102, 108, 126, 

128, 136 
Social, 2 
Soul, 13, 14, 24, 25 
Sound, 169 
Space, 79, 146, 152; as relative 

position, 169 
Space order, 170 
sparaa, 38, 65 
sparsatanmatra, 57, 64 
Specialised, 7, 8 
Specific, 168 
sphotavada, 178-187; Kumiiril's 

view, 181; Mahiibhiishya and 
Kaiyata, 182 ; Prabhakara, 182; 
Sahara's view, 182; l'ai8eahika 
view, ISO; Vakya-sphota, 185; 
Yoga view, 184 

Spinoza, 13 
Spirits, 7, 13 
Spiritual principle, 24, 28 
sthiti, 37, 175 
sthitikaratta, 133 
sthiila, 166 DR
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198 INDEX 
athiilavishaya.ka, 1114 
Strength, 102 
Studies, 136, 139 
Subconscious, 81 
Sub-latent, 46, 73 
Substance, 4 n., 29 n., 40, 47, 73, 

74, 76, 81, 168; its nature, 37 
Substantive entities, 3, 4, 7, 10, 11, 

82, 84 
Substratum, 36, 37, 49 
Succession, 44, 45 
&ummum bonum, 121 
Sushe1;1a, 135 
&utueehaka, 12 
rilc&hma, 61, 67, 166, 167 
aiikshmavishayaka, 154 
sultshmavrttimantal), 6 
Siitra, 15, 17, 22, 26, 31, 62, 64, I08, 

137, 147 
Sutrarthabodhini, 65, 90 
svariipa, 166, 167,175 
svadhyaya, 136, 142, 161 
Svetasvatara, II 
Sympathy, 137, 138 
Sa.bda, 38, 65, 150 
~abdajiiananupati vastu8unyo vikal· 

pal), 174 
~a.bda.-tanmatra, 57, 64 
~abdadinam murttisamanajatiyanam, 

66n. 
Sa.kti, I7' 82, 83 
Ba.ktiman, 82, 83 
Sa.nkara., 4 n., 135, 162 
santa, 73 
Santi-parva, 80, 88, 89 
&astra, 172 
Sa.uca., I43, I44 
sna., 6 
sraddha, I02, 126, 127, 128, I29, 

130, 135, 138, 158 
llruti, 57 
lluk1a, 102, 111, 140, 175 
8uk1a. karma, 103, 140 
suk1a. karmas& ya, 111 
suk1akf8hJ;la., 102, Ill 
Siinyavadi Buddhists, 2 
&valpa&all.karab &aparilliirab lapraty. 

avamarahab, 103 n. 
8Va&v4mi8aktyola Bvarfipopalabdhi-

hetula •amyogab, I6 

tadartha eva dr8ya&ya iitma, 16 
tadabhavllt samyogiibhiivo hanam tad· 

dr8ela kaivalyam, 16 
ta.ijasa., 56 
tamas, 3, 4, 5, 6, 37, 39, 40, 43, 47, 

50, 51, 52, 54, 55, 56, 94, 95, 117, 
169, 176 

tanmatra., 38, 40, 42, 54, 59, 61, 
65, 66, 67, 70, 82, 83, 124, 151, 
167 

tanmatra.s, evolution of grosser ele· 
menta from, 65 ; their difference 
from pa.ramanus, 68 ; their evolu· 
tion, et seq. 64 ; their relation to 
abarpkara, 40, 41 

tanmatravayava, 66 
tanmatriil)iimapi paraaparavyarvrtta· 

svabhiivatvamastyeva taeea yogima· 
tragamyam, 68 

tanu, 176 
tapa}), 136 
tapas, 161 
taamat svatantro'rthal;t sarvapurulha· 

siidhiirar.wl.l svatantratti ea cittiini 
pratipurusham, pravarttante, 36 

Taste, 167 
tatradrshtajanmavedaniyasya niyata-

vipakasya, 109 
tattva, 40, 94 
tattvajiiana., 101, 176 
Tattva-kaumudi, 25, 56 n., I03 n. 
Tattva-nirupatta, 66 
Tattvatraya, 11 n., 55, 58, 64, 66 
-Tattvavai8aradi, 3 n., 5 n., 9 n., 

33 n., 46, 53, 56 n., 64, 75, 78, 79, 
93, 135, 154 

ta.ttvantara, 68 
tattvantara-parittiima, 40, 41, 69 
tama.sa., 38, 56 
tamasa aharpkara, 60, 62 
te vyaktasukshma guttiitmiinala • 

sarvamidam guttaniim Sannive~
aviaeahamiitramiti paramarthato 
guttiitmanal), 38 

tej a.s, 65, 7 5, 166, 167 
tejas atom, 66 
Teleological, 86, 121 
Teleology, 24, 76, 77, 89 
Temptation, 141 
Theft, 136, 141 
Theist&, 90 DR
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INDEX 199· 

Theories, 2 
Thing, 1110 
Thing-in-itself, 2, 37 
Thought, 2 
Time, 79, 139, 152, 169; as discrete 

moments, 44 ; as unit of change, 
43 ; element of imagination in, 
44, unit of, 46 ; order, 170 

Tinduka, 77 
Trance, 135, 136, 143; Trance-cog· 

nition, 95 
Transcendent, 18 
Transformations, 20, 24 
trasare!}u, 66 
trigu1,1amaviveki vishayab samiinya

macetanarp prasavadharmi vyak
tarp tatha pradkanarp tadvipari
tastatha puman, 42 

Truth, 141 
Truthfulness, 139, 140, 144 
Tulyajiitiyatulyajatiya8aktibhedanu • 

patinal), 6 

udira., 176 
udbodha.ka., 174 
udghata, 146, 147 
udita, 73 
Ultimate state, 7 
Una:ftl.icted, 176 
Understa.nding, 19 
Undetermined, 8 
Undifferentiated, 12, 162 
Unindividuated, 12 
Universe, 1, 13; a product of guJ;la 

combinations, 37 
Unknowable, 2, 37 
Unmanifested, 4, 8, 72 
Unmediated, 8 
Unpredioable, 73 
Unreal, 28 
Unspecialised, 7 
Unwisdom, 142 
Upanishads, ll 
upastha, 54, 58 
upidana, 61 
upidiina kiraJ;la, 61, 133 
upekshi, 137, 139 
utpadyakara~,l36 
uttarade6a, 43 n. 
iiha, 101, 176 

vaikarika, 56 
vairagya, 100, 101, 127, 129, 130, 

135, 136, 143, 149, 162, 177 
Vai6eshika, 43 n., 71, 168 
Vaiseshika atoms, 70 
vaishl;lava, 10 
Vanity, 143 
vdikiira, 128 
vastupatital,i, 44 
vastusamye cittabhedat tayor vibhak

tal,i panthal,i, 35 n. 
Viicaspati, 3, 5 n., 8, 12, 32, 33, 35, 

44, 46n., 51, 55, 62, 65, 66, 67, 
75, 78, 87, 89, 93, 109, llO, 112, 
ll8, 126, 129, 144, 153, 154 

vik,54 
Vakyapadiya, 183 
vasa.nii, 99, 106, lOS, ll4, 116, 

177; contrasted with karmiBa.ya., 
107 

Vayu: 167 
Viiyu atom, 65 
Vedas, 154,160,162,170,177 
Vedanta, ll, 14, 24, 27, 28, 29, 

162 
Vediintism, 14 
Vediintists, 12, 26, 66, 81 
Vedic, 103 
Vehicles of a.ctions, 103 
Venka~a. 10 
Veracity, 136, 140 
Verbal cognition, cause of, 186 

view of Nyiya, 187 
vibhu, 43 n. 
vibhu parim4~, 2a n. 
vibhuti, 158 
VibhutipA<Ia, 22 
viciira, 153 
vioiiriinugata,125, 153 
vicchinna, 176 
Vice, 86, 87 
videha, 127 
vidyi, 177 
vidyaviparitam jitanantararp avidya, 

ll, 97 
Vijnaniimrta-bhllshya, 88, 90 
Vijiiiina Bhikshu, 4, 15 
vikalpa, 101, 1110, 173, 174 l vikarakarat~a, 133 
vikaryyakaratta,135 
vikrti, 7 n., 165 DR
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200 INDEX 

tJiuAipea, 93, 12a 
vibhipt&oitta, 96, 130 
vip&b, 105, 107 
vi~yaya, 101, 172, 173, 176 
tJiprayoga, 7 
Virtue, 86 
V i8ht&u Purtitw, 66 
vi6esha, 7, 7 n., 40, 1!9, 81, 84, 165, 

171 
vi.fuhapari~ma, 60 
vi8eahavi8eahalingamiUrdlingiinigu~-

parv4tti, 59 
vi8okii., 125 
vitarka, 153 
vitarkinugata, 125, 154 
viyoga, 29 n. 
viyogakaratw, 134, 135 
viryya, 102, 126., 128, 135, 136 
Vomit, 141 
Vrui, 56, 92, 96, 97, 101, 102, 122, 

171 
vya.Q.gya, 57 
vya.l'ljaka, 57 
vyatireka, 128 
vyavaslJyiitmakatva, 3 
vyavaaeyiitmakatva, 3 
Vyii.sa, 5, 7, 8, 8 n., 22, 53, 121, 133, 

135 
Vyll&a-bka&hya, 3 n.,1 5 n., 7 n., 10, 

11,12,16,17,18, 33, 36, 37,43 n., 
50, 56, 58, 59, 60, 66 n., 68 n., 70, 
71 n., 79, 84, 85, 94, 99,101, 117, 
119, 121, 133, 171 

vyoman, 75 
vyutthina,155,156, 170 
vyuttkana citta, 95 

Ward, 2n. 
Wicked, 102 
World-phenomena; 16 
World process, 91 

yadyalift.gavaatka 8abdadyupabhogatp 
vii •attvapur!Ukanyatakhyiitim ~.a 
pui"'Uhartham nirvarUayet tannr
varUane ;.; na aamyavaatha 8yiit, 8 

Yama, 136, 138, 139, 142, 143, 148 
Yatamii.na, 127 
yatka ratkadi yantradibhih, 23 
yatkayaBkiintamatr-ih avasminneva 

ayal_!Bannidhikara~miitriit Aalya· 
niBhkarshattiikhyam upakiiram 
kurvat purushaBya Bvaminah avam 
bhavati bhoga8adhanatviit, 22 

ye casyiinupaathitii bhiigaate cfHya na 
syurevarp, niisti prshthamiti udara· 
mapi na grhyeta, 36 

Yoga,14,29,48,62,89,96,122,123, 
124, 129, 130, 131, 140, 144, 147, 
155, 162, 177 ; its points of differ
ence with Sii.rp.khya, 163-165 

Yoga metaphysics, 1 
Yoga philosophy in relation to other 

lndian&ystemsofthought,165 
Yoga system, 2 
Yoga theory, 5 
yoganga, 122, 130, 131, 132, 135, 

136, 144, 145, 149 
Yoga-siUra, 5n., 11, 17, 35n., 43 n., 

45,47, 108,117,142,163 
Yoga-viirUika, 4 n., 6 n., 9, 10, 

12 n., 22, 29 n., 43 n., 45n., 60, 
61, 65, 66, 67, 87, 110, 126, 127, 
129, 134 n., 143, 164, 176 

Yogins, 79, 87, 95, 97, 98, 121, 125, 
127, 128, 129, 136, 139, 143, 147, 
153, 155, 156, 158, 160; nine 
kinds of, 129 

yogyatiivacchinna dharmii.Uih 8akti· 
reoo dharmal_!, 82 

Yudhishthira, 140 
yutaaiddkavayaba, 168 
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